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Abstract 

Infections caused by pathogenic yeasts are becoming increasingly 

prevalent, infecting billions of people every year. Nowadays, these 

infections are poorly understood, difficult to diagnose, and are 

becoming increasingly frequent and severe. Pressing problems are 

the emergence of resistance to antifungal drugs, the persistence in the 

host, and the lack of fast and efficient diagnostic tools to direct to the 

appropriate treatment.  The aim of this thesis has been to develop a 

series of bioinformatic resources (tools and methodologies) to 

support the OPATHY consortium in the analysis of data provided by 

next generation sequencing, proteomics, or other omics technologies 

in the field of study and diagnosis of yeast infections (and by 

extension to researcher working on omics, in general). In particular, 

we have explored and designed distinct computational techniques to 

identify novel biomarker candidates of resistance traits, to predict 

DNA/RNA sequences’ features, and to optimize sequencing 

strategies for host-pathogen transcriptome sequencing studies (Dual 

RNA-seq). We have also designed and developed an efficient 

bioinformatic solution composed of a server-side component 

constituted by distinct pipelines for VariantSeq, Denovoseq and 

RNAseq analyses as well as another component constituted by 

distinct GUI-based software to let the user to access, manage and run 

the pipelines using friendly-to-use and secure interfaces. We have 

also designed and developed SeqEditor a software for sequence 

analysis and primers design that can be used to design primer for 

species identification and detection in PCR diagnosis. Finally, we 

have developed CandidaMine an integrated data warehouse for 

fungal omics data and for data analysis and knowledge discovery. 
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Resum 

 Aquesta tesi presenta una sèrie de recursos bioinformàtics 

desenvolupats per a donar suport en l'anàlisi de dades de NGS i altres 

òmics en el camp d'estudi i diagnòstic d'infeccions fúngiques. Hem 

dissenyat tècniques de computació per identificar nous biomarcadors 

i determinar potencial trets de resistència, pronosticant les 

característiques de les seqüències d'ADN/ARN, i planejant 

estratègies  optimitzades de seqüenciació per als estudis de hoste-

patogen transcriptomes (Dual RNA-seq).  Hem dissenyat i 

desenvolupat tambe una solució bioinformàtica composta per un 

component de costat de servidor (constituït per diferents pipelines per 

a fer anàlisi VariantSeq, Denovoseq i RNAseq) i un altre component 

constituït per  eines software basades en interfícies gràfiques (GUIs 

de l'acrònim en anglès) per permetre a l'usuari accedir, gestionar i 

executar els pipelines mitjançant interfícies amistoses. També hem 

desenvolupat i validat un software per a l'anàlisi de seqüències i el 

disseny dels primers (SeqEditor) orientat  a la identificació i detecció 

d'espècies en el diagnòstic de la PCR. Finalment, hem desenvolupat 

una base de dades integrant dades omiques de fongs patògens  que 

hem anomenat CandidaMine.  

 



 

Overview 

This thesis was developed in the framework of the EU-funded 

international training network OPATHY (Omics of PATHogenics 

Yeasts www.opathy.org), an inter-disciplinary research network 

aiming to develop novel solutions involving high throughput 

technologies (omics) to study, treat, and diagnose yeast pathogens. 

The overall aim of the present thesis was to fill in existing gaps in 

exploiting these technologies. One of the central goals was to develop 

a bioinformatic infrastructure including an integrative database, 

scripting and pipelines tools for pipeline-workflow automatization, 

friendly-to-use interfaces for efficient processing, analysis, and 

storage of omics fungal data. This includes pipeline tools for data 

analysis and knowledge discovery based on the data interrogation 

through the development of state of the art computational tools for 

automatization of primer design, analysis of collected data as well as 

techniques for identification of novel biomarker candidates that could 

be utilized for diagnostic purposes.  

This thesis has been divided into ten chapters, which I briefly 

introduce here: 

● Chapter 1  (“Introduction”) presents an overall overview to 

different perspectives and recent trends in yeast infections 

diagnostics and NGS techniques. It also emphasizes the 

current needs to develop new diagnostic techniques targeting 

fungal pathogens and highlight challenges that lie Ahead. 

Finally, it discusses the need to develop new bioinformatics 

solutions that exploit recent advances in the fields of 

genomics and proteomics that can aid in discovering new 

biomarkers and developing new diagnostics methods. 

http://www.opathy.org/
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● Chapter 2  (“Objectives”) presents the main objectives of the 

present thesis.  

● Chapter 3 (“SeqEditor: an application for primer design 

and sequence analysis with or without GTF/GFF files”) 

presents the research and work performed for designing and 

creating SeqEditor a cross-platform standalone desktop 

application for the analysis of nucleotide and protein 

sequences, including a set of tools for the search and design 

of PCR primers, including singleplex, multiplex and target-

specific primers. The tool is showcased with a real case study 

involving the design and experimental validation of primers 

for detecting the presence of Candida pathogens by PCR. 

● Chapter 4 (“CROSSMAPPER: estimating cross-mapping 

rates and optimizing experimental design in multi-species 

sequencing studies”) focuses on the research and work done 

in the co-development of CrossMapper a tool to estimate 

cross-mapping rates and optimizing experimental design in 

multi-species sequencing studies e.g. dual RNA-seq. 

CrossMapper tool is a pipeline assessing, prior to sequencing, 

the potential rates of multi-mapping and erroneous mapping 

for various combinations of sequencing parameters and any 

number of reference sequences. 

● Chapter 5  (“Recurrent neural networks for classification 

and regression problems in DNA and RNA sequences with 

rnnXna”) presents the research done to develop a 

computation technique based on recurrent neural network 

models implemented to enhance structure profiling of RNA 

secondary structures. 
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● Chapter 6 (“Applications and pipeline infrastructure of the 

GPRO suite for RNASeq, DeNovoSeq and VariantSeq 

analysis”) presents the approaches done in developing a set 

of friendly-to-use interfaces to manage, run and control 

bioinformatics pipelines and. RNASeq provides a set of tools 

to perform differential expression and functional enrichment 

analysis. DeNovoSeq provides a set of tools to perform 

sequence de novo assembly and annotation. VariantSeq 

provides a set of tools to calling and annotation of (SNPs and 

INDELs) variants. 

● Chapter 7 (“Biomarkers of caspofungin resistance in C. 

albicans isolates: a proteomic approach”) presents a 

proteomic approach  on LC-MS/MS protein data to find and 

identify candidate biomarkers of echinocandin resistance 

Candida albicans isolates using differential expression and 

network analysis. 

● Chapter 8 (“CandidaMine, an integrative omics database 

for Candida yeast pathogens”) presents the integrative 

research work by the candidate in order to build CandidaMine 

an integrative database warehouse dedicated to Candida 

Species omics data. CandidaMine collects and integrates 

multiple data sets for different database resources to enable 

advanced mining features for the development of the 

integrative analysis tools. The chapter also presents a general 

overview of CandidaMine and its main features and how to 

use them to mine and perform an integrative analysis. 

● Chapter 9 (“Summarizing Discussion”) presents and overall 

discussion of the results and Chapter 10 (“Conclusions”) 

presents overall conclusions obtained in this thesis.  



x 

Finally, Appendix A provides a list of studies in which I have 

participated during my PhD and the intellectual property1 registration 

of the GPRO project. Appendix B provides online resources of 

manuals and tutorials for all the software tools developed in this 

work.  

 

  

 

1 Intellectual property is the formal action for patenting software in Spain 
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1 Introduction 

With the advent of the post-genomic era, high throughput 

technologies have revolutionized the way in which omics studies e.g. 

genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics or metabolomics are 

performed (van Dijk et al. 2014, Goodwin et al. 2016). Advances in 

next generation sequencing (NGS) and proteomics have triggered a 

bioinformatics revolution involving the full spectrum of Technology 

Readiness Levels (TRL) to develop tools able to manage and mine 

biologically meaningful information from omics data (i.e. genomes, 

transcriptomes, proteomes, etc.). Such advances have also triggered 

a new generation of techniques and applications for clinical 

diagnostics (Gu et al. 2019, Lefterova et al. 2015). Despite most 

attention is still oriented to applications such as cancer prognosis 

(Luthra et al. 2015) or diagnosis of hereditary disorders (Di Resta et 

al. 2018), the interest toward infectious disease diagnosis and 

monitoring has recently increased. Although most NGS applications 

in clinical microbiology focus on bacteria and viruses, fungi are 

equally amenable to NGS. Thus, NGS holds enormous promise of 

offering novel diagnostics tools for yeast infections (Consortium 

Opathy and Gabaldón 2019). However, NGS still poses many 

challenges that need to be addressed before its widespread adoption 

in the clinics. This includes reducing cost and turnaround time, 

standardizing protocols and bioinformatics pipelines, pipeline 

automation, improving reference databases, homogenizing, or 

integrating heterogeneous data sources, and establishing state of the 

art quality control measures.  

This chapter begins with a brief introduction to different perspectives 

and recent trends in diagnostics of yeast infections, emphasizing the 

current needs to develop new diagnostic techniques targeting fungal 

pathogens. Then new trends and techniques in NGS are introduced, 
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highlighting general and fungal specific challenges, and how these 

can be applied to diagnostics. Finally, it discusses the need to develop 

new bioinformatics solutions that exploit recent advances in the fields 

of genomics and proteomics that can aid in discovering new 

biomarkers and developing new diagnostics methods. 

1.1 Diagnosis of yeast infections: The Old, the New, and the 

Upcoming 

Opportunistic yeast pathogens cause a wide range of infections, from 

superficial and mucosal infections to disseminated and bloodstream 

infections, which can often be fatal (Kullberg and Arendrup 2016). 

The incidence of these pathogens has increased in recent years, 

becoming a major source of life-threatening infections, especially in 

immunocompromised and hospitalized or critically ill patients. 

Among pathogenic yeasts, Candida spp. are the most common cause 

of life-threatening invasive infections (Brown et al. 2012). The 

mortality rates associated with invasive candidiasis remain high at 

40% even with antifungal therapy, due to the increasing resistance to 

antifungals of such pathogens, as well as the newly emerging novel 

pathogenic species (Papon et al. 2013, Gabaldón et al. 2016, 

Ksiezopolska and Gabaldón 2018).  

Although the most common cause of candidiasis is Candida albicans, 

the emergence of non-albicans Candida species such as Candida 

glabrata, Candida dubliniensis, Candida parapsilosis, and Candida 

tropicalis has increased over the past decades (da Matta et al. 2017). 

Another example is Candida auris which has recently been 

recognized as a globally emerging multidrug-resistant species 

(Geddes-McAlister and Shapiro 2019, Sekyere and Asante 2018). In 

addition, new virulent pathogens have emerged due to hybridization 

events among pathogenic and non-pathogenic lineages (Mixão and 
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Gabaldón 2018). Virulence and antifungal resistance may vary 

between species (Schmalreck et al. 2014), and even between strains 

of the same species (Farmakiotis and Kontoyiannis 2017), hence it is 

very important to provide a resolution at the species level for 

effective therapy.  

Classical clinical diagnosis of infectious diseases requires a physician 

formulating a differential diagnosis and then ordering a series of tests 

to identify the causative agent. Such tests are currently mostly based 

on microscopy, selective culture, and/or biochemical approaches 

(Ellepola and Morrison 2005, Cuenca-Estrella et al. 2012, Arendrup 

et al. 2014). Most of these methods require isolation and cultivation 

of the infective agent from clinical specimens, a process that takes up 

to 48 hours for most common pathogenic yeasts and can require more 

time for some samples or species. In addition, the identification 

procedures require specific expertise, may provide ambiguous 

results, and are generally time-consuming, delaying an effective 

diagnosis. The spectrum of conventional testing for pathogens in 

clinical samples ranges from the identification of microorganisms 

growing in a selective culture, for example, by biochemical 

phenotype testing or matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-

of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) (Mellmann et al. 

2009, Vlek et al. 2014, Hou et al. 2019), the detection of organism-

specific biomarkers for example antigen testing by latex 

agglutination or antibody testing by enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay (ELISA) (Binnicker et al. 2012, Hartl et al. 2018) or molecular 

based testing by Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Mullis et al. 

1986) for single pathogen or multiplexed PCR testing for multiple 

pathogens detection.  

Recently, there is a growing interest in the development of alternative 

methods, based on direct detection of diagnostic molecules. These 
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approaches collectively referred to as molecular diagnostics have the 

potential to be directly applied to clinical specimens and include 

proteomics-based methods and the detection of specific DNA 

sequences. For example, PCR enables the selective amplification of 

a targeted segment of DNA, generating millions of copies of that 

sequence (amplicon) within a few hours. The potential diagnostic use 

of this technique is obvious, as it allows the selective detection of 

minute amounts of the target DNA by using specific 

oligonucleotides. Diagnosis can be based merely on the presence of 

the amplicon (if it is unique for the targeted species), its particular 

size, or its specific sequence, which can be determined by sequencing 

or by hybridization to a specific probe. The combination of specific 

PCR designs with subsequent analysis has led to a plethora of 

alternative PCR-based approaches that are increasingly used in the 

diagnosis of yeast infections. In addition, specific patterns in the 

DNA of infectious microorganisms can be detected without the need 

of selective amplification by PCR. For instance, by means of direct 

hybridization with specific probes or by recognizing patterns in the 

length of fragments produced by enzymatic digestion of the DNA by 

specific endonucleases. Target-specific primers are central for the 

identification of species in many microbiological processes or for 

determining antimicrobial susceptibility as well as load infection. In 

fungal research for example, target-specific primers are frequently 

used for the identification of a yeast pathogen that is responsible for 

a given infection. 

Other available methods and those currently under development 

differ in the need for cultivation of the infectious agent, the ability to 

directly use a clinical sample, sensitivity and accuracy, cost, time and 

expertise requirements, as well as in the range of species that can be 

identified. In addition, some emerging methods hold the promise of 

being able to readily diagnose both the species and drug resistance 
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profile of the infecting agent. A common drawback of methods based 

on the detection of DNA is that the detection of the DNA may not 

necessarily correlate with the presence of actively infecting cells (i.e. 

if the species can also be a commensal), or even with the presence of 

living cells (DNA from dead cells can also be detected). For this 

reason, several recent approaches are based on the detection of RNA 

from actively transcribed genes, which are a better proxy for active 

cells, and which may also reveal signatures that distinguish invasive 

from commensal behaviours. The field of diagnosis of yeast 

infections has advanced significantly in the last decade and is 

currently experiencing a revolution with the usage of the new (and 

the not so new) high throughput omics technologies (Consortium 

Opathy and Gabaldón 2019), as we will explore in the next section.  

1.2 Trends in Next generation Sequencing 

Nowadays, a variety of NGS platforms are available with ongoing 

developments to increase throughput, read length, and accuracy. 

Current technologies range from “sequencing-by-synthesis”, 

implemented by Illumina, which produces short, accurate reads at 

high throughput, to nanopore-based sequencing, which produces 

long reads (up to 1 Mb), but with less throughput and accuracy 

(Goodwin et al. 2016). The increased sequencing capacity combined 

with reduction of cost and the development of novel approaches has 

facilitated the implementation of NGS outside the research lab, 

progressively entering the agronomic, forensic and clinical fields 

(Berkman et al. 2012, Lecuit and Eloit 2014, Børsting and Morling 

2015, Hynes et al. 2017). More recently, NGS is increasingly being 

used in clinical microbiology laboratories (Deurenberg et al. 2017), 

as its precision outperforms most of the traditional diagnostic 

approaches (Turabelidze et al. 2013). Furthermore, it can provide 

very high sensitivity for the diagnostics of rare pathogens, as shown 
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with the identification of Leptospira as the causative agent of 

encephalitis after the failure of 38 different diagnostic tests 

(Turabelidze et al. 2013, Wilson et al. 2014). NGS applications are 

still in its early stage when it comes to clinical mycology compared 

to bacteriology or virology in which such applications have become 

routine diagnostic procedures. However, we can see many NGS 

applications such as whole genome sequencing (WGS), 

metagenomics, single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), amplicon 

sequencing of ribosomal internal transcribed spacer (ITS) and RNA 

sequencing (RNA-seq) being applied in mycology research. Such 

applications are likely to be soon translated and adopted as a routine 

diagnostic procedure in the clinics. 

The genetic diversity between different fungal isolates can be studied 

using microsatellite analysis, however SNPs analysis could be a more 

accurate marker for the evaluation of recombination and genetic 

relationships (Araujo 2014). Amplicon sequencing of the ribosomal 

ITS region and WGS of fungal isolates can be used as the most 

discriminative approach in genetic research of various fungal 

pathogens like Candida species and as a tool in taxonomic 

identification (Araujo 2014, Dannemiller et al. 2014). As an 

example; WGS is used for the parallel detection of several resistance 

markers for C. glabrata, which prove to be a good alternative to 

several PCR/DNA sequencing reactions (Biswas et al. 2017). In 

addition, some pathogenic yeast clades frequently form hybrids 

(Pryszcz et al. 2014, Hagen et al. 2015, Schröder et al. 2016), leading 

to the origin of new lineages that can be neglected or misidentified 

with conventional diagnostic tools. For instance, NGS allowed the 

identification of different parental and hybrid lineages in C. 

orthopsilosis species (Pryszcz et al. 2014, Schröder et al. 2016), 

which with conventional tools were always considered the same 

agent of infection. This is of particular concern, because these hybrid 
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lineages present high genomic plasticity that may allow 

unpredictable adaptations to new environments or conditions (Mixão 

and Gabaldón 2018). 

Apart from WGS as a tool for the identification of genomic 

characteristics of the pathogen, NGS techniques offer more tools for 

the study of genetic changes due to environmental influences. Gene 

expression can be studied more directly by transcriptome analysis, 

which may be explored to identify the presence of transcripts that, for 

example, are only expressed during invasive growth. In addition, 

global analysis of gene expression at the RNA level will greatly 

contribute to the investigation of interaction between the host and the 

pathogen, and thus will further our understanding of pathogenesis 

(Hovhannisyan and Gabaldón 2019). With RNA-seq, we can obtain 

tens of thousands of transcripts from one sample, in an unbiased 

manner (Van Keuren-Jensen et al. 2014). This technology has been 

used to profile the transcriptome of the host, the pathogen or even 

both by means of dual RNA-seq during infection (Westermann et al. 

2012). Transcripts originated from the host and the pathogen can be 

distinguished by aligning to the corresponding reference genomes 

(De Cremer et al. 2013, Enguita et al. 2016), allowing the 

determination of RNA markers involved in the infection from both 

sides. While transcriptome analysis using RNA-seq technology can 

provide reproducible and reliable data, some biases and errors can be 

introduced during the experimental procedures and bioinformatics 

analysis as will be explained in the next section, which make it 

difficult to compare results from different samples (Van Keuren-

Jensen et al. 2014). This is an important aspect for successful clinical 

applications.   

The study of the microbiota has gained momentum by the 

introduction of metagenomics (i.e. analysis of the collective genetic 
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material present in a microbial community). Deep sequencing of 

clinical samples or microorganisms isolated from different body sites 

can provide insights of possible correlations between the microbiome 

composition, presence of potential pathogens and pathogenic states 

(Ji and Nielsen 2015), furthermore it provided an important tool to 

assess the emergent properties of the diverse microbial communities 

(Nguyen et al. 2015, Zoll et al. 2016). Although fungi contribute 

approximately 0.1–1.0% of the total microbiome, it contributes a 

major role to the equilibrium between all microbiome communities 

(Qin et al. 2010, Botschuijver et al. 2017, Mar Rodríguez et al. 2016). 

As reported by Zoll et al., changes in the mycobiome in 

immunocompromised patients can lead to opportunistic fungal 

infections (Badiee and Hashemizadeh 2014, Zoll et al. 2016). 

However, as mentioned before, the detection of an organism DNA by 

NGS does not necessarily correlate with the presence of actively 

infecting cells or that it is the causative agent of disease, especially 

in the case of opportunistic fungal pathogens as they can present in a 

commensal state. Nevertheless, integrating such information with the 

surrounding microbiome can provide a way to distinguish invasive 

from commensal behaviours. For instance, Bittinger et al. 

demonstrated that relative abundances of bacteria and fungi in the 

lung are different during fungal colonization and fungal infection, 

which can be exploited for clinical diagnosis (Bittinger et al. 2014). 

Metagenomics approaches have been used for monitoring the 

presence of pathogens and for pathogen detection (Cuomo 2017). 

However, a culture and PCR free metagenomics for a direct detection 

of human pathogens in clinical samples has to date only been applied 

to bacteria, in addition to it has still to overcome some major 

challenges associated with the low pathogen presence in a clinical 

sample, and the improvement of the DNA quality, sequencing library 

preparation methodology and computational bioinformatics pipelines 
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that prevents it from widespread use (Gu et al. 2019). In addition, the 

fact that fungi represents a small portion of total microbiome, may 

decrease their detectability by currently available sequencers like 

Illumina NextSeq and HiSeq (Zoll et al. 2016) and impose a fungal 

specific limitation to the applicability of such technology to the 

determination of mycobiomes for clinical diagnostics. However; it is 

possible to use targeted sequencing of amplicons of the ITS region of 

the fungal ribosomal genes to study the fungal component of a 

complex microbial ecosystem (Huseyin et al. 2017). For example; 

McTaggart et al, has developed an NGS-based method based on ITS1 

amplicon sequencing and a custom computational pipeline to detect 

a broad range of fungi in bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) specimens 

and applied it to the analysis of the fungal microbiome of the lung 

during fungal infection, demonstrating its potential for distinguishing 

fungal infection from colonization (McTaggart et al. 2019). 

The introduction of a newer generation of sequencing machines such 

as MinION opens new and promising possibilities to have direct and 

real time approaches for clinical fungal diagnostics. MinION based 

on Oxford Nanopore Technologies is a portable and a palm-sized 

sequencing device capable of generating ultra-long sequence reads in 

real-time, with low initial start-up costs and ease of use. For instance 

a recent study has presented the usage of MinION-based NGS 

sequencing to confirm the diagnosis of an invasive fungal infection 

by detecting Pneumocystis jirovecii directly from BAL and sputum 

specimens (Irinyi et al. 2020).  

1.3 Bioinformatic tools and Databases 

Advances in NGS and other high-throughput omics technologies 

have triggered a revolution in the field of bioinformatics, driven by 

the need to develop tools to manage and mine the ever-increasing 
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amounts of biological information. These tools no longer consist of a 

single piece of software coupled with a knowledge database, but 

rather take the form of a complex workflow, commonly referred to 

as a “pipeline”, where different tools are sequentially or 

simultaneously used, including those consulting existing databases. 

1.3.1 Pipelines and workflows 

The implementation of bioinformatics pipelines in routine 

application of fungal omics is still a challenge for many clinical and 

medical research centres. Yet, there is a long path to go from the 

successful proof of concept of novel pipelines to its readiness for 

routine clinical use. Ideally, diagnostic tools must be cheap, fast, 

sensitive, accurate, reproducible, and easy to use.  In the context of 

host-pathogen interactions, pipelines have been designed to analyse 

NGS data from various pathogens, including fungi, in both clinical 

and environmental settings. Genomes and transcriptomes of fungal 

pathogens, as well as metagenomes from complex microbial 

communities can be reconstructed from raw sequencing reads with 

graph-based algorithms that assemble NGS reads into contigs, 

scaffolds or chromosomes (Miller et al. 2010). Sequence features, 

like genes, are then predicted and annotated, which can be used to 

infer the phenotypic potential of the studied pathogen(s). Once an 

annotated genome is available, it can be used as a reference sequence 

to map newly obtained sequencing reads from genomes or 

transcriptomes belonging to strains from the same or related species. 

This process is based on read alignment or mapping algorithms (Li 

and Homer 2010).  

The most common re-sequencing data analysis pipelines are mainly 

oriented to genotyping and comparative transcriptomic analyses by 

means of RNA-seq. The former is designed to call and annotate 

mutations at the genome-wide level or via gene panels and capture 
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systems (e.g. the entire set of known resistance genes or resistome) 

to elucidate potential markers – mainly SNPs and INDELs (insertions 

and deletions) – related to the evolution, population dynamics, 

transmissibility and infectivity of fungal pathogens (Wilkening et al. 

2013, Cornish and Guda 2015). In RNA-seq analysis for gene 

expression profiling, there are three main types of pipelines: mRNA-

seq, small RNA-seq and dual RNA-seq. The first two are designed to 

quantify and compare the expression patterns of the mRNAs and 

small RNAs expressed by fungal pathogens under a particular 

condition. The dual RNA-seq pipeline deals with data obtained by 

simultaneous sequencing of host and pathogen RNA, and thus 

focuses on the crosstalk between pathogens and their host at different 

stages of the infection (Enguita et al. 2016, Wang et al. 2016, 

Hovhannisyan and Gabaldón 2019). Other mapping pipelines in 

fungal research focus on processing reads sequenced via 18S 

rRNA/ITS amplicons. These pipelines are widely used to obtain 

diversity landscapes of fungal communities to investigate any 

plausible interrelation among the abundance distribution of the 

species inhabiting the fungal community and the characteristics of 

the sampled environment (White et al. 2013, Cole et al. 2014).  

From a bioinformatics perspective such analysis involves many 

different intermediate steps interacting with each other to go from 

raw sequencing reads to biological insights. For example, RNA-seq 

involves a pre-processing step to check quality of raw reads for any 

factor that can affect or introduce bias in downstream analysis, filter 

raw reads, mapping those reads to a reference genome, postprocess, 

filter and quantify the mapped reads, then performing differential 

expression tests. Each different step may require running more than 

one tool to perform the required task, in addition alternative tools 

could exist for each individual task. Running such bioinformatics 

analysis requires managing and installing third-party software, 
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writing pipeline scripts, and normally using a command-line 

interface (CLI) instead of a graphical user interface (GUI). For some 

users, this may be a complex procedure as it requires knowledge of a 

shell usage (e.g. UNIX shell) and a scripting language such as bash 

to write and run bioinformatics analysis. CLI versus GUI is normally 

a trade-off between control over simplicity. Hence most 

bioinformaticians prefer the flexibility of CLI usage for them to 

tweak it as needed depending on the required analysis. On the 

contrary non-skilled bioinformaticians such as clinical or research 

laboratory personnel prefer to use interactive and easy to use GUI 

software with a fast learning curve that can boost their productivity. 

Automation is an important aspect for the bioinformatics pipelines in 

diagnostic applications. Automation allows such pipelines to be 

operated with small or minimal intervention from users, however 

automated pipelines should have a high fault tolerance to ensure that 

they will be able to recover in case of technical errors that affect their 

executions. In addition, automated pipelines should be able to detect 

possible soft or hidden data processing errors that, if unnoticed, could 

have a negative impact on downstream analyses and results. Also, it 

is worth noting that the purpose of NGS analyses performed in the 

clinical laboratory for patient care may differ from those in a research 

setting, even though the sequencing methods may be the same. As 

such, a clinical-oriented pipeline must follow detailed clinical 

laboratory standards, including guidelines for data storage to ensure 

its accuracy and precision in terms of reproducibility and 

repeatability of clinical tests , as well as the protection of personal 

clinical data (Rehm et al. 2013). 

1.3.2 Databases  

Over the last decades, the increasingly frequent recourse to -omics 

and bioinformatics to generate valuable knowledge from the high-
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throughput data has resulted in a wide repertory of resources that 

have improved and updated previously existent reference databases. 

The most popular databases for NGS data annotation are: the non-

redundant (nr) and the Reference Sequence (RefSeq) database of the 

National Center for Biotechnology Information (Sayers et al. 2020), 

the UniProt Knowledgebase (Schneider et al. 2009) and Ensembl 

(Kersey et al. 2016) . For coding sequences, the gene identifiers or 

accessions provided by the aforementioned databases are correlated 

with other vocabularies like the Gene Ontology (GO) vocabulary 

(Gene Ontology Consortium 2015) or the system of Enzyme 

Commission (EC) numbers (Bairoch 2000) 

(http://enzyme.expasy.org), both facilitating a better understanding 

of the functional role of the annotated gene. On another level other 

databases maintain and curate protein and genetic interactions such 

as STRING database (Szklarczyk et al. 2019) and BioGRID 

(Oughtred et al. 2019).  From a research perspective, archiving 

experimental data is an important key to the progress of reproducible 

science. For this reason, the sequence read archive (SRA) (Leinonen 

et al. 2011) was established as a public repository for next-generation 

sequence data as a part of the International Nucleotide Sequence 

Database Collaboration (INSDC). However, from a diagnostic 

perspective, clinical data generated by NGS will be subject to data 

privacy and protection. 

In addition, the progression of fungal omics and bioinformatics has 

also promoted the emergence of a wide variety of databases and 

repositories specifically dedicated to fungi, including yeast 

pathogens.  

● Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) (Cherry et al. 2012) 

collects community resources about the budding yeast 
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Saccharomyces cerevisiae aiming to integrate curated 

information and experimental results.  

● Candida Genome Database (CGD) (Skrzypek et al. 2017) is 

modelled after SGD, CGD provides access to genomic and 

proteomic data and manually curated functional information 

about genes and proteins of the fungal pathogens C. albicans, 

C. glabrata, C. parapsilosis, C. dubliniensis and other Candida 

species along with web-based tools for accessing, analysing 

and exploring these data. CGD aims to achieve a real time 

curation of the literature and connect literature annotations to 

the latest version of the genomic sequences and their 

annotations. 

● Candida Gene Order Browser (CGOB) (Fitzpatrick et al. 2010, 

Maguire et al. 2013) and Yeast Gene Order Browser (YGOB) 

(Byrne and Wolfe 2005) provide a manually curated 

homologous genes datasets in Candida species and other yeast 

species, respectively.  

● EnsemblFungi is more general and contains many genomes for 

a wide range of fungal organisms and is a subset of Ensembl 

genomes (Kersey et al. 2016).  

● MycoCosm (Grigoriev et al. 2014) integrates fungal genomics 

data and analytical tools to perform comparative genomics. 

● ISHAM ITS barcode database for human and animal 

pathogenic fungi (Irinyi et al. 2015, Meyer et al. 2019) was 

established and maintained by ISHAM working group for 

Barcoding of Medical Fungi in 2015  as an effort to standardize 

sequence-based identification of fungi using ribosomal ITS1/2 

region.  The ribosomal ITS1/2 region was proposed as the 
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primary fungal DNA barcode (Schoch et al. 2012), However; 

using ITS1/2 region in human pathogenic fungi was only able 

to identify approximately 75% of all fungal species accurately 

at the species level (Irinyi et al. 2016), therefore the 

translocation elongation factor 1 alpha (TEF1α) gene was 

proposed as a secondary fungal DNA barcode (Stielow et al. 

2015). ISHAM Barcoding database maintains quality 

controlled reference sequences for both ITS1/2 and TEF1α 

targets of human and animal pathogenic fungi. Using both 

targets for fungi enables the identification of the majority of 

human and animal pathogenic fungi (Hoang et al. 2019). 

There are other databases that are specialized in maintaining 

information on host-pathogen interactions to identify genes and 

proteins involved in host-pathogen interaction pathways, which 

could be used as possible targets for new drug discovery.  

● FungiDB (Basenko et al. 2018) includes whole genome 

sequences and annotations, experimental and environmental 

isolate sequence data, comparative genomics, analysis of gene 

expression, as well as supplemental bioinformatics analyses 

and a web interface for data mining.  

● The Pathogen-Host Interaction database (PHI-base) (Urban et 

al. 2017) is devoted to store and maintain effectively the vast 

and growing number of proven genes that have a role in 

pathogenicity. PHI-base includes a wide variety of hosts and 

pathogens, and C. albicans and C. glabrata are among them. 

PHI-base highly depends on domain experts to manually curate 

new gene entries provided by strong experimental evidence 

(gene disruption experiments) and literature references.  
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● The Host-Pathogen Interaction Database (HPIDB) (Kumar and 

Nanduri 2010, Ammari et al. 2016) stores and maintains 

protein-protein interactions from diverse mammalian and plant 

hosts infected by fungi, bacteria and other pathogens. 

In addition, according to the International Code of Nomenclature for 

algae, fungi and plants (ICN) (Turland et al. 2018), it is a mandatory 

requirement to register fungal names for valid publications. 

MycoBank (Robert et al. 2013) is a database to document 

mycological nomenclatural novelties (new names and combinations) 

and its associated data. MycoBank registration system represents a 

coordination channel between different databases, such as the Index 

Fungorum and the Fungal Names (http://www.indexfungorum.org/), 

and it eases the registration process for the scientific community. 

StrainInfo (Dawyndt et al. 2005, Verslyppe et al. 2014) is an open 

platform designed to contain all known information about a particular 

microorganism at the strain level, giving a unique passport to every 

strain, with a number that traces back to the same isolate, thus 

providing a uniform overview for all known equivalent strain 

numbers. The CBS strain database 

(https://wi.knaw.nl/page/Collection) and the American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC) (https://www.lgcstandards-atcc.org/) are another 

two examples of such repositories.  

Most of the mentioned databases are isolated, with minimal or no 

interaction between them, thus making knowledge extraction from 

them is a complex task if multiple sources are involved. Normally 

mining such databases to form new insights requires a complex 

process including extracting raw information, data processing or 

wrangling and data integrating, then providing such insight in an easy 

to digest format i.e. interactive reports or visualizations. Federated 

databases and knowledge integration will certainly constitute the 

http://www.indexfungorum.org/)
https://wi.knaw.nl/page/Collection
https://www.lgcstandards-atcc.org/
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cornerstone of future automated diagnostic applications. Therefore, 

it is of capital importance to ensure their correct maintenance and to 

minimize the amount of introduced errors with the use of both manual 

curation and automated detection of potential errors (Stavrou et al. 

2018). 

1.3.3 Integration Approaches 

In the emerging field of personalized and precision medicine, 

bioinformatics and integrative biology have gained increased 

attention for their promise to develop more efficient tools for 

integration and analysis of multi-omics data of complex diseases, 

including fungal infections and associated clinical data. Integrative 

analysis of multi-omics data is motivated by the basic idea that to 

fully understand any biological system, the underlying molecular 

mechanisms should be considered in the analysis (Kristensen et al. 

2014, Rotroff and Motsinger-Reif 2016) Fungal infections are 

characterized by an interaction between the fungal pathogen and host 

cells. The integration and analysis of genomic, proteomic, 

metabolomic data, as well as other meta-data from the patient 

medical record represents an excellent opportunity to model 

infection, to make clinically-relevant predictions, and to discover 

biomarkers and target-specific drugs (Durmuş et al. 2016, Larsen et 

al. 2015, Culibrk et al. 2016). Among all the different methodologies 

that could be used for personalized and precise diagnosis based on 

multi-omics, the most promising are Bayesian networks (BNs), 

decision trees, artificial neural networks, nature-inspired and 

evolutionary algorithms (Larrañaga et al. 2013, Bersanelli et al. 

2016). Of course, a domain expert (e.g. biologist or medical doctor) 

should be involved in the knowledge discovery process to interpret 

and validate the final result (Holzinger 2016, Holzinger and Jurisica 

2014, Obermeyer and Emanuel 2016). Some existing tools are 
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BNOmics (Gogoshin et al. 2017), a reconstruction and modelling 

framework able to reverse engineer and model networks, and 

PARADIGM (Vaske et al. 2010), which applies BNs to identify 

patient-specific pathway activities by means of probabilistic 

inference (Larrañaga et al. 2013).  

Overall, bioinformatics data analysis and knowledge database 

development are quickly evolving fields in fungal research. Given 

the continuously dropping costs of NGS and other -omics methods, 

data accumulation, storage, further analysis, and interpretation will 

evidently become more widespread in routine mycology labs. 

Moreover, the integration of multi-omics data holds a great potential 

towards understanding host-fungus interactions, potentially allowing 

to translate this knowledge into clinical practice, including diagnosis 

and prognosis. However, today there are still several important 

challenges, both technical and fundamental, that will need to be 

overcome.  
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2 Objectives 

The main objectives of this thesis were to: 

● Design, develop, and test in a proof-of-concept application, a 

friendly GUI software for genomic and proteomic sequences 

analysis, and a set of tools to increase researcher’s 

productivity in designing and optimizing primers for PCR 

experiments. 

● Design and develop computational methods to i) estimate 

cross-mapping rates to optimize experimental design in 

multi-species sequencing experiments and ii) predict the 

structural features of RNA molecules. 

● Design and develop a set of GUI software and a bioinformatic 

infrastructure for managing, running, and automating 

bioinformatic workflows dedicated to fungal omics analysis. 

● Identify candidate biomarkers of echinocandin resistance in 

Candida albicans. 

● Design and develop an integrative database warehouse 

dedicated to Candida Species to host and integrate multiple 

data sets from different database resources with a set of tools 

to apply integrative analysis. 
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3 SeqEditor: an application for primer design and 

sequence analysis with or without GTF/GFF files 

Hafez, Ahmed, Ricardo Futami, Amir Arastehfar, Farnaz 

Daneshnia, Ana Miguel, Francisco J. Roig, Beatriz Soriano, Jaume 

Perez-Sánchez, Teun Boekhout, Toni Gabaldón, and Carlos 

Llorens. 2020. "SeqEditor: an application for primer design and 

sequence analysis with or without GTF/GFF files." 

Bioinformatics. doi: 10.1093/bioinformatics/btaa903. 

3.1 Abstract 

3.1.1 Summary 

SeqEditor is a cross-platform desktop application for the analysis of 

nucleotide and protein sequences. It is managed through a Graphical 

User Interface (GIU) and can work either as a graphical sequence 

browser or as a fasta task manager for multi-fasta files. SeqEditor has 

been optimized for the management of large sequences, such as 

contigs, scaffolds or even chromosomes, and includes a GTF/GFF 

viewer to visualize and manage annotation files. In turn, this allows 

for content mining from reference genomes and transcriptomes with 

similar efficiency to that of command line tools. SeqEditor also 

incorporates a set of tools for singleplex and multiplex PCR primer 

design and pooling that uses a newly optimized and validated search 

strategy for target and species-specific primers. All these features 

make SeqEditor a flexible application that can be used to analyse 

complex sequences, design primers in PCR assays oriented for 

diagnosis, and/or manage, edit, and personalize reference sequence 

data sets. 

https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btaa903
https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btaa903
https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btaa903
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3.1.2 Availability and implementation 

SeqEditor was developed in Java using Eclipse Rich Client Platform 

and is publicly available at: 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/download/SeqEditor. 

The user manual and tutorials are available online at: 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/tool/seqeditor/manual. 

3.2 Introduction 

In the modern post-genomic era, analysis of DNA/RNA and proteins 

at the molecular sequence level is essential when characterizing gene 

features, regulatory elements and functional patterns of the vast 

amount of genomic and transcriptomic sequences assembled from de 

novo sequencing projects. Sequence analysis is also of significant 

importance in clinical medicine where PCR serves as an invaluable 

tool for diagnosis of infectious diseases. This has prompted the 

development of new and ever more effective tools for designing 

species-specific primers for PCR assays oriented to identify viruses 

like the SARs-CoV2 coronavirus (Attwood et al. 2020) fungal 

pathogens (Arastehfar et al. 2019), and/or multi-resistant bacteria 

(Strommenger et al. 2003). Most currently available tools for 

sequence analysis, including BuddySuite (Bond et al. 2017) and 

FAST (Lawrence et al. 2015) or primer design, including Primer3 

(Untergasser et al. 2012), use a Command Line Interface (CLI) 

because of its efficiency and functional versatility. Using CLI, 

however, requires users to understand the basics of command line 

coding and this excludes researchers that do not have the 

bioinformatic training to manage CLIs. In addition, while the lack of 

graphical requirements for CLIs allow for efficient performance of 

various tasks, they do not allow graphical visualization of sequences. 

This often limits the practicality of many modern sequence analysis 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/download/SeqEditor
https://gpro.biotechvana.com/tool/seqeditor/manual
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tools for investigating sequence patterns that require some degree of 

human abstraction for their identification. Because of this, among 

other reasons, there is a need to develop sequence analysis tools that 

use Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). Unlike CLIs, GUIs do not 

require any knowledge of coding and are more accessible for people 

regardless of their computer literacy skills. Yet despite these 

advantages, sequence analysis tools using GUIs are still limited in 

their capacity to work with large and/or multiple sequences. As a 

result, they are often less efficient than CLI tools when managing 

complex datasets like genomes and transcriptomes. To address these 

limitations, we developed SeqEditor, a GUI based cross-platform 

desktop application for sequence analysis of the GPRO suite (Futami 

et al. 2011). 

3.3 Overview 

SeqEditor is a desktop Java application implemented with the 

following components; i) an upgraded version of TIME editor, the 

former graphical sequence editor of the GPRO suite (Munoz-Pomer 

et al. 2011) that is suited for the analysis of large nucleotide and 

protein sequences; ii) a fasta task manager that allows users to work 

with reference genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic data sets in 

fasta format; iii) a set of tools for primer design and pooling that 

allows for the design of specific primers used in singleplex and/ or 

multiplex PCR assays; iv) a GTF/GFF viewer for the management of 

GTF and GFF files associated to reference genomes. Details on the 

SeqEditor layout (including directories and menus) are provided in 

the supplementary data accompanying this article. 
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3.4 The Sequence Browser 

The sequence browser is a graphical screen (formerly called TIME 

editor) that has been upgraded and optimized to manage very large 

sequences such as contigs, scaffolds, and chromosomes. The 

Sequence browser performs the same tasks as its predecessor (TIME 

editor), including sequence editing, searching and filtering for Open 

Reading Frames (ORFs) and motifs, translation of nucleotides to 

proteins using either the universal or a user-defined code, and 

changing the geometry and the orientation of the sequences (See 

section S1.2 in the supplementary data). The browser screen is also 

interactive, allowing for the visualization of any analyses as well as 

any edits to the browsed sequence. While only one sequence can be 

viewed per browser screen, as in the former TIME editor, it is now 

possible to use additional screens to analyse multiple sequences 

separately. Thus, when opening a multi-fasta file (with multiple 

sequences) a summary view of the sequences included in the file will 

be opened at the bottom of SeqEditor. The summary view is dynamic, 

so users only need to click on the sequence name to open it in a new 

screen. The summary view presents additional tools for the sorting of 

the sequences in the summarized fasta file or for the editing of 

sequence names. 

3.5 Fasta task manager 

SeqEditor implements a fasta task manager that allows for several 

fasta files with multiple sequences to be processed and analysed 

simultaneously, allowing for users to manage genome, transcriptome, 

and proteome files with similar efficiency to that of CLI tools. Some 

of these tasks are the same as those already included in the sequence 

browser (e.g. change sequence geometry and orientation, find ORFs 

and motifs, or translate ORFs to proteins), but while the browser will 
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only process one sequence at the time, the fasta file manager can 

perform these tasks simultaneously on multiple files. For example, 

this could entail extracting the ORFs of several different bacterial 

genomes simultaneously. The fasta task manager of SeqEditor also 

allows for the filtering, sorting, removal, masking, and splitting of 

one or more fasta file sequences using search terms or matching 

criteria that are provided by the user, such as sequence names (exact 

or partial), sequence length, percentage of sequence 

indeterminations. Finally, users can simultaneously infer the size of 

all sequences contained in the fasta files and obtain a full set of 

metrics (e.g. number of sequences, size of the largest and shortest 

sequence, N50, L50, See section S1.3 Supplementary data for further 

details). The fasta task manager interfaces of SeqEditor are accessible 

from the main menu. 

3.6 Set of Tools for PCR primer design and pooling 

For primer design and pooling in singleplex and multiplex PCR 

experiments, SeqEditor provides three tools: SinglePlexPCR, 

MultiPlexPCR, and PrimerPooler. These tools are adapted from two 

CLI tools: Primer3 (Untergasser et al. 2012) and PrimerPooler  

(Brown et al. 2017). To improve on these tools, SinglePlexPCR 

searches for suitable primer candidates within singleplex PCR 

experiments by applying Primer3 search algorithm to search one or 

more sequences. For multiplex experiments, MultiPlexPCR executes 

an optimized search process based on two new algorithms that are 

specific to SeqEditor (Algorithm 3.1 and Algorithm 3.2 are described 

in Section 3.9.4 of the Supplementary Materials). The search builds 

a complex index over potential multiplex primer sets (using 

Algorithm 3.1) and then applies a greedy search strategy using the 

index (applying Algorithm 3.2). PrimerPooler allows users to input 

a list of primers and divide them into different pools, optimizing the 
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multiplex PCRs primer search. SinglePlexPCR, MultiPlexPCR, and 

PrimerPooler are accessible from the browser´s main menu and will 

display the results in an interactive summary interface. They also 

allow users to manage and export the results in various file formats 

including csv, fasta or GTF/GFF. 

3.7 GTF/GFF Viewer 

SeqEditor implements a GTF/GFF viewer that allows for the mining 

of tasks on reference genomes or transcriptomes using the 

annotations provided in GTF, GFF, or bed files. The viewer is a 

dynamic grid of rows and columns that displays the contents of the 

GTF/GFF file and that provides options to search, filter, and/or 

extract the contents (e.g. chromosomes, genes, exons) from the 

genome or transcriptome assembly using specified search and/or 

matching criteria. The GTF/GFF viewer also allows editing tasks on 

the GTF/GFF file to manually correct or curate annotations, or for 

personalizing it. For example, the user can manually adjust the 

coordinates of a predicted exon to set the correct coordinates 

according to the knowledge of the user for that feature. The tasks and 

options provided by the GTF/GFF viewer from the main menu as 

detailed in section S1.5 of the supplementary data. 

3.8 Performance 

We compared the features and performance of SeqEditor respect to 

its predecessor (the TIME editor) as well as to other state-of-the-art 

tools such as GeneRunner (http://www.generunner.net), Geneious 

(https://www.geneious.com/), and Sequencher 

(https://www.genecodes.com). The comparison is provided in 

section 3.9.6 of Supplementary Data. Since the applications vary 

considerably in their functionality, we focused our comparison on the 

http://www.generunner.net/
https://www.geneious.com/
https://www.genecodes.com/
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features and the operability criteria of each tool. Overall, SeqEditor 

showed a clear advantage over the other tools due to its graphical 

efficiency when handling very large sequences and its ability to 

multitask on multiple fasta files. Specific features unique to 

SeqEditor, such as its implementation of the GTF/GFF viewer or the 

new search strategy applied to Primer3 to find target and species-

specific primers, make this a practical tool when working with 

reference genomes and transcriptomes or for designing multiplex 

assays oriented to identify specific pathogens via PCR. While it 

should be noted that GeneRunner, Geneious, and Sequencher contain 

functions that are not yet implemented in SeqEditor (e.g. graphical 

tools to read sanger chromatograms or for plotting restriction sites, 

motifs and ORFs as well as other tools for comparative analyses), we 

are committed to implementing these additional tools in further 

updates of SeqEditor. Finally, another non-trivial aspect to highlight 

of SeqEditor is that while Geneious and Sequencher are commercial 

applications distributed under a pay-for-use license, SeqEditor is 

freely available for download like GeneRunner. SeqEditor thus 

provides a cost-free, straightforward, and effective application for 

sequence analysis and primer design. 

3.9 Supplementary Materials  

3.9.1 An overview of SeqEditor  

The layout of SeqEditor is organized into four different 

compartments: the “directory browser”, the “top menu”, the 

“sequence browser”, and the “browser menu” (highlighted in blue in 

Figure 3.1). When clicking on these sections, additional dialogs will 

often open to allow the user to run analyses and display summaries 

for each executed task (Figure 3.1, red boxes). The top menu provides 

access to the sequence browser and to other interfaces that execute 

file manager tasks. This sequence browser can also be called by right-
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clicking on an input sequence file in the directory browser, which can 

be pre-set as any folder in their PC. The sequence browser menu 

organizes the tasks for sequence analysis and provides two functions 

that are new to the current version of SeqEditor. These are the PCR 

primer design and the annotation file (GTF/GFF) viewer. 

 
Figure 3.1 Main features of the SeqEditor’s layout. 
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3.9.2 Graphic visualization and analysis of single sequences 

SeqEditor allows for the visualization, editing, and analysis of 

individual sequences via the sequence browser. The menu of the 

browser provides various options for editing, translation, and 

searching within the visualized sequence. Specifically, by first 

selecting the desired translation frame and genetic code, sequences 

can be edited, their geometry and orientation changed, or translated 

into proteins. Nucleotide or protein motifs of interest, as well as 

ORFs, can be searched for within the visualized sequences. The 

sequence browser menu also gives direct access to the primer design 

tools and the GTF/GFF viewer, which will be discussed in more 

detail in sections  3.9.4 and 3.9.5. Figure 3.2 shows the general layout 

of the sequence browser and the secondary interfaces that can be 

accessed through it. 

 

Figure 3.2 General layout of the sequence browser and its sequence analysis tools. 

As shown in the figure above, by selecting an individual sequence in 

the fasta file, SeqEditor will display the sequence in the central panel. 

By right clicking on sections of the sequence, these can be cut or 

copied for editing (see grey highlighting in the centre of the panel in 

Figure 3.2). Sequence editing can be manually locked or allowed to 
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facilitate sequence editing. By clicking on the different options 

provided in the sequence browser menu (Figure 3.2 top), secondary 

windows will open providing editing, translation, and analysis 

criteria for each tool (depicted in red arrows in Figure 3.2). By 

opening the ‘Find ORFs’ and ‘Find motifs’ dialogs and selecting 

either the minimum ORF length or the desired motif, SeqEditor will 

open a third interface at the bottom of the browser with the search 

results (bottom, right in Figure 3.2). 

3.9.3 Processing and analysing one or more multi-fasta files  

The sequence browser allows for the visualization and analysis of 

sequences via an interactive GUI. In addition, SeqEditor has a fasta 

task manager accessible via the top menu to allow for multiple fasta 

files to be processed and analysed simultaneously without the need 

to open these files separately. This feature of SeqEditor allows for 

the entire genomes, transcriptome, and proteome files to be managed, 

edited, and analysed at the same processing speed as CLI tools. As 

shown in Figure 3.3, the task manager can be operated via the top 

menu  and it provides various options for editing, sorting, and metric 

analysis of the fasta files by uploading them directly into the 

corresponding dialog box. Four examples of the different interfaces 

that are accessible from the top menu are shown, namely the ‘Change 

geometry orientation in fasta files’, the ‘Sort sequence files in a 

folder’ (both accessible through the ‘Sequences’ tab); the ‘Find 

motifs in a folder’ dialog (accessible through the ‘Motifs’ tab) and 

the two options from statistical analysis of the files that will open 

from the ‘Statistics’ tab (Inferring sequence sizes and overall 

metrics). By selecting the desired input source and mode (referring 

to the fasta files to analyse) as well as the desired output folder, 

SeqEditor will execute the selected task and placing the output in the 

desired file format. 
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Figure 3.3 Top menu for the fasta task manager 

In Summary, through the top menu, sequences contained in the fasta 

files can be filtered and sorted, their orientation and geometry can be 

changed, or they can be masked or removed from the file. Likewise, 

ORFs and other nucleotide and protein motifs can be searched for 

and then be exported as a different file. Lastly, statistics on the 

sequences in the file can be provided using the ‘Statistics’ button. In 

this manner, several metrics can be extracted from the sequences 

contained in the fasta files and exported in an excel file. Such metrics 

include sequence length, N50 and L50, and the shortest and longest 

sequence found. 

3.9.4 Implementation of search algorithms in SingleplexPCR 
and MultiplexPCR 

SeqEditor provides a set of three tools for PCR primer design and 

pooling called: SinglePlexPCR, MultiPlexPCR, and PrimerPooler. 

These tools are based on two CLI tools - Primer3 (Untergasser et al. 

2012) and PrimerPooler (Brown et al. 2017)  but also incorporate a 

newly optimized search process for multiplex and target-specific 

primer design based on two algorithms (Algorithm 3.1 and Algorithm 
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3.2, described below). Following is a discussion of the search 

algorithms used by SinglePlexPCR and MultiPlexPCR: 

● SinglePlexPCR uses an optimized search based on the Primer3 

search algorithm. In the first step of this search, a list is 

populated of forward and reverse primer candidates. Next, the 

tool eliminates any candidates that do not comply with the 

initial design parameters, such as primer length, CG content, or 

melting temperature (Tm). Following this step SinglePlexPCR 

selects candidate primer pairs by producing virtual PCR 

products that satisfy the input design parameters. More 

complex computational evaluations, such as the detection of 

potential formation of primer-dimer and hairpin structures, are 

then performed. Lastly, SinglePlexPCR stores and sorts all 

suitable primer pairs based on a penalty score and the search 

ends as soon as a predefined number of accepted PCR primer 

pairs are found. This algorithm provides an exhaustive search 

of all possible primer combinations and guarantees that all 

suitable pairs of primers will be identified if they exist. In 

addition, users can continue interacting with the primer search 

to find more results without the need to restart the search from 

the beginning. 

● MultiPlexPCR uses an efficient greedy strategy and an 

optimized search process to find primers utilizing complex 

indexes. Since finding multiplex primers is a complex process 

requiring excessive computational resources, the search 

strategy of MultiPlexPCR for multiplex search differs from that 

for SinglePlexPCR searches. This is primarily because the 

number of possible primer combinations grows exponentially 

with the size of the input and so the storage and checking of 

primers products that will not yield a suitable multiplex set is a 
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waste of computational resources. Thus, to ensure that only 

valid potential multiplex primer sets are stored and validated, 

MultiplexPCR uses a complex index to access and store the 

potential set of candidate primers based on an approximation 

of the quality of the primer sets using two index keys: PCR 

product criteria (product length or Tm for conventional or Real 

time PCR, respectively). The index provides an optimized 

complex data structure to store and evaluate only those primers 

that populate the list of suitable multiplex primer sets. This 

significantly reduces computational time and memory. 

Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the process of building the 

index still consumes a lot of memory, particularly when 

analysing large sequences and large numbers of targets. Thus, 

a more restricted design parameter set, such as primer length 

range and PCR product or other design criteria, is 

recommended as less candidate primers will be stored in the 

index and this can significantly reduce index memory usage. 

To achieve this, MultiplexPCR is powered by a new optimized 

search process that starts from building a complex index over 

potential multiplex primer sets (outlined in Algorithm 3.1) that 

subsequently perform a brute force specific search using a 

greedy strategy that uses the complex potential multiplex sets 

index (outlined in Algorithm 3.2). In this way, MultiplexPCR 

first finds a list of forward and reverse candidate primers in a 

similar fashion to the SinglePlexPCR search but also includes 

additional criteria to ensure that designed primers are specific 

to their target and do not bind elsewhere. Should the primers 

bind to multiple targets, they are then marked as specific shared 

primers. As a result, a shared forward primer that perfectly 

binds to two different targets can be used in combination with 
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two other specific reverse primers yielding two distinguishable 

PCR products for each target sequence. 

 

Algorithm 3.1 Building Potential Multiplex Set Index. 

Input : seqList : a list of n target sequences 

        pArgs   : Design Parameters  

Output: pIndex  : potential Multiplex Set Index 

Result: Potential Multiplex Set Index 

 

/* Potential Multiplex Set Index provide a fast and optimized complex      */   

/* data structure to store and evaluate only primers that contribute to    */ 

/* acceptable multiplex primer set.                                          */ 

foreach targetSeq in seqList do 

  /* Basic Primer3 search                */  

 Populate forward/reverse primer list for targetSeq; 

 Sort primers lists; 

 end  

foreach primer in forward/reverse list do 

  Check primer specificity; 

 /*Specific primers bind only to any target sequences and do              */ 

 /* not bind to any sequences in not target library if provided              */ 

 

 Categorize/groups primers that bind to multiple target; 

 /* Primers could bind to multiple targets, this way it can be                */ 

 /* used to minimize the number of primers as long any                */ 

 /* combination produces distinguishable PCR products.                              */ 

 end 
 
pIndex = Initialize an empty potential Multiplex Set Index; 
 
foreach possible pcrProduct formed by forward/reverse pairs do 

  /* Check acceptable PCR product criteria (Length, Tm) */ 

 if pcrProduct is acceptable product then 

   Insert pcrProduct into pIndex ; 

  end 
  
/* pIndex is built with two keys :     */ 

/* PCR product criteria and multiplex set score    */ 

/* Set score is an average score of all primers pairs   */ 

/* Score is approximated as it is calculated before evaluating primers  */ 
/* to avoid heavy computational if not needed    */ 

 end 
return pIndex; 
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Algorithm 3.2 Specific/Multiplex Primers search. 

Input : seqList : a list of n target sequences 

        pArgs   : Design Parameters 

        pIndex  : potential Multiplex Set Index (Returned by Algorithm 3.1) 

Output: List of candidate multiplex primers set 

Result: Candidate Specific multiplex primers set 
 

mSets = Initialize an empty list for candidate multiplex set ; 

while TRUE do 

 
  potentialSet = Pull a potential multiplex set from pIndex with the best score; 

     foreach pcrProduct in potentialSet do  

  
  Evaluate Forward/Reverse primers in pcrProduct; 

  if any does not satisfy any criteria in pArgs then 

   

 Ignore potentialSet; 

 Update pIndex; 

 /* Index update will invalidate any set contains any              */  

 /* of the invalidated primers                                                   */ 

 continue; 

    end 

     end 

 

  Evaluate primers;  

  /* Evaluate all primers across different tagert to check for                  */ 

  /* any primer dimer formations                                                            */ 

  if potentialSet satisfy all criteria provided by pArgs then 

   Add potentialSet to mSets; 

   if mSets have enough solutions or max number of iterations reached then 

   break; 

   end 

   if pIndex has not more candidates then 

  
 /* Search exhausted no more possible solutions                               */ 

 break;  

   end 

end 

return  mSets; 

 

3.9.5 Using GTF or GFF files to mine sequences for specific 
annotated contents  

The GTF/GFF viewer allows for the mining of assemblies and the 

extraction of information, such as exons, promoters, or gene families. 

The GTF/GFF viewer is accessible by double-clicking on a GTF or 
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GFF file placed in the directory browser or through the tab 

“Annotation” in the browser menu. Once the GTF or the GFF file has 

been uploaded, the user will see the visualized data as an annotated 

grid of rows and columns. The different tasks provided by the viewer 

can be executed via mouse (as detailed in Figure 3.4) or via menu (as 

shown in Figure 3.5). 

 

Figure 3.4 GTF/GFF viewer and the different options for mouse-dependent tasks. 

As shown in Figure 3.4, annotations can be manually selected or 

deselected by clicking twice to check/uncheck rows or by right-

clicking anywhere to call a context menu to provide distinct options 
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for the visualization of specific features in the browser. By clicking 

one or two times on the column headers of the viewer, users can sort 

annotation file contents. Users can also select the texts of rows and 

from the column cells shown in the viewer using the mouse. 

 
Figure 3.5 Task options provided by the menu of the GTF/GFF viewer. 

As shown in Figure 3.5 , the tab “Filter within columns” enabled for 

a key word to be used to filter annotations in a particular column, 

showing only those that match the word. The tab “Search features” 

gives access to a context dialog allowing specification of one or more 

key words to search and check a subset of annotations matching these 

criteria (the options “or” and “and” can be used to improve the 

search). “Save Annotations” enables the saving of any edit or change 
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in the GTF/GFF or to export only the checked annotations in a new 

GTF or GFF file. “Extract Sequences” calls another context dialog 

that permits the extraction of sequence features indicated as checked 

in the viewer. The dialog offers additional exporting options to name 

the fasta headers of exported sequences or for exporting the 

sequences with upstream and downstream nucleotide extensions of a 

user-defined size. Finally, “Revise edits” allows editing of the 

GTF/GFF file to correct or curate the annotation of any sequence if 

it has been previously edited with the browser. For example, if a user 

opens a sequence file and the associated GTF or GFF with the 

sequence browser and the GTF/GFF viewer, the user can edit the 

sequence in the browser. To update the GTF/GFF file according to 

this change the user only needs to click on the tab “Revise edits”. In 

doing so, the viewer detects and shows in the GTF/GFF viewer the 

annotations of those sequences that have been edited in the browser. 

Then, when clicking on the row of the edited sequence, the browser 

is called again, and the region affected by the edit is highlighted in it. 

Finally, the user can use the mouse to manually adjust the highlight 

of the edited region (for example an exon) by dragging the highlight 

until reaching the correct coordinate of that feature. After this action, 

the coordinates of that feature are corrected in the GTF/GFF viewer 

according to the final highlight stated in the sequence browser. Then 

the user only needs to save the new GTF or GFF file using the options 

provided by the “Save Annotation” tab. 

3.9.6 Comparing SeqEditor with other tools.  

We compared SeqEditor respect to the current state-of-the-art 

sequence analysis tool including the former TIME editor and three 

other GUI-based tools (GeneRunner, Sequencher and Geneious). It 

is worth clarifying that SeqEditor is only directly comparable with 

Sequencher and Geneious respecting the sequence editor utilities of 
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these two applications albeit Sequencher and Geneious implement 

both a wide variety of tools for quality processing and analysis of 

next generation sequencing data and comparative analysis (including 

tools to create multiple alignments and inferring phylogenies) not 

offered by SeqEditor, which does not offer these tools because it has 

been designed to be a sequence editor while most of these 

functionalities will be provided in the context of three other 

applications of the GPRO suite providing access to distinct pipelines 

for analysis of RNASeq, DeNovoSeq and VariantSeq data. The 

features and properties of these applications will be discussed in a 

forthcoming publication we are preparing for introducing these three 

applications. Table 3.1 below summarizes the main features of 

SeqEditor, TIME, GeneRunner, Sequencher and Geneious. 

Table 3.1 SeqEditor versus other applications. 

 
Features Operability 

S
eq

E
d

it
o

r 

Sequence analysis of DNA, RNA and 

proteins 

• Sequence Brower/Editor 

• Fasta task manager 

• GTF/GFF viewer 

• Singleplex primer design 

• Multiplex primer design 

• Multiplex primer pooling 

• Manual Available 

• Free to use 

• Runs on Windows, MacOS 

and Linux 

• Graphically browse 

scaffolds of up to 300 

mega-bases. 

• Simultaneously processes 

multiple fasta files like 

reference databases, 

genomes, transcriptomes 

• Can use GTF/GFF files to 

mine contents, edit and/or 

personalize reference 

datasets. 
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Features Operability 

T
IM

E
 Sequence analysis of DNA, RNA and 

proteins 

• Sequence Brower/Editor 

• Manual Available 

• Free to use 

• Runs on Windows, MaCOS 

(Catalina not supported) 

and Linux 

• Graphically browse 

scaffolds of up to 25 mega-

bases. 

S
eq

u
en

ch
er

 

Sequence analysis of DNA, RNA and 

proteins and comparative analysis 

mainly based on Sanger and NGS data 

• Sequence Browser/Editor 

• Tools for quality analysis and 

pre-processing of sanger and 

NGS data 

• De novo Assembler 

• Mapper of resequencing data 

• Tools for creating and 

managing multiple alignments 

including reconstruction of 

consensus sequences 

• Graphical tasks to plot 

restriction and ORF maps 

• Other tools for statistical and 

downstream analysis 

• Manual Available 

• Commercial application 

available through a pay for 

use license. 

• Runs on Windows, MaCOS 

(Catalina not ye supported) 

and Linux 

• Graphically browse 

sequences of up to 128 

mega-bases 

• Performs de novo 

assemblies 

• Processes resequencing data 

in RNA-Seq and Variant-

Seq experiments 

• Protocols for calling and 

annotation of SNP/indel 

variants 

• Protocols for differential 

expression analysis 

• Protocols for de novo 

assembly and 

• Protocols for comparative 

analysis and annotation 
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Features Operability 

G
en

e 
R

u
n

n
er

 

DNA and RNA sequence analysis 

• Sequence Browser/Editor 

• Graphical tools to plot 

restriction and ORF maps 

• Tools for Site-directed 

mutagenesis, 

• Singleplex primer design. 

• No manual available 

• Former commercial 

application, now freely 

available. 

• Runs on Windows operative 

systems only. 

• Graphically browse 

sequences of up to 32 

mega-bases 

G
en

ei
o

u
s 

Sequence analysis of DNA, RNA and 

proteins and comparative analysis 

mainly based on Sanger and NGS data 

• Sequence Browser/Editor 

• Tools for quality analysis and 

pre-processing of sanger and 

NGS data 

• De novo Assembler 

• Mapper of resequencing data 

• Tools for creating and 

managing multiple alignments 

including reconstruction of 

consensus sequences 

• Graphical tasks to plot 

restriction and ORF maps 

• Other tools for statistical and 

downstream analysis 

• Manual Available 

• Commercial application 

• Runs on Windows, MaCOS 

and Linux. 

• Able to browse sequences 

of less than to 32 mega-

bases. 

• Performs de novo 

assemblies 

• Processes resequencing data 

in RNA-Seq and Variant-

Seq experiments 

• Protocols for calling and 

annotation of SNP/indel 

variants 

• Protocols for differential 

expression analysis 

• Protocols for de novo 

assembly and 

• Protocols for comparative 

analysis and annotation 

With respect to graphical browsing capabilities, SeqEditor is 

significantly more efficient and faster in browsing tasks than all other 

tools tested. It is worth to clarify first that the capacity of graphic 

screens usually relies on the RAM power of the specific hardware. 
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For example, in a PC with 25 Gigabytes of RAM SeqEditor is able 

to manage sequences of up to 300 mega-bases without significant 

slowdown (remembering that the largest human chromosomes are 

around 250 mega-bases) while GeneRunner and Geneious only 

managed sequences up to 32 mega-bases, TIME up to 25 mega-bases 

and Sequencher up to 128 mega-bases but with delays in reading the 

sequence. The advantage of SeqEditor in graphical power respect to 

the other tools lies in the following aspects of the tools. First, the 

sequence browser of SeqEditor is optimized to manage very large 

sequences; second SeqEditor permits the user to edit the RAM 

assignation depending on the analysis and as convenience (details for 

configuring the RAM assigned to SeqEditor are provided in the 

SeqEditor’ manual at 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/tool/seqeditor/manual). In sharp 

contrast, GeneRunner, Geneious and Sequencher implement other 

graphical functions to read chromatograms of Sanger sequencing that 

permit the users to evaluate the sanger quality of the bases as well as 

tools for plotting restriction sites, motifs and ORFs. These graphic 

functions are not yet supported by SeqEditor but we are committed 

to implement them in future updates. 

Regarding management and processing tasks of sequence files and 

databases, we have previously noted that the fasta task manager of 

SeqEditor permits the user to work simultaneously with multiple 

fasta files with a comparable efficiency to CLI tools. In contrast, 

TIME, GeneRunner, Sequencher and Geneious can only work with a 

single sequence at a time. In addition, the GTF/GFF viewer of 

SeqEditor lets the user mine contents from reference sequences or 

even manage the complexity of GTF or GFF files to edit (or to extract 

subsets) reference sequences and their associated GTF, GFF or files. 

The GTF/GFF viewer has been tested and performed efficiently with 

distinct GTF and GFF files including those provided by the UCSC  

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/tool/seqeditor/manual
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(Kent et al. 2002), NCBI (Sayers et al. 2020), Ensembl (Cunningham 

et al. 2019), or the Candida Genome Database (Skrzypek et al. 2017) 

or even those formats created by AUGUSTUS 3.3 (Stanke et al. 

2008) like the GTF of to the recently published Sparus aurata 

genome (Pérez-Sánchez et al. 2019). To our knowledge, the 

GTF/GFF viewer has no equivalent in any of the four applications or 

any other currently available tool for sequence analysis. Users 

interested in editing or preparing personalized datasets from 

reference genomes with GTF or GFF files normally need to manage 

online repositories like the UCSC genome browser or Ensembl or 

alternatively, use the command line (in cases of users with expertise 

on the Linux syntax). Therefore, the fasta task manager and the 

GTF/GFF viewer together make SeqEditor a suitable option for users 

that need to edit and manage reference genomes or transcriptomes 

with or without GTF/GFF files.  

The SinglePlexPCR, MultiPlexPCR, and PrimerPooler tools for 

primer design of SeqEditor are based on three distinct interface 

adaptations of two cutting edge CLI tools: Primer3 and PrimerPooler. 

Interestingly, the tools for primer design utilized by Geneious and 

Sequencher are also based on an interface adaptation of Primer3, 

which is one of the most efficient tools for primer design together 

with Primer-BLAST (Ye et al. 2012). Understandably, this indicates 

that adaptation friendly-to-use interfaces to manage Primer3 is not a 

novel. Indeed, Primer3 has already been adapted as an online public 

web server (Untergasser et al. 2007). Nevertheless, it is worth 

highlighting that the tools for primer design used by GeneRunner, 

Geneious, Sequencher, and even those of the web server of Primer3 

are all oriented to singleplex experiments. This would mean that users 

interested in designing primers for multiplex experiments must do so 

manually or to use other specific tools like the PrimerSuite (Lu et al. 

2017) or Oli2go (Hendling et al. 2018). The difference of SeqEditor 
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with respect to the other available applications for sequence analysis 

is thus the implementation of MultiPlexPCR - a tool that remains 

unique to SeqEditor and is the is the only application to our 

knowledge that adapts Primer3 to design multiplex oligos. 

MultiPlexPCR based on two algorithms (referred above as Algorithm 

3.1 and Algorithm 3.2). This search strategy is specifically optimized 

to find target- and species-specific primers and has been satisfactorily 

validated by performing a comprehensive primer design test using 

five human yeast pathogens for which fast and accurate diagnostics 

is necessary (Consortium Opathy and Gabaldón 2019). The results 

obtained from this validation are provided (and can be thus 

reproduced) in the tutorial we prepared with case study examples and 

step-by-step indications about how to use SinglePlexPCR, 

MultiPlexPCR and PrimerPooler. This tutorial is accessible online at 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/software/tutorials/candida_target_spec

ific_2020. Finally, it is worth stressing the importance of target-

specific primers, which are central for species identification in many 

microbiological processes or for determining antimicrobial 

susceptibility and load infection. In fungal research for example, 

target-specific primers are frequently used for the identification of a 

yeast pathogen that is responsible for a given infection. This is 

clinically relevant because, despite all currently available antifungal 

drugs, invasive fungal infections have a mortality rate of ≥ 50% 

(Brown et al. 2012). Indeed, Candida-related bloodstream infections 

have a mortality rate between 30%-60% (Hirano et al. 2015). As 

longer hospital stays and the need for multiple analyses that 

accounted for over $7.2 billion USD in the USA in 2017 (Benedict et 

al. 2019), there is a clear benefit of using SeqEditor for accurate 

diagnoses. 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/software/tutorials/candida_target_specific_2020.zip
https://gpro.biotechvana.com/software/tutorials/candida_target_specific_2020.zip
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3.9.7 Tutorial for primer design with SeqEditor 

Downloading SeqEditor and getting familiar  

● SeqEditor can be freely downloaded at 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/download 

● For general use indications, please refer to the SeqEditor 

manual available at 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/tool/seqeditor/manual 

3.9.7.1 Case study: Primer Search for Singleplex PCR using the 

Primer3 implementation of SeqEditor. 

Data requirements: 

To reproduce the examples, the following data are required: 

● target_sequences.fasta: this file is available in the data folder 

of Supplementary file 2 and contains rDNA sequences for 5 

Candida species as summarized in Table 3.2. These target 

sequences belong to ribosomal gene domains such as 28s and 

Internal Transcribed Sequences (ITS). The presence of 

sufficient polymorphism within these loci allow the design of 

species-specific primers. Being a multicopy gene, one might 

expect higher PCR amplification when compared to a single 

copy gene, usually protein-coding genes such as Actin, Beta-

tubulin, Elongation factor, RPBII, etc. 

● non_targets.fasta: this file is available in the data folder of 

Supplementary file 2 and contains sequences for other species 

which are closely related to the target species as summarized 

in Table 3.3. This was created by blasting the target sequences 

in the NCBI database and selecting those subjects with the 

highest similarity available. 

https://biotechvana.com/gpro/tool/seqeditor/manual
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Table 3.2 Target species and sequences. 

Species Sequence Name 
NCBI 

Accessions 

Candida 

albicans 

Candida_albicans_CBS_1949_NS1_LR5

_53910_Lodderomyces_clade 

CP025165.1 

CP025157.1 

Candida 

glabrata 

Candida_glabrata_CBS_138_NS1_LR5_

58190_Saccharomycetaceaea 

CR380958.2 

MK394140.1 

Candida 

tropicalis 

Candida_tropicalis_CBS_8072_NS1_LR

5_53938_Lodderomyces_clade 
MK394119.1 

Candida 

parapsilosis 

Candida_parapsilosis_CBS_604_NS1_L

R5_81205_Lodderomyces_clade 
HE605209.1 

Candida 

dubliniensis 

Candida_dubliniensis_CBS_7987_NS1_

LR5_53918_Lodderomyces_clade 
FM992695.1 

 

Table 3.3 Non target species and sequences. 

Species NCBI Accessions 

Homo sapiens NG_054875.1; MF164260.1 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae KJ806314.1 

Debaryomyces hansenii strain ATCC GQ458041.1 

Pichia norvegensis NG_063278.1 

Pichia norvegensis  AY497674.1 

Pichia kudriavzevii CP028774.1 

Candida lusitaniae M55526.1 

Clavispora lusitaniae 
JQ698900.1; KY106935.1; 

KY106931.1 

Candida haemulonis NG_063413.1; JN941107.1 

Candida rugosa KT336717.1; AB013502.1 

Candida inconspicua EF152417.1; KY106513.1 

Diutina rugosa KY563206.1 

Aspergillus fumigatus MF379664.1; KJ809565.1 

Primer search for target region detection: 

The objective of this example is to show how to use SeqEditor for the 

design of those singlePlex PCR primers, which will be able to detect 

the target DNA sequences. To do this, first open the 

target_sequences.fasta file with SeqEditor and then go to the 

Singleplex path via the Editor Top menu (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6 Singleplex Primer Search Dialog. Left batch mode. Right Single Mode. 

 

[ Primers -> Singleplex Primers ]. 

There are two different ways  to run the Singleplex Primers design 

tool ( Batch/Single run mode ) : 

● To run the search in batch mode (i.e. for all sequences in the 

file), select Singleplex Primers while the fasta sequences file 

summary view is active. 

● If a single sequence fasta is opened in the Sequence Browser, 

you can still run Singleplex Primers. However, please keep in 

mind the browser will operate only on the sequence that has 

been opened. 

Once you have selected the correspondent primer search mode from 

the menu, a search dialog will be opened to configure the search 

parameters. For each input target sequence, you can edit the search 

parameters. There are three main tabs for the editing of these search 

parameters: 

• Sequence Setting: target sequence related info including: 

o A custom ID for the search result. 

o Included region: A subregion in the given input sequence inside 

which the search for primers is performed.  

▪ All region inputs are defined by two parameters:   
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• Start: index of the first base of the region in the 

target sequence. 

• Length: total length of the subregion starting at the 

Start parameter. 

o Targets and excluded regions:  

▪ Target regions: subregions of the input sequence within 

which a suitable primer pair must flank at least one of them. 

▪ Excluded Regions: subregions within the input sequence 

excluded from the primer search (i.e. rejecting all primers or 

probes that overlap any of those regions). 

▪ Probes Excluded Regions: same as described for the 

excluded regions but only applying for probes selection. 

o OK Regions: possible sub regions in the sequence the search is 

directed to when designing primers (i.e. constrained search 

regions). Each entry in this configuration includes two sub-

regions, including one for the forward primers and one for the 

reverse primers. It is also possible to constrain a search region 

for one of the primers only (forward or reverse) and not the other.  

• Primer Search Settings: 

o General Settings: This section includes parameters such as 

primer length, Tm and GC content as well as product size. PCR 

type and load can also be changed by selecting one of the 

predefined PCR configurations (Profiles).  

o Primers Advanced Settings: These include thermodynamic 

calculations parameters as well as other primers properties and 

score calculation settings. 

o Probes Advanced Settings: this section will be shown when 

probe selection is enabled.  These are similar to the Primers 

Advanced Settings, however, to be applied for probes only. 

• Mispriming Checking:  provides the search with a library of 

sequences to mispriming.  
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Once all parameters are set, click on the OK button. The primer 

search will be launched in the background and you will be able to 

track it or cancel it from the progress view. 

Primers Result view:- 

The bottom left side panel of Figure 3.7 shows a tree-like view of the 

primer search result sorted by the custom ID/sequence name that is 

provided in the search dialog. Candidate PCR products and primer 

pairs are listed under each group. The bottom right side panel of the 

figure displays the result in different sections, including a search 

summary at the top, a PCR product section containing a table of all 

candidate PCR products and their properties, and a table of all 

primers/probes of all products and their properties at the bottom. This 

window also includes a “save the result to file” option where the user 

can export the results in either CSV, Fasta or GFF file format.  

 
Figure 3.7 Primers Result View. 

Species-specific primer search:- 

The aim of this example is to describe the process that SeqEditor 

follows to search for species-specific PCR primers. That is, those 

primers that will allow the amplification of DNA fragments via PCR 

experiments in the target species but not in any others. To do so, 
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SeqEditor allows the user to include a mispriming library containing 

sequences belonging to the non-target species in the search. This 

process is shown in Figure 3.8 as follows:  

Open both “non_targets.fasta” and “target_sequences.fasta” fasta 

files with SeqEditor. From the target_sequences.fasta file, select [ 

Primers -> Singleplex Primers ] in the menu toolbar. Next, adjust 

the input parameters in the search dialog as described in previous 

example steps. From there, select any of the input sequences to select 

their parameters (e.g. select C. albicans) In the “Mispriming 

checking” tab -> non target library section, choose “construct library” 

in the source field. From the table context menu select “add new”. In 

the selection dialog, select “all sequences” in the non-target fasta 

files. To avoid including any of the other target species, select all 

sequences in the same file except the input target sequence (e.g. C. 

albicans in this case). Repeat the same steps again for each target 

species. 

 
Figure 3.8 Adding a mispriming library to the the primer search parameters. (Left) 

Adding all sequences in the none_targets.fasta file. (Right) Adding all target 

sequences except Candida albicans as it is the currently selected sequence. 

After configuring all search parameters, click on the “OK” button. 

The Primers result view as depicted in Figure 3.9 will be shown upon 

completion. Note that the results obtained in this case will be 
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different from those in the previous example since the search 

summary for C. albicans that the tool considered in this search was 

1291360 different primer pair combinations versus only 189 

combinations obtained in the previous example shown in Figure 3.7. 

This is because most of the forward and reverse primers have a high 

similarity to one or more of the non-targets’ sequences. 

 
Figure 3.9 Primers Result View of the second example with mispriming checking. 

3.9.7.2 Case study: Primer Search for Multiplex PCR. 

The example shown above described the design of species-specific 

primers. These primers, however, could not be used in a multiplex 

setting as some of the PCR products share the same length, making 

them indistinguishable from each other. One way to adopt this 

singleplex search to multiplex PCR is to change the desired product 

size range for each species in the search to have both distinguishable 

product sizes in the PCR for each targeted to predict any dimer 

formation between primers. This might require running the search 

multiple times until a suitable set of primers is found. Taking this into 

consideration, SeqEditor provides a Multiplex search option that runs 

this process automatically yielding a valid primer set for either 

conventional PCR or qPCR.  
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To run this test, you will need the two files used in the previous 

example.  

● In the target_sequences.fasta file tab, select [ Primers -> 

Multiplex Primers ] from the top toolbar menu. Adjust the 

search parameters in the search dialog shown in Figure 3.10. In 

this case, all input parameters in both “Primer Search Settings” 

and “Mispriming Checking” will remain the same for all input 

sequences, however the “Sequence Settings” parameters can be 

different for each target as those parameters will control the 

search regions in the provided sequence. 

● If Conventional PCR is selected, adjust the product size so that 

the final PCR product can be distinguishable from the others. 

In this example, a range of 100-600bps would be suitable for 5 

targets. However, broadening the size range will allow the tool 

to find a higher number of suitable solutions.  

● If intercalating dye-based qPCR is selected (e.g. SYBR Green), 

the preferred PCR product length should range from70-150bps 

up to a maximum of 200bps. The most important criterium here 

will be the product Tm, for which the tool will try to return 

PCR products with Tm differences of at least 1ºC.  

For Mispriming checking -> non-target library section, choose 

“construct library” in the source field, then select “add new” from the 

table context menu. In the selection dialog, select all sequences 

included in the non-target fasta files. Do not add any sequence from 

our targets as mispriming check against the target sequences will be 

performed in the multiplex search by default. 
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Figure 3.10 Multiplex Primer search dialog. 

After configuring all search parameters, click on the “OK” button and 

wait for the search to complete. Once the search is finished, the 

Primer result view (Figure 3.11) will be shown. The result view in 

this case will be different from the Singleplex result. The left side 

panel shows the result primers grouped by candidate multiplex sets 

(valid Multiplex PCR primers). The right-hand side panel of the 

results view will display the same information shown in the 

singleplex case. From this point, the user can navigate the search 

results by selecting any of the sets in the tree view to show only those 

primers included in the selected set.  
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Figure 3.11 Primer Result View for a Multiplex PCR example. 

Validating Multiplex primers sets:- 

For the experimental validation of the primer set results obtained in 

the test described above, a conventional PCR experiment was 

performed using the multiplex primers set shown in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 Multiplex primer set used in the validation PCR experiment. 

Species name Primer sequence 

PCR 

product 

length 

(bps) 

C. albicans 
forward:   CCAAAAACATTGCTTGCGGC 

  613 
reverse:    CAGAGGCTATAACACACAGCAG 

C. glabrata 
forward:   CGACTCCACTTCAGAGCGG 

  290 
reverse:    ACACTCCCAGGTCTTTGTCG 

C. tropicalis 
forward :  GAGCAATCCTACCGCCAGAG 

  363 
reverse:    TGGTGGCCACTAGCAAAATAAG 

C. parapsilosis 
forward:   GGTAGGCCTTCTATATGGGGC 

  977 
reverse:    GCCAACATCCTAGGCCGAA 

C. dubliniensis 
forward:   CACCACATGTGTTTTGTTCTGG 

  412 

reverse :   CCAGAGACCGCCTTAGCAAT 
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The correspondent gel electrophoresis is shown in Figure 3.12. The 

correspondent PCR experimental conditions were as follows:  

• Gel electrophoresis conditions: 6µl of each PCR product were 

run in a 2% agarose gel in TAE buffer (40 mM Tris-Acetate, 

1mM EDTA) for 50 min at 130V. 

• PCR mix (per sample): 2.5U of Biotaq DNA polymerase 

(Bioline), 10X Polymerase reaction buffer, 1.5mM MgCl2, 

0.2mM of dNTP mix, 5 pmol of each primer, 1 ng of genomic 

DNA, miliQ-H2O up to 50µl of final reaction volume. 

• PCR program: 

o 95 C for 5min 

o 95ºC for 30 sec (x35) 

o 60ºC for 30 sec 

o 72ºC for 1min 

o 72ºC for 8 min. 

3.9.7.3 Case study: Splitting Sequencing primers to pools using the 

PrimerPooler implementation of SeqEditor. 

The objective of this example is to show how to use SeqEditor to 

either split or distribute amplicons between multiple pools in order to 

reduce dimer formation. 

Prerequisites to run the following example are as follows: 

• Download the pooler_example.fasta file (available in the data 

folder included in this Supplementary File 1).  This file 

contains a list of sequencing primers for the human genome 

(taken from (Brown et al. 2017). 

• Download the human genome hg38.2bit available at 

http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg38/bigZips/hg

38.2bit . You may also download other genomes in 2bit as 

provided in the UCSC Genome Browser 

(http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/downloads.html).   

http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg38/bigZips/hg38.2bit
http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg38/bigZips/hg38.2bit
http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/downloads.html
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• Once you have the two files, open pooler_example.fasta in 

SeqEditor. 

 
Figure 3.12 Gel electrophoresis of the PCR products amplified through the use of 

primer pairs designed with “Multiplex primer search” in SeqEditor.  Lane 1. 50 bp 

DNA ladder (ThermoFisher). Lanes 2-3; C. parapsilosis, Lanes 4-5: C. albicans, 

Lanes 6-7: C. dubliniensis, Lanes 8-9: C. tropicalis, 10-11; C. glabrata, Lane 12 

(Ladder) 13: Negative control (-genomic DNA). 

Data input format:- 

Please note that input files should be a fasta file containing primer 

sequences, and that each sequence name should end up in either F or 

R (standing for forward and reverse respectively).Primer pairs should 

all have the same name prefix (e.g. “primer”). Degenerate bases are 

allowed when using the usual DNA code letters. 
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Example of valid input data: 

>primer1-F 

CGCCGTCTTCCACCAACCA 

>primer1-R 

GGTAGGCGCTGCGGTT 

>primer2-F 

TCACAAAACACTTCATCTTTACTCAT 

>primer2-R 

CTCCAGTCCTCTCAGCCT 

The “examples” folder contains a valid data input example denoted 

as “pooler.example.fasta” which contains primer sequences for the 

human genome. The user may also add tags to the primers using 

>tagF and >tagR. These primers will then be referred to as “tailed 

primers” and this process is known as barcoding). The primer tags 

can be changed part-way through the file). Should the user have 

either any Taq probes or other primers that do not yield amplicons, 

these can end with other letters (e.g. >probe1-P). Any set of names 

differing in only the last letter will be kept in the same pool. From the 

directory browser or File Menu open the example file 

“pooler.example.fasta”. Once open, select Primers -> Primer Pooler 

from the Editor Top menu. A Primer Pooler dialog will be displayed 

as shown in Figure 3.13. In the Input Primers/Tags List, show all 

input sequences and check that the input contains the required 

information. 

From the PrimerPooler dialog you can the configure the following 

tool parameters: 

• Number of pools: number of pools to divide the input into. 

• Set Max size of pools: setting a maximum size of each pool can 

make the pools more even. 

• Count deltaG/Score: Create histograms from the deltaG/Score 

of all pairwise interactions of all primers. 
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• Show Highest Interaction: shows a summary and the dimer 

structure formed from the pairwise interaction with the highest 

interaction. 

o Threshold: sets either a maximum or a minimum dG 

score for the display of the pairwise interaction. 

 
Figure 3.13 PrimerPooler dialog 

• Select Genome: select a genome file in 2bit format to check the 

amplicons for overlaps. Primer pairs that amplify overlapping 

regions of the genomes can produce an unwanted shorter 

amplicon if used in the same pool. (Fasta file use support will 

be added in future releases of the tool). 

o For this example: select hg38.2bit from the examples 

folder. 
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• Use DeltaG: use thermodynamic principles to calculate the 

correspondent ∆G for the pairwise interaction. If not selected, 

a score will be automatically calculated based on alignment. 

However please note that such a score will be calculated in a 

faster but less accurate way. To use deltaG you will need to 

input Temperature, Concentration of magnesium, 

Concentration of monovalent cation, and Concentration of 

deoxynucleotide (dNTP) parameters. 

Upon parameter selection, click “OK” to launch the task. You can 

track its progress or cancel it from the progress view. To open the 

progress double click on the progress bar at the bottom of the screen 

(Figure 3.14). Alternatively, open the progress view from the view’s 

menu. 

 
Figure 3.14 Progress View showing the progress of  a task launched with the 

PrimerPooler tool 

Upon completion, a new PrimerPooler view will appear containing a 

full report of the results as shown in Figure 3.15. The left side of the 

view will display a tree view of the pools and primers assigned to 

each pool. The right-hand side panel will contain different sections 

of the result depending on the options selected by the user in the run 

dialog. 
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Figure 3.15 PrimerPooler result View. 

If “Count deltaG/Score” is selected, a count summary of such 

interactions will be displayed in both a graph and a table as shown in 

Figure 3.16. The user may export these results from the 

correspondent “save” menu.  

 
Figure 3.16 Summary of the “Count of pair interactions” overall input. 

If a genome file is provided, an amplicons summary section will be 

displayed as shown in Figure 3.17, containing three tabs for amplicon 

locations in the genome, overlapping amplicons details and an 

amplicon summary report in text format. These results may also be 

exported via the “save” menu.  In the Amplicon locations table, those 

amplicons that cannot be located in the genome will show no 

corresponding location.  
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Figure 3.17 Amplicon location and overlap summary. 

Figure 3.18 shows the “Stats Summary of All Pools”, showing the 

same information as that included in “count of pair interaction” but 

this time at the level of each pool (e.g. only consider interaction 

between primers within the same pool). In this section a tab for each 

pool will be added, so the user can navigate the results by selecting 

the pool in the corresponding tab. 

 
Figure 3.18 . Pools Stats Summary. 

Lastly, if “Show Highest Interaction” is selected, a section for the 

interaction will be displayed showing the highest interaction and 

highlighting the dimer structure formed between the two primers 

(Figure 3.19). From the section menu the user may then re-run this 

task selecting a different score/dG threshold value, then export the 

result to text files if desired. 
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Figure 3.19 Pools Interactions Summary. 
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and optimizing experimental design in multi-

species sequencing studies 

Hovhannisyan, Hrant*, Ahmed Hafez*, Carlos Llorens, and Toni 

Gabaldón. 2020. "CROSSMAPPER: estimating cross-mapping rates 

and optimizing experimental design in multi-species sequencing 

studies."  Bioinformatics 36 (3):925-927. doi: 

10.1093/bioinformatics/btz626. 

* - equal contribution 

H. Hovhannisyan has designed the project, written the initial data analysis pipeline, 

documented, tested, and maintains the software. A. Hafez has implemented the 

final pipeline and its automation, tested, and maintains the software package. 

4.1 Abstract 

4.1.1 Motivation 

Numerous sequencing studies, including transcriptomics of host-

pathogen systems, sequencing of hybrid genomes, xenografts, mixed 

species systems, metagenomics, and meta-transcriptomics, involve 

samples containing genetic material from divergent organisms. A 

crucial step in these studies is identifying from which organism each 

sequencing read originated, and the experimental design should be 

directed to minimize biases caused by cross-mapping of reads to 

incorrect source genomes. Additionally, pooling of sufficiently 

different genetic material into a single sequencing library could 

significantly reduce experimental costs but requires careful planning 

and assessment of the impact of cross-mapping. Having these 

applications in mind we designed CrossMapper, the first to our 

knowledge tool able to assess cross-mapping prior to sequencing, 

therefore allowing optimization of experimental design.  

https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btz626
https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btz626
https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btz626
https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btz626
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4.1.2 Results 

Using any combination of reference genomes, CrossMapper 

performs read simulation and back-mapping of those reads to the 

pool of references, quantifies, and reports the cross-mapping rates for 

each organism. CrossMapper performs these analyses with numerous 

user-specified parameters, including, among others, read length, read 

layout, coverage, mapping parameters, genomic or transcriptomic 

data. Additionally, it outputs the results in highly interactive and 

publication-ready reports. This allows the user to perform multiple 

comparisons at once and choose the experimental setup minimizing 

cross-mapping rates. Moreover, CrossMapper can be used for 

resource optimization in sequencing facilities by pooling different 

samples into one sequencing library.   

4.1.3 Availability and implementation 

CrossMapper is a command line tool implemented in Python 3.6 and 

available as a conda package, allowing effortless installation. The 

source code, detailed information and a step-by-step tutorial is 

available at our GitHub page 

https://github.com/Gabaldonlab/crossmapper.  

4.2 Introduction 

There are various biological problems addressed by next-generation 

sequencing (NGS) in which the samples contain genetic material 

from multiple species. These include, but are not limited to studies 

involving host-pathogen interaction (Westermann et al. 2017), 

symbiont-host or microbial interaction (Burns et al. 2017, González-

Torres et al. 2015), metagenomics (Quince et al. 2017), or hybrid 

organisms (Metzger et al. 2017). A challenging step in these 

experimental setups is to assign each sequencing read to the 

https://github.com/Gabaldonlab/crossmapper
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corresponding source organism, which is usually done by mapping 

the reads to the set of reference genomes (Wolf et al. 2018). A similar 

strategy is applied in allele-specific expression (ASE) studies in the 

case of phased reference genomes (Yuan and Qin 2012). Successful 

read separation depends on numerous factors, including mainly read 

length, read layout, similarity of sequenced genomes and different 

mapping parameters. Thus, if these parameters are not carefully 

planned, downstream analyses can be biased by cross-mapping of 

reads to non-corresponding references. For example, in a human-

Salmonella interaction study it was observed that ~1.44% of total 

reads map equally well (multi-mapped) to both reference genomes 

(Westermann and Vogel 2018). While the amount of erroneously 

mapped reads can be low for highly divergent species, in 

metagenomics (Petersen et al. 2017) and ASE studies, erroneously 

mapped and multi-mapped reads constitute the  majority of the data 

(Yuan and Qin 2012). Despite the importance of sequencing design 

in aforementioned studies, today there are no computational tools to 

assist in their planning so that optimal results are obtained.  

To overcome this, we developed CrossMapper – a pipeline assessing, 

prior to sequencing, the potential rates of multi-mapping and 

erroneous mapping for various combinations of sequencing 

parameters and any number of reference sequences.  

4.3 Workflow and implementation 

CrossMapper proceeds as follows (Figure 4.1A). It first takes as input 

any number of reference genomes and allows to simulate DNA and 

RNA reads in a wide range of experimental setups. This step is 

performed by wgsim (Li et al. 2009) with the possibility to define 

different parameters such as read length, error rates, outer distance, 

among others. CrossMapper allows to simulate many different 
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sequencing configurations at once. The user can specify genome 

annotations to limit read simulations from specific parts of the 

genomic regions (i.e. for transcriptomic or exome sequencing 

studies).   

 
Figure 4.1 A. The general workflow of CrossMapper (see main text for details). 

B. An example of CrossMapper output. 

After read simulation, CrossMapper concatenates fastq files from 

different organisms and maps the reads back to a concatenated set of 

reference genomes. By default  CrossMapper uses BWA-MEM (Li 

and Durbin 2009), and STAR (Dobin et al. 2013) for mapping DNA 

and RNA data, respectively. However, we also implemented the --

mapper-template option allowing to use any desired mapping 

software with custom parameters by supplying the configuration file 

to the CrossMapper (a documentation for creating a configuration file 

is given in the GitHub page). The final bam file for each read length 

and layout contains alignments of all simulated reads collectively 

mapped to all source reference genomes. Since simulated data 

preserve information regarding the source genome and exact 

location, CrossMapper can calculate the rate of multi-mapped and 
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erroneously mapped reads for all source genomes. After the 

quantification step CrossMapper produces an extensive html report, 

which includes several interactive, publication-ready plots 

summarizing mapping rates, as well as tables with detailed mapping 

statistics for each experimental configuration. Based on this report 

users can decide the optimal experimental and mapping parameters 

prior to the actual sequencing. In addition, coordinates of cross-

mapped reads are reported so these regions can be filtered, if 

necessary, in downstream analyses.  

4.4 Usage case 

Several examples of CrossMapper usage are available in the GitHub 

site of this tool. Here we explain how to use CrossMapper to optimize 

resources by pooling genetic material of different organisms into a 

single sequencing library. Indeed, the cost of sequencing has dropped 

dramatically in the past decade (Goodwin et al. 2016), largely due to 

throughput increase. However, the costs for library preparation do 

not follow the same trend and often constitute a financial bottleneck. 

A simple pooling of genetic materials of different species into one 

library could save a substantial amount of resources, provided reads 

from different sources could effectively be separated 

computationally. This has to be carefully planned to avoid 

aforementioned biases in downstream analyses. CrossMapper can 

achieve this task in a single run. Below is an example of sequencing 

design optimization for pooling genetic material of widely analysed 

organisms – human, mouse, fly and nematode – in a single library. 
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Command syntax  

# Command to run 

> crossmapper DNA -t 8 -gb -rlay both -g homo.fasta 

mus.fasta dros.fasta caeno.fasta -gn human mouse fly 

nematode -N 2500000 2500000 2500000 2500000 -rlen 

50,75,100,125,150 -r 0.01 

This command lets CrossMapper to simulate 2.5 million DNA reads 

per organism at 50, 75, 100, 125 and 150 read lengths at both single- 

and paired-end layouts, map the data to the pool of reference 

genomes (obtained from Ensembl (Zerbino et al. 2018)) and report 

mapping rates for all sequencing configurations (Figure 4.1B). Using 

Intel Xeon 3.5GHz, 64GB of RAM and 8 cores the analysis takes ~11 

hours. In this case of a very large reference genome (ca 6.5 GB) and 

10 mapping jobs, the main bottleneck for the speed of the analysis is 

genome indexing and read mapping, which collectively takes ~8 

hours.  

The results of this analysis (Suppl. File S1) demonstrate that by 

pooling the DNA of the 4 species reads can be effectively separated 

by mapping. However, single-end sequencing produces relatively 

high rates of multi-mapping (maximum  4.95% and 6.06% for 150 

and 50 bp, respectively) and erroneous mapping (maximum 0.16% 

and 0.52%, for 150 and 50 bp, respectively) which potentially can 

bias differential expression or variant calling analysis. On the other 

hand, paired-end sequencing with 75 bp reads significantly reduces 

multi- and erroneous mapping (0.01% and 0%, respectively) rates. 

Thus, the pooling strategy with 2x75 bp reads can be the most 

efficient balance between accuracy and sequencing cost. Repeating 

this test with a higher number of reads (40, 30, 20 and 10 mln reads 

for human, mouse, fly and nematode, respectively), showed similar 

rates of cross-mapping (Suppl. File S2), which indicates that low-
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coverage simulations are sufficient to properly estimate cross-

mapping rates.  

Supplementary material 2 list more usage cases for CrossMapper.   

4.5 Conclusion 

CrossMapper allows to design numerous types of NGS experiments 

that share a common feature of sequencing several organisms as one 

sample. CrossMapper is easy to install and use. It is highly 

customizable and outputs the results in intuitive, interactive and 

publication-ready reports. We believe that CrossMapper will benefit 

both research and industrial communities by helping to optimize 

sequencing strategies and available resources. 
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5 Recurrent neural networks for classification and 

regression problems in DNA and RNA sequences 

with rnnXna 

Hafez, Ahmed, Essam H. Houssein,  Carlos Llorens, Toni 

Gabaldón. "Recurrent neural networks for classification and 

regression problems in DNA and RNA sequences with rnnXna." 

(In preparation). 

5.1 Abstract 

5.1.1 Summary 

Recurrent neural network (RNN) models have shown promising 

results in machine translation, speech recognition and computational 

biology. Here, we propose the use of RNN models for a wide class 

of regression and classification problems involving DNA and RNA 

sequences. We tested this idea by applying RNNs to the complex 

problem of predicting the structural features of RNA molecules. 

RNAs play important roles in virtually every cellular process. 

Determining the secondary structures of RNAs is central to 

understanding their function and evolution, as their functions are 

mediated through the adoption of specific structures that enable 

RNAs to interact with other molecules. Our results showed a great 

performance of RNN classification to predict the preferred state of 

each residue in an RNA molecule either being single-stranded or 

double-stranded in the RNA secondary structure. We developed 

rnnXna, a tool with a simple command line interface that allows to 

train and use the RNN models introduced in this work in a variety of 

other applications.  
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5.1.2 Availability and implementation 

The rnnXna tool is a command line tool implemented in Python 3 and 

available as a conda package, allowing effortless installation. The 

source code, training datasets, examples and detailed information and 

a step-by-step HowTo is available at our GitHub page 

https://github.com/Gabaldonlab/rnnXna.  

5.2 Introduction 

Neural networks are used in a wide range of machine learning and 

deep learning applications especially after the recent advances in 

computation hardware and techniques e.g. specialized AI 

accelerators such as Tensor Processing Units (TPU). Neural 

networks are a scalable and effective solution for many complex 

problems and are able to  identify complex patterns from feature-rich 

datasets (LeCun et al. 2015). With recent developments in next-

generation DNA sequencing technologies, more and more diverse 

data types are produced, thus introducing many computational 

challenges that could be tackled by deep learning applications 

(Koumakis 2020). For example, neural networks and deep learning 

have already been adapted for genomics problems such as inferring 

DNA sequences’ function (Quang and Xie 2016) and motif discovery 

(Alipanahi et al. 2015). 

Recurrent neural network (RNN) (Sherstinsky 2020) is a variant of 

neural network that captures the sequential information present in the 

input data -e.g. dependency between words in a text- while making 

predictions. RNN models are naturally suited to temporal or 

sequential data, and several variants have been developed for 

sequenced features such as long short-term memory (LSTM) 

(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) which have shown impressive 

performance in numerous sequence-based modelling and sequence to 

https://github.com/Gabaldonlab/rnnXna
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sequence mapping tasks such as natural language modelling (Cho et 

al. 2014), early detection of heart failure (Choi et al. 2017) or 

predicting transcription factor binding sites in DNA sequences (Shen 

et al. 2018). 

RNA is a single-stranded nucleotide molecule which folds into 

complex secondary and tertiary structures (Mortimer et al. 2014). 

The structural conformation of an RNA molecule is key for its 

function and regulation (Cruz and Westhof 2009). Over recent years, 

several methods have been developed to probe RNA structures in 

vivo in a genome-wide scale (Leamy et al. 2016, Strobel et al. 2018). 

Some methods combine high-throughput sequencing technologies 

(NGS) with traditional enzymatic- or chemically-based assays to  

enable  structural profiling of transcribed RNAs at genome-wide 

scales (Kertesz et al. 2010, Saus et al. 2018, Lu et al. 2018). Such 

methods can determine secondary structures at a single base 

resolution, indicating whether a nucleotide is likely to be single-

stranded or double-stranded in the folded RNA structure. 

Computational prediction methods can help improving the accuracy 

of empirical methods or replace them as an alternative in silico 

approaches, if limitations to perform such experiments are present 

(Ouyang et al. 2013, Saus et al. 2018, Wu et al. 2015). For example, 

the nextPARS method (Saus et al. 2018) uses RNN models to 

improve the final prediction score. 

In this work, we investigate and explore how RNN models can be 

applied to DNA or RNA sequence classification problems that 

depend on the structure information of a given sequence and the 

relationship between adjacent nucleotides such as RNA secondary 

structure, oligonucleotide melting temperature or other similar 

problems. To this end, we developed and performed a computation 

assessment of RNN classification models that can predict structural 
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profiling of RNA molecules. Such models can be trained for other 

prediction problems given sufficient training data. In addition, we 

explored the applicability of RNN models to regression problems, for 

example to predict or calculate a physical/chemical property of a 

given oligonucleotide DNA sequence such as the melting 

temperature, which is of special interest for the screening and 

designing of primers for PCR reactions. Finally, we developed 

rnnXna, a general-purpose tool for training and validating RNN 

models for problems that share a similar structure to the ones 

introduced in this work. rnnXna tool has a simple command line 

interface allowing the non-experienced users to train and deploy 

recurrent neural network models in their research. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Classification Model 

We developed a RNN classification model that can predict the 

preferred structural state (single-stranded SS or double-stranded DS) 

of each base in an RNA molecule’s secondary structure. The model 

takes a short k-mer RNA fragment and predicts if the base in the 

middle of the fragment is single-stranded or double-stranded in the 

secondary structure. To train this model RNA sequences and their 

secondary structure were collected for the RNA Strand database 

(Andronescu et al. 2008) to construct training datasets. k-mer datasets 

were constructed with different k-mer lengths 

(k=[11,13,15,17,19,21]) to build different RNN k-classifiers. 5-fold 

cross validation was performed to assess k-classifiers’ performance. 

For the purpose of performance comparison an artificial neural 

network (ANN) was constructed and trained with the same dataset to 

build a corresponding ANN k-classifier (see Materials and Methods 

for more details). In addition, a selection of different classification 

methods widely used in machine learning were also used for the 
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comparison: Nearest Neighbours (Sammut and Webb 2010b), 

Decision Tree (Fürnkranz 2010), Random Forest (Sammut and Webb 

2010c), AdaBoost (Sammut and Webb 2010a), Naive Bayes (Webb 

2010), Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Zhang 2010, 

Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000) and Quadratic Discriminant 

Analysis (QDA) (McLachlan 1992). Some methods are not feasible 

for large datasets such as SVM with non-linear kernels (Cristianini 

and Shawe-Taylor 2000). The classification methods implemented 

by Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011) are used to build different k-

classifiers using the same dataset used in training RNN k-classifiers.   

Receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) and Area under the 

ROC Curve (AUC) (Metz 1978) was measured to assess the 

performance of the classification models at all classification 

thresholds on the cross validation stage. Supplementary Figure 5.4 

reports ROC and Area under the ROC Curve (AUC) on 5-fold cross 

validation with different k-mer length as an aggregate measure of 

performance across all possible classification thresholds for all 

classification methods included in the comparison. Figure 5.1 

summarizes the mean AUC for each k-classifier on cross validation 

for all methods. In both RNN and ANN models we can observe that 

for smaller k-mer length models have a lower performance in 

classification power, and as the k-mer length increases so does the 

classification performance. This is due to the fact that as the k-mer 

length increases, the model gets more features and more 

discrimination power. RNN models have slightly better performance 

(on average a 5% increase in AUC) with all different k-mers over the 

corresponding ANN models with the same k-mer length. Other 

methods have significantly lower performance compared to neural 

networks in general, except for nearest neighbour classifiers which 

show similar performance to ANN classifiers.  However, one major 

advantage of neural networks over the Nearest neighbour method and 
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other methods in general is its scalability to large datasets and the 

ability to reduce training and prediction runtime using hardware 

accelerators such as GPU or TPU. 

 
Figure 5.1 Mean AUC on Cross Validation for each k-classifier for RNN models 

compared to other classifiers. Individual ROC plot and mean AUC for each k-

classifier for all methods are listed in the supplementary material.    

The RNN model was validated by a test RNA molecule, which was 

excluded from the training dataset. Assigning DS/SS class to each 

base depends on the prediction probability and the threshold used for 

assigning the final call. Model prediction assigns each base a score 

for being DS/SS in the range of [0,1], where 0 means SS and 1 means 

DS. We assessed the model classification at three probability 

thresholds (50%, 80% and 90%) used as a confidence level of the 

final call of the classifier. As an example at 80% threshold classifier 
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will assign SS to a nucleotide if the prediction score is lower than 0.2 

and DS if the prediction score is greater than 0.8, otherwise it will be 

a undetermined call i.e. cannot assign a class. Table 5.1 summarizes 

the test performance for k-classifier [k=21] in terms of accuracy, 

precision, and recall. Accuracy is the number of times the classifier 

assigns the correct label DS/SS to each nucleotide, precision in this 

context presents the ability of the classifier to correctly identify DS 

sites, recall is the ability of the classifier to correctly identify SS sites.  

At 50% threshold the final number calls that a classifier can 

determine is 139 bases, as the first 11 bases and the last 11 bases 

cannot be determined by a 21 k-mer classifier. The accuracy of the 

model is about 89%. The Precision is 97% and recall is 87%. At this 

level the classifier has a problem identifying SS sites and about 23% 

of SS sites are identified as DS instead of SS. To increase model 

confidence another threshold can be used to call a DS/SS site.  80% 

and 90% thresholds were used as threshold, and we can observe that 

by increasing the threshold we can obtain a better classification 

performance. However, the number of bases that the model can 

classify decreases. Figure 5.2 shows RNN 21-classifier DD/SS calls 

at 90% threshold for the structure of TETp4p6 RNA molecule 

determined by high resolution X-ray and visualized by VARNA tool 

(Darty et al. 2009). 

Table 5.1 RNN 21-classifier performance in terms of accuracy, precision and recall 

for the TETp4p6 RNA molecule. 

Threshold Accuracy Precision Recall # Calls 

50% 0.89 0.97 0.87 139 

80% 0.94 0.98 0.92 118 

90% 0.96 1.0 0.94 101 
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Figure 5.2 Visual representation by VARNA (Visualization Applet for RNA ) of 

DS/SS  sites assigned by RNN 21-classifier at 90% threshold to TETp4p6 RNA 

molecule and its secondary structure. DS sites assigned by the classifier are in red. 

SS sites assigned by the classifier are in blue. All sites that cannot be called by the 

classifier at this threshold are in white.  SS sites that are misclassified as DS are 

highlighted in yellow colour. 

To obtain a better performance and to increase classification 

confidence, Ensemble classification (Ren et al. 2016) can be used to 

calculate the final score/probability. In this context ensemble of 

classifiers can be built by aggregating scores from all RNN models 

with different k-mer length to get a consensus classification score. 

Ensemble classification was used in nextPARS (Saus et al. 2018) 

using a similar RNN model (one LSTM layer) and trained only will 

all RNA secondary structures that were validated by NMR or X-Ray 

techniques. The ensemble classifier used RNN k-classifiers of 

different k-mer length (k = [7,9,11,13,15]) on and the final score was 
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used as prior in conjunction with a score obtained by experimental 

digestion profile using NGS technology i.e. raw number of enzymatic 

cuts per position. The nextPARS RNN classification score is 

calculated according to the following formula: 

 𝑆𝑅𝑁𝑁 =  ∑ 𝑤𝑘𝑆𝑘𝑘𝜖𝑘 , %  

where SRNN is the RNN final classification score, Sk is the 

classification score from each k-classifier for k-mer sequences 

fragments, and wk is a weight associated with each k-classifier, which 

can be used to assign more weight to k-classifier with larger k length 

and less weight to smaller k. 

5.3.2 Regression Model 

RNN models can also be used for regression problems, in which the 

model response is a scalar value. In the context of RNA and DNA 

sequences, this could be a physical or a chemical property of the 

sequence that requires an experiment to calculate. As a synthetic 

example we used here the melting temperature (Tm) of the given 

sequences as the response of the model. The Tm synthetic dataset 

(see Materials and Methods for more details) represents a good 

example of a wide range of problems that RNN models can be 

applied to, in which the final output depends on the sequence 

structure and local dependency between neighbour nucleotides. 

Therefore, RNN models can be trained to infer such functions. 
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Figure 5.3 RNN regression model performance (Predicted Tm vs Measured Tm). 

A) During cross validation: the figure reports MSE and MAE on each fold. B) On 

a separated test dataset. 

The RNN regression model was assessed by performing 5-fold cross 

validation on the training dataset. The average mean square error on 

cross validation was 0.019 with a standard deviation of 0.007 and 

A) 

B) 
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mean absolute error of 0.119 with standard deviation of 0.027. Figure 

5.3A highlights the predicted Tm by the model versus the actual Tm 

measured by primer3 tool (Untergasser et al. 2012) in each cross 

validation fold. It can be observed that most samples in the middle 

range of Tm, around 50º to 90º, have a low error rate, however 

sequences with very low and high melting temperature have a slightly 

higher error rate of prediction. The reason for this is that such 

sequences are less represented in the training dataset, for example 

about 15 sequences in the training dataset have Tm over 99º and have 

high percent of CG content. As a result, the model cannot learn 

accurately how to model such sequences in the training stage as they 

are distributed in different folds during cross validation. Figure 5.3B 

shows the model prediction on a separated test dataset, where it 

performs better around the low and high end of the Tm ranges, this is 

because the model was trained with the entire training dataset and 

was able to correctly model such sequences. The model performance 

in the test dataset has an MSE of 0.009 and MAE was 0.078. RNN 

was able to learn an accurate model for Tm calculation and was 

successful to simulate a similar behaviour to primer3 tool. 

5.3.3 rnnXna tool 

We developed rnnXna, which provides a simple command interface 

to train RNN models from input sequences. The tool has a training 

mode, and a prediction mode that uses previously trained models. To 

train a new model the tool accepts an input file in csv/tsv format 

where a short sequence is listed with the corresponding class (for 

classification models) or an associated score or property value e.g. 

melting temperatures (for regression models). The tool exposes some 

control parameters to configure the model such as number of layers, 

option to add drop out layers to minimize overfitting, number of 

iterations in the training, etc. For prediction, the tool accepts a simple 
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text/csv file containing input sequences for prediction or a fasta file 

with a long input sequence, that will be divided into k-mers to 

perform the prediction step. 

Command syntax  

# Command 1 : training model  

> rnnXna train -i traing_data.csv -o rnn_model  

 

# Command 2 : perform prediction on new data 

# new data can be csv file or fasta file  

> rnnXna predict -model rnn_model -fasta 

input_sequences.fasta  

 

# Command 3 : perform cross- validation   

> rnnXna train -i traing_data.csv --cv 5 --lstm-layers 2 

rnnXna can also perform a cross validation on the training data or 

validation test on a separated test dataset under different parameter 

configuration in order to assess model performance before final 

training. The current implementation supports training and prediction 

on CPU, or a graphical processing unit (GPU) if available for a better 

performance. More usage examples are available on the online user 

guide in our GitHub page. 

5.4 Discussion 

Recurrent neural networks are an attractive solution to the structural 

profiling of RNA secondary structure. The proposed and developed 

RNN model in this work shows a good performance in predicting 

double and single stranded sites in the folded RNA structure. In 

addition, using RNN models for regression show a great performance 

in predicting Tm of short DNA sequences. The reported performance 

in terms of MSE and MAE of the regression model show that the 

model was able to learn the nearest neighbour thermodynamic model 

parameters (SantaLucia 1998) used in primer3 to calculate the 
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melting temperature without any prior knowledge of the nature of the 

problem. 

However, the current implementation of RNN model poses some 

limitations. One of them is that it only accepts as input the DNA or 

RNA sequences. In the case of the Tm dataset it would be desirable 

to incorporate other input parameters such as condition parameters 

(e.g. salt or dNTP concentrations in the PCR solution) to be able to 

predict the Tm under different conditions similar to primer3 tool. 

Another limitation is that it only takes a fixed length sequence, the 

model can be extended to accept a variable length sequence by 

implementing word embedding and padding solution similar to the 

model proposed in (Alipanahi et al. 2015) making the model more 

flexible in training and prediction. RNN models can be trained for 

sequence to sequence application (Sutskever et al. 2014). Therefore, 

the possibility to adopt the current RNN model to predict directly the 

presence of stable hairpin structure or dimers formation under given 

conditions e.g. for screening and selecting best oligonucleotide for 

PCR primers.  

5.5 Materials and Methods 

5.5.1 RNA secondary structure Dataset 

RNA secondary structures were downloaded from RNA STRAND 

Database (Andronescu et al. 2008) for all RNA molecules larger than 

30 nucleotides (nt) from all sources. In total 3118 RNA molecules 

were retrieved with a total of 2,323,909 nt. The average length of 

RNA sequences was 745 nt and ranged from 30 nt to 4380 nt. 

TETp4p6 molecule (2R8S entry in RCSB Protein Data Bank and 

PDB_01255/PDB_00082 entries in RNA STRAND database) was 

removed from the training data set to be used as a testing dataset of 

RNN classifiers. 
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To prepare the RNA sequences for training the classifiers. Each 

sequence is fragmented into k-mer sub-sequences and the 

corresponding class DS/SS from the molecule secondary structure is 

assigned for the nucleotide in the middle of k-mer sub-sequence. 

Multiple training dataset of different k-mer sizes (k = 

[11,13,15,17,19,21]) were constructed for each k-classifier. Table 5.2 

lists the number of fragments in the constructed training set for 

different values of k after removing any fragment with ambiguous 

nucleotide characters. 

Table 5.2 Total number of sequence fragments for each k-classifier training 

dataset. 

k Number of k-mer fragments 

11 2241023 

13 2231952 

15 2223094 

17 2214442 

19 2206045 

21 2197824 

5.5.2 Melting Temperature (Tm) Dataset 

A synthetic dataset was constructed by selecting short 

oligonucleotide DNA sequences of 32-nucleotides from the human 

genome. In total unrepeated 2.5 million fragments were randomly 

selected, then for each oligonucleotide the melting temperature we 

calculated using primer3 tool (Untergasser et al. 2012) with the 

default parameter which are 0mM divalent cations, 0mM dNTPs 

concentration,  50mM monovalent cations, 50nM concentration of 

DNA strands and  thermodynamic parameters from (SantaLucia 

1998). The dataset was divided into a training dataset used for 
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training and cross validation of size 2 million and a testing dataset of 

0.5 million that was never used in training nor cross validation.  

5.5.3 RNN models 

The recurrent neural network structure is constructed with 2 Long 

Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) 

layers and one fully connected neural network layer (Dense layer). 

LSTM is used as it overcomes the problem of long-term dependency 

in normal RNN and resolves vanishing/exploding gradients. 

Sequences fragments used for input in the network are represented 

by a binary vector in which each nucleotide character is represented 

by 4-binary one-hot encoding vector (Rodríguez et al. 2018), and 

final input vector size for a k-mer sequence fragment is n = 4*k. The 

input vectors are fed to the first hidden LSTM layer which consists 

of 4*n LTMS cells. The output of the first LSTM layer is then 

propagated to the second LSTM layer with half the size of the first 

one, then to a dense layer. For classification models a sigmoid 

activation function is used in the final dense layer. However, for 

regression models a linear activation function is used in the final 

dense layer. Training the RNN classifier is performed using Adam 

optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2015) with a binary cross entropy as the 

loss function. However, regression model training is performed using 

root mean square prop optimizer (RMSprop) (Tieleman and Hinton 

2012) with mean squared error (MSE) as the loss function. For 

comparison performance an ANN was constructed for the 

classification model by replacing LSTM layers in RNN model with 

dense layers with 4*n and 2*n units in the first and second layers, 

respectively. 
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5.5.3.1 Cross validation and Testing 

Training was performed using 25 epochs and batch size of 128. 5-

fold cross validation was performed and for each fold performance 

metrics were measured and recorded. Stratified 5-folds (Forman and 

Scholz 2010) were used for RNA secondary structure dataset to 

preserve the percentage of samples for each class in each fold. 

5.5.4 rnnXna tool implementation   

rnnXna has been implemented as a python module and is distributed 

with conda package manager. rnnXna is implemented using Keras 

(Chollet 2015) and TensorFlow (Martín et al. 2015) as the backend. 

rnnXna has a simple command line interface to train RNN models 

and use the trained model for further prediction. rnnXna current 

implementation includes RNN models introduced in this work. The 

tool accepts the csv/tsv format with k-mer fragment list and the 

corresponding class/score each fragment. The tool allows the user to 

configure a different number of parameters to train the network such 

as the number of layers, options to add dropout layers to overcome 

overfitting especially for smaller training dataset. The tool also 

allows the user to perform cross-validation on the training data to 

measure the performance before training and deploying the model in 

other applications. Training dataset and usage examples are available 

in https://github.com/Gabaldonlab/rnnXna. 
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5.7 Supplementary Materials 

The following figure report Mean ROC and AUC for all k-classifiers 

for each method on cross validation. 

 

A) 

B) 
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Figure 5.4 Mean ROC and AUC for all k-classifiers for each method on cross 

validation. True positives here are considered to be those sites that are double-

stranded in the reference structure with a score greater than the given threshold, 

while true negatives are those sites that are single-stranded in the reference 

structure with a score lower than the given threshold. 

 

  

I) 
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VariantSeq analysis."  (In preparation). 

6.1 Abstract 

6.1.1 Summary 

GPRO Suite ™ is a developing bioinformatic platform for omics data 

analysis that provides three client-desktop applications – “RNASeq”, 

“DeNovoSeq” and “VariantSeq” - for analysis of Next Generation 

Sequencing data via cloud computing in remote servers. The three 

applications are coupled with a server-side infrastructure managing 

and running pipelines and tools for; i) de novo assembly and 

annotation; ii) differential expression and functional enrichment 

analysis, and iii) calling and annotation of Single Nucleotide 

Polymorphism (SNPs) and Insertion/Deletions (INDELs) variants. 

The server-side infrastructure can be installed natively on PC or a 

remote server or can be easily deployed using a Docker container 

image managed and maintained by our side. The three applications 

provide the users with two operational modes - pipeline-like or step-

by-step-like - to manage the analyses; the first mode automatically 

executes all the steps considered by the selected pipeline one after 

another, while the other mode provides a workflow that permits the 

user to execute the different analytical steps analysis by analysis, or 

just run one or a subset of tasks of the workflow. 
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6.2 Availability and implementation: 

“RNASeq”, “DeNovoSeq” and “VariantSeq” have been developed 

in Java using Eclipse Rich Client Platform while the server-side 

infrastructure implementation involves PHP, python and bash 

scripting. Executable of “RNAseq”, “DeNovoSeq” and 

“VariantSeq” are publicly available at the following URLs; 

RNASeq: https://gpro.biotechvana.com/download/RNAseq 

DeNovoSeq: https://gpro.biotechvana.com/download/DeNovoSeq 

VariantSeq: https://gpro.biotechvana.com/download/VariantSeq 

Detailed instructions to setup, configure and deploy the server-side 

infrastructure are available at 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/tool/gpro-server/manual. A user 

manual is also available for each tool and for the container as well, at 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com. 

6.3 Introduction 

Advances in Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) have 

revolutionized the way and strategies with which researchers manage 

their bioinformatic tools to perform their molecular biology analyses 

and produce new knowledge. Currently, it is possible to reconstruct 

“de novo” the whole genome and the transcriptome of a given species 

using NGS and graph-based algorithms to assemble sequencing reads 

into contigs, scaffolds or chromosomes and subsequently predict and 

annotate genes (Miller et al. 2010). Once a genome or transcriptome 

has been annotated, it can be used as a reference sequence in 

comparative transcriptomics (via RNA-seq) or genotyping (mainly 

SNPs and INDELs) by mapping on the reference sequence the newly 

obtained sequencing reads from genomes or transcriptomes 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/download/RNAseq
https://gpro.biotechvana.com/download/DeNovoSeq
https://gpro.biotechvana.com/download/VariantSeq
https://gpro.biotechvana.com/tool/gpro-server/manual
https://gpro.biotechvana.com/
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belonging to strains or variants from the same species (Li and Homer 

2010). 

Tools for NGS data analysis do not consist of a single software but 

rather of a complex workflow of computational steps referred to as a 

“pipeline” where distinct applications are sequentially or 

simultaneously executed. From a bioinformatics perspective, 

pipelines involve many different intermediate steps that interact with 

each other to go from raw sequencing reads to biological insights. 

The implementation of these protocols in routine application of NGS 

data analysis is still a challenge due to the technical complexity of 

the pipelines, whose management requires bioinformatic experts with 

advanced skills on the command line to manage and install third-

party software, write pipeline scripts, and use a command-line 

interface (CLI). In an attempt to make this area of bioinformatics 

accessible for every researcher, distinct Graphical User Interface 

(GUI) solutions have arisen over the last years to provide users with 

friendly tools to manage pipelines for NGS data analysis. Most of 

these are commercial packages distributed under payment licenses 

and that perform multiple tasks (Smith 2015). However, these 

packages can be expensive and in some cases are overhyped as for 

their real potential. This is because while conventional GUI based 

solutions usually run in personal computers, NGS technologies 

normally require more powerful computational infrastructures (like 

computational servers running under Linux environments) to 

convincingly manage and store the huge amounts of data generated 

via NGS, especially if the NGS experiments are based on multiple 

samples with replicates. An alternative solution provided by the 

academy to manage server-side pipelines via GUIs, is the Galaxy 

Project (Afgan et al. 2018) which is a comprehensive platform based 

on a collection of web-based modules that can be combined to 

personalize the pipelines. Galaxy is a powerful system for managing 
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NGS analysis. However, it also needs advanced bioinformatic skills 

and some level of management and customization to reach specific 

analysis goals. With the aim to provide the users with a publicly 

available solution able to combine the generalized and versatility 

features of packages like Galaxy and the custom dedication usually 

provided by commercial GUI tools, here we present a bioinformatic 

solution provided by the GPRO suite (Futami et al. 2011) based on 

three client-desktop applications designated as “DeNovoSeq”, 

“RNAseq”, and “VariantSeq” which are linked to a server-side 

infrastructure of pipelines for processing and analysis of NGS data. 

6.4 General overview and functions 

“DeNovoSeq”, “RNASeq” and “VariantSeq” are three client-

desktop applications for execution and management of bioinformatic 

pipelines and workflows of NGS data analysis. The three applications 

are coupled with a server-side infrastructure of pipelines, tools and 

databases that allow users to run and manage the pipelines via user-

friendly interface environments. The server-side infrastructure is 

distributed in a container that can be installed in the personal 

computers of the user (provided that the computer has enough RAM 

to support the required analysis and the input data) or as a cloud 

computing solution in remote servers (see the section below, Back-

end implementation for more details). In particular, “DeNovoSeq” 

supports de novo sequences assembly and annotation approaches 

providing the user with GUI-access to pipelines and tools for 

assembly/scaffolding and annotation of new genomes and/or 

transcriptomes with no previous reference sequence and using both 

short and long NGS reads. As shown in Figure 6.1, “DeNovoSeq” 

allows different pipeline combinations based on a workflow of steps 

with three alternative paths; one oriented to predict (and then 

annotate) genes from contigs and scaffolds assembled from 
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eukaryotic genomes, second to directly annotate the transcripts 

obtained from transcriptome assemblies and third to extract (and then 

annotate) open reading frames (ORFs) contig assembled from 

prokaryotic genomes, metagenomes and meta transcriptomes. 

“RNASeq” and “VariantSeq” support re-sequencing approaches in 

transcriptomics and genotyping; “RNASeq” provides GUI-access to 

pipelines and tools for differential expression and enrichment 

analyses while “VariantSeq” offers pipelines and tools for calling 

and annotation of SNPs and INDELs.  

 
Figure 6.1 Workflow steps conducted by the server-side infrastructure of the 

GPRO suite for the “RNASeq”, “DeNovoSeq” and “VariantSeq” applications. 

Steps highlighted in orange correspond to the workflow implemented by 

“DeNovoSeq”; in green the workflow of steps implemented by “RNASeq”; and in 

blue those implemented by “VariantSeq”. The step of quality analysis and 

preprocessing is highlighted with three colors because that step is implemented by 

the three applications. The step of “mapping on reference genome or 

transcriptome” is highlighted green and blue because is common to “RNASeq” and 

“VariantSeq”. A dynamic version of the scheme is also available online at 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/genie; by clicking on any step on the dynamic 

diagram online the user can find information of the tools and options available for 

that particular step and application. 

 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/genie
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As also shown in Figure 6.1,“RNASeq” allows different pipeline 

combinations based on one workflow of steps with two alternative 

paths; one for RNAseq analyses using reference genome with gene 

annotations provided in GTF/GFF file and the other based on read 

quantification based on transcriptomes with no available reference 

genome. Finally, “VariantSeq” offers different pipeline 

combinations based on the typical workflow for genome or exome 

variant analysis. 

6.5 Infrastructure design and implementation 

The GPRO infrastructure consists of two components; client-side and 

server-side which are described in the following subsections.  

6.5.1 Client-side 

“RNAseq”, “VariantSeq” and “DeNovoSeq” constitute the client-

side component of the GPRO suite solution for NGS data analysis 

which are cross-platform desktop applications implemented using 

Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) (Beaton and McAffer 2007). The 

client-side applications design and implementation incorporate a 

shared pipeline framework to encapsulate third party tools i.e. task 

wrapper, dynamically generate GUI views for each tool, handle and 

generate executable scripts and enable composable pipelines. Recent 

advances in bioinformatics have led to the development of numerous 

tools dedicated to specific analyses with possible alternative tools for 

one analysis, implementing direct GUI for each tool or task is time 

consuming and further maintenance is a cumbersome task. Thus, an 

intermediate framework was implemented to reduce the development 

time and the associated cost. The framework was developed to enable 

fast tasks prototyping following modular software architecture 

patterns. Figure 6.2A shows a basic schematic representation of the 

framework internal design and architecture. The pipeline framework 
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enables application developers to write an abstract task 

representation of each third party tool and a corresponding task’s 

handler with a CLI template responsible to execute the task, these 

templates are then translated to bash scripts to be executed on the 

server using plain engine components for representing bash 

commands. In addition, the pipeline framework enables complex 

workflows to be easily composed by adding single tasks together and 

configuring input and output data flow between different tasks, then 

GUIs and pipeline scripts for the workflow can be generated. The 

pipeline framework provides several advantages including 

extensibility, composable pipelines and modular representation.  In 

addition, the framework provides extensive tracking and logging of 

running jobs to enable basic error reporting.  

The pipeline framework is used to develop the client software 

applications RNASeq, VariantSeq and DeNovoSeq.  The three 

applications present a common layout (shown Figure 6.2B) 

consisting of the following elements:  

● Directory Browser to set any folder of the user’ PC as a main 

directory to manage and store files in the application  

● FTP Browser which is a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) letting 

the user to access the server-side account and to transfer 

files/folders from the directory browser to the server-side 

infrastructure or vice versa. 

● Working space to call the distinct GUIs provided by each tool.  

● Main Menu at the top of the layout with distinct tabs to select 

the protocol mode, to track the distinct pipeline jobs running or 

finished and/or for configuring access to the server 

● Tasks Menu accessible only when selecting the Step-by-Step-

like protocol mode, explained below. 
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Figure 6.2 A) Internal  framework design and architecture. B) Layout of 

“DeNovoSeq”, “VariantSeq” and “RNASeq”. The three applications present a 

common layout consisting of the following components: DIRECTORY 

BROWSER, FTP BROWSER, WORKING SPACE, MAIN MENU and TASK 

MENU. The interfaces communicate to the server dependencies via HTTP/SSH. 

The server-side handles and manage all dependencies (tools and databases) to 

execute pipelines for i) de novo assembly and annotation; ii) differential expression 

and enrichment, and iii) calling and annotation of SNPs and INDELs. 
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The default layout is adjustable, and users can arrange all components 

as they need. It is possible to drag and drop files between directory 

browser and FTP browser to start file transfer (upload/download) 

between local PC and the remote server, which is a conventional way 

of managing remote server files. 

6.5.2 Server-side 

The server-side contains all installed third-party software used in the 

client-side software and management system to handle users 

accounts, pipelines, databases, tracking and logging. As shown in 

Table 6.1, the server-side dependencies for implementation of 

pipelines are free or open-source software usually considered as the 

State-Of-The-Art (or the most popular) in the field. The server-side 

requires complex steps to setup Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP 

(LAMP stack), manual installation to third party software, and GPRO 

server-side application and scripts to handle incoming requests to run 

and manage third party tools and pipelines.  For detailed instructions 

on how to get the server ready and running, one can refer to 

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/tool/gpro-server/manual. For faster 

deployment, we provide a docker image (Merkel 2014) ready to run 

with the GPRO server application. To run, first setup and configure 

the docker on a local PC or server. Then run following command 

# One click Command to deploy and run GPRO Server 

> docker run -d -p 80:80 -p 20-22:20-22 -p 65500-

65515:65500-65515 -v /path/to/local_home:/home/gpro_user 

biotechvana/gpro 

See the online manual for further configuration of the docker 

container https://gpro.biotechvana.com/tool/gpro-server/manual. 

  

https://gpro.biotechvana.com/tool/gpro-server/manual
https://gpro.biotechvana.com/tool/gpro-server/manual
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Table 6.1 Server dependencies for GPRO server-side infrastructure. 

Pipeline Step  Tools 

R
N

A
se

q
 

D
eN

o
v

o
S

eq
 

V
a

ri
a

n
tS

eq
 

Quality analysis 

and 

Preprocessing 

FastQC (Andrews and Others 2010) ✓ ✓ ✓ 

FastqMidCleaner ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Cutadapt (Martin 2011) ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Prinseq 

(Schmieder and Edwards 2011) 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

Trimmomatic (Bolger et al. 2014) ✓ ✓ ✓ 

FastxToolkit  

(Gordon and Hannon 2017) 
✓ ✓ ✓ 

CANU (Koren et al. 2017)  ✓  

FastqCollapser ✓ ✓ ✓ 

FastqIntersect ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Mapping on 

reference 

genome or 

transcriptome 

TopHat (Kim et al. 2013)  ✓  ✓ 

Hisat2 (Kim et al. 2015)  ✓  ✓ 

Bowtie2  

(Langmead and Salzberg 2012) 
✓  ✓ 

BWA (Li and Durbin 2009)(Li and 

Durbin, 2009) 
✓  ✓ 

STAR (Dobin et al. 2013)   ✓ 

Quantification 
Corset (Davidson and Oshlack 2014) ✓   

Htseq (Anders et al. 2015) ✓   

Post Processing 

GATK (McKenna et al. 2010)   ✓ 

Picard (Wysoker et al. 2013)   ✓ 

SAMtools (Li et al. 2009) ✓  ✓ 

Transcriptome 

assembly 

Cufflinks (Trapnell et al. 2012) ✓   

Oases (Schulz et al. 2012)  ✓  

SOAPdenovo-trans  

(Xie et al. 2014) 
 ✓  

Velvet (Zerbino and Birney 2008)  ✓  
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Pipeline Step  Tools 

R
N

A
se

q
 

D
eN

o
v

o
S

eq
 

V
a

ri
a

n
tS

eq
 

Genome 

assembly 

SOAPdenovo2 (Luo et al. 2012)   ✓  

CANU (Koren et al. 2017)   ✓  

SPAdes (Bankevich et al. 2012)  ✓  

Post Processing - 

Gap filling 
Gap closer (Luo et al. 2012)  ✓  

Post Processing - 

Scaffolding 

BESST (Sahlin et al. 2014)  ✓  

OPERA (Gao et al. 2011)   ✓  

Differential 

expression 

DESeq (Love et al. 2014)  ✓   

EdgeR (Robinson et al. 2010) ✓   

Cuffdiff (Trapnell et al. 2012)  ✓   

Enrichment 

Analysis 
GOseq (Young et al. 2010) ✓   

Gene Prediction Augustus (Stanke et al. 2008)  ✓  

Annotation 

BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990)  ✓  

HMMER (Mistry et al. 2013)  ✓  

InterProScan (Jones et al. 2014)   ✓  

Annotation of 

variant effects 

Variant Effect Predictor  

(McLaren et al. 2016) 
  ✓ 

Training Sets GATK (McKenna et al. 2010)   ✓ 

Variant Calling 
GATK (McKenna et al. 2010)   ✓ 

VarScan2 (Koboldt et al. 2012)    ✓ 

Variant Filtering GATK (McKenna et al. 2010)   ✓ 

✓ indicates if a tool is included in an application  

6.6 Usage modes 

The three applications provide the users with two operational modes 

-pipeline-like or step-by-step-like - to manage the analyses. The 
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pipeline mode gives access to a GUI where the user can upload input 

data, select the appropriate pipeline from a list, prepare a 

configuration file with a series of parameters and instructions, declare 

the output, and then, run the pipeline. In doing so, the pipeline GUI 

will automatically execute sequentially all the steps considered by the 

selected pipeline using the data declared as input and the parameters 

and options declared in the configuration file. As an example, in 

Figure 6.3, we show the GUI of “RNAseq” for executing an analysis 

in pipeline mode. Please note that each application presents a specific 

GUI a particular configuration file for executing the pipeline mode. 

For specific details and tutorials about the pipeline mode execution, 

please refer to the respective manual of each application. 

On the other hand, the step-by-step mode provides a working mode 

permitting users to execute the different steps of a workflow one after 

another (i.e. analysis by analysis) managed manually the distinct 

interfaces of each tool. Notice that by accessing the step-by-step 

mode, a task menu will appear organizing the workflow tools as tabs 

at the top of the working space in order that reflect the logical stages 

of the selected protocol. By clicking on each tab of the task menu a 

scroll down will appear permitting the user to choose from a list a 

particular tool to perform the desired task. Each tool provided by the 

step-by-step mode is presented to the user with a specific GUI 

presenting distinct fields to manage the input and configure output 

and optional parameters of the analysis. As an example, the GUI of 

“RNAseq” application for executing the step of transcriptome 

assembly with cufflinks is shown in Figure 6.4. For specific details 

and tutorials about each GUI per tool provided by the step-by-step 

mode in each application (“RNAseq”, “DeNovoSeq” and 

“VariantSeq”) please refer the respective manual of each 

application. 
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Figure 6.3 Top, interface of “RNASeq” for pipeline mode execution which is based 

on a single form where the user configures the analysis by declaring the input and 

output as well as a configuration file with the parameter’s configuration. The user 

can choose a pipeline from a summary (interface on the left below) and finally runs 

all the pipeline tasks automatically one after another. The user can also monitor the 

workflow and the results in a job tracking interface (interface on the right below) 

available via the main menu. 
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Figure 6.4 Interface of “RNAseq” for executing the step of transcriptome assembly 

using Cufflinks. The interface is divided in two blocks. One block provides the user 

with a form for uploading the input files and declaring the output folder. The second 

block permits the user to configure the analysis using all the parameters provided 

by Cufflinks for the step of transcriptome assembly. 
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7 Biomarkers of caspofungin resistance in C. 

albicans isolates: a proteomic approach 

Buda De Cesare, Giuseppe, Ahmed Hafez, David Stead , Carlos 

Llorens and Carol A. Munro "Biomarkers of caspofungin 

resistance in C. albicans isolates: a proteomic approach."  (In 

preparation). 

7.1 Abstract 

7.1.1 Summary  

Candida albicans is a clinically important polymorphic fungal 

pathogen that causes life-threatening invasive infections in 

immunocompromised patients. Antifungal therapy failure is a 

substantial clinical problem, due to the emergence of an increasing 

number of drug resistant isolates. Caspofungin is a common 

antifungal drug, often used as first line therapy, that inhibits cell wall 

β-(1,3)-glucan synthesis. In this work, the cell surface of different 

echinocandin-resistant C. albicans clinical isolates was compared 

with sensitive isolates and their responses to echinocandin treatment 

analysed. Protein analysis by LC-MS/MS detected changes in the 

repertoire of proteins involved in cell wall organization and 

maintenance in drug-resistant strains in comparison to susceptible 

isolates, after incubation with caspofungin. Moreover, with this data 

set, a differential expression analysis was performed, and an 

interaction network was created in order to identify useful biomarkers 

of echinocandin resistance. These results suggest drug resistance may 

involve not only a different cell wall architecture, but also a different 

response to drugs. Therefore, the identified protein subsets can be 

potentially used for a rapid diagnosis of drug resistance in clinical 

settings. 
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7.1.2 Importance 

Candida albicans is the most common fungal species in clinical 

settings. In healthy subjects, it is usually harmless in perfect balance 

with the host microbiota, but under particular conditions that impair 

the host’s immune system, such as stress, infections or 

immunosuppressant therapies, the fungus can escape from its normal 

commensal niches and invade the body causing disease. The 

alteration of the host environment (such as pH, immune response, and 

nutrients) induces a change in morphology from the oval yeast-form 

to filamentous hyphal cells, which facilitates invasion of host cells. 

The entire scenario is complicated by the inclination of some strains 

to form drug-resistant biofilms, which often correlates with higher 

mortality rates in bloodstream infections. Echinocandins, and in 

particular caspofungin, are the most used antifungal drugs for 

treatment of infections caused by Candida species in clinical settings. 

An early diagnosis of drug-resistant infections is important for an 

effective antifungal treatment. 

7.2 Introduction 

Candida albicans is a human opportunistic pathogen, able to switch 

from commensalism to pathogenicity in response to different cues 

from the host niches it colonizes (Dutton et al. 2016, Kumamoto 

2011, Achkar and Fries 2010). A primary determinant of such a 

switch is the cell wall, which plays key roles in pathogenicity and 

interactions with host defences (Gow and Hube 2012, Hernández-

Chávez et al. 2017). The dynamic structure of the cell wall mainly 

consists of three polysaccharides: chitin, glucan and mannan. 

Fundamentally, fungal cell walls are layered structures, with an inner 

conserved core of chitin and glucan and an outer layer of 

polysaccharides, variable according to the fungus. In particular, the 
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wall of C. albicans consists of three different polysaccharides, chitin, 

β-(1,3)- and β-(1,6)-glucan. Cell wall proteins, often highly 

mannosylated, form the outermost layer (Plaine et al. 2008, Nather 

and Munro 2008). The major class of cell wall proteins are covalently 

attached to β-(1,6)-glucan by modified Glycosyl Phosphatidyl 

Inositol (GPI) anchors. 

Echinocandins are a class of antifungal agents, available for more 

than a decade, which are recommended as first line treatment for 

many types of Candida infections (Cornely et al. 2012, Hope et al. 

2012). These drugs affect the behaviour of the cell wall, and in 

particular the exposure of β-(1,3)-glucan on the surface and the 

phagocytosis from macrophages (Walker and Munro 2020). The 

fungicidal activity of this class of drugs has been shown in vitro to 

inhibit the activity of β-(1,3)-glucan synthase, the enzyme required 

for the synthesis of the glucan layer found in most medically 

important fungi (Douglas 2001). The reduced susceptibility to 

echinocandins has been primarily attributed to point mutations in 

GSC1/FKS1 gene that encodes the catalytic subunit of the glucan 

synthase complex, which can decrease sensitivity to the drug by 

several log orders (Garcia-Effron, Park, et al. 2009, Garcia-Effron, 

Lee, et al. 2009). The compromised integrity of the wall has an effect 

also on the properties of the plasma membrane, as shown by (Kelly 

and Kavanagh 2010). They showed caspofungin treatment increased 

the permeability of the wall, with increased amino acid leakage from 

the treated cells compared to DMSO-treated cells, which had 

previously been reported to alter membrane permeability (Yu and 

Quinn 1998). Protein release was also increased in caspofungin-

treated cells, and in particular release of cytoplasmic proteins 

involved in metabolic pathways (Pgk1, Gpm1, Fba1 and Eno1). The 

released proteins are highly immunogenic (Ahmed et al. 2015, 
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Mundodi et al. 2008), with a possible role in immune response and 

inflammation in vivo. 

The diagnostic “gold standard” for detecting Candida infections is 

blood culture, with other additional tests based on the detection of 

circulating polysaccharides from the fungal cell wall or antigens in 

blood samples (Chumpitazi et al. 2014, Prella et al. 2005). However, 

the diagnosis of antifungal resistance is an issue in the clinical 

settings, as it is not routinely performed and requires 48-72 hours, 

which is often too late to influence the treatment of the patient (Zhao 

and Perlin 2014). 

Interaction networks have been created using transcriptomic data and 

applied to study host-pathogen interactions (Amorim-Vaz et al. 2015, 

Remmele et al. 2015) and to identify genes involved in filamentation 

response (Martin et al. 2013). 

In this study, we aimed to characterize the cell wall of caspofungin-

resistant isolates and to compare them with sensitive isolates, in order 

to find differences, between the groups, which may be helpful in 

diagnosing drug resistance in C. albicans isolates. We evaluated 

protein expression levels by mass-spectrometry, specifically for 

enzymes involved in cell wall synthesis and maintenance during drug 

treatment. We performed a differential expression (DE) analysis with 

this proteomics data set, and an interaction network was created to 

look at proteins associated with the cell wall that were differentially 

expressed in the strains analysed. The strains were also evaluated for 

the capacity to form biofilms, an important virulence attribute that 

contributes to drug-recalcitrant infections. The set of proteins 

identified by the DE analysis can help to elucidate the responses of 

the cell wall to echinocandin drugs. This information can be utilised 

to develop a rapid diagnostic assay for clinical use. 
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7.3 Results 

7.3.1 Strain characterisation 

The susceptibility of nine isolates of C. albicans to caspofungin 

(CAS) was evaluated by the broth microdilution method. The 

minimum inhibitory concentrations of caspofungin are shown in 

Table 7.1, six isolates were detected as susceptible (Ca1, Ca2, Ca3, 

Ca4, Ca5 and Ca6) and three as resistant (Car1, Car2 and Car3) 

according to CLSI breakpoints (Alexander 2017). The Ca2, Ca3, Ca4 

and Ca6 isolates had the same range of IC50 despite coming from 

different sources. 

Table 7.1 Caspofungin MIC against C. albicans isolates.  

Strain ID Name 
IC50 CAS 

 (μg/ml) 

S/I/R
a Genotype Reference 

SC5314 Ca1 0.03-0.06 S Wild type (Fonzi and Irwin 1993) 

CBS8758 Ca2 0.06-0.125 S Wild type (Gillum et al. 1984) 

ATCC2091 Ca3 0.06-0.125 S Unknown (Morrison et al. 1993) 

ATCC76615 Ca4 0.06-0.125 S Unknown (Thanos et al. 1996) 

B17_009053 Ca5 0.125-0.25 S Unknown Munich, unpublished 

B17_008835 Ca6 0.06-0.125 S Unknown Munich, unpublished 

K063-3 Car1 2 R 
GSC1 (S645Y)/ 

GSC1 (S645Y) 
(Lee et al. 2012) 

B15_004476 Car2 2-4 R Unknown (Munich, unpublished) 

B12_007355_1 Car3 1-2 R 

GSC1 

(R1361G)/GSC

1 (R1361G) 

(Munich, unpublished) 

The caspofungin IC50 was calculated after 24h incubation in RPMI-1640 medium in a broth 

microdilution method according to the CLSI breakpoints. 
a Interpretive category according to the breakpoints: S=susceptible, I=intermediate, R=resistant 

Candida spp. infections are often associated with biofilm and 

biomaterial-related infections (Crump and Collignon 2000). One of 

the features of biofilms is their reduced antimicrobial susceptibility 
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compared to planktonic cells (Crump and Collignon 2000, Sardi et 

al. 2013). In order to assess possible implications of drug resistance 

in in vivo infections, the biofilm formation capacity of the isolates 

was evaluated. Cells were grown for 6, 24, 48 and 72 hours in the 

absence of drug, or with 2 or 4 µg/ml caspofungin, at 37 ºC in RPMI-

1640 medium, with 20 % FCS added, which has been shown to 

increase biofilm formation (Frade and Arthington-Skaggs 2011). 

Biomass was then measured through crystal violet absorbance at 570 

nm (Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2). The reference strain of C. albicans Ca1 

steadily increased biofilm formation throughout the 72 h in absence 

of drug, whereas the addition of 2 or 4 µg/ml caspofungin totally 

abolished biofilm development (Figure 7.1). In general, the biofilm 

biomass of the caspofungin-susceptible isolates was comparable to 

Ca1 strain (Figure 7.1), with no substantial biomass increase at 72 h 

(Figure 7.1D). The addition of either 2 or 4 µg/ml caspofungin, 

instead, totally abolished the formation of biofilms for all the 

caspofungin-susceptible isolates (Figure 7.1A-C, yellow and cyan 

columns), except for some biomass increase observed at 72 h time 

point (Figure 7.1D). The three resistant isolates, except for the 6 h 

time point (Figure 7.2A), showed different trends in presence or in 

absence of the antifungal (Figure 7.2B-D). Without caspofungin 

(Figure 7.2, magenta columns), Car1 isolate produced biofilm similar 

to its isogenic parental isolate Ca1, whereas the other two resistant 

isolates did not significantly increase their biomass after the first 6 h 

time point (Figure 7.2B-D). The same situation was observed in 

presence of drug (Figure 7.2, yellow and cyan columns), with Car1 

able to reach the same levels of biofilm biomass observed in the 

absence of drug (Figure 7.2, magenta columns). Car2 and Car3 also 

had similar biofilm growth under the no drug and drug conditions. 
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Figure 7.1 Biofilm formation by caspofungin-susceptible isolates of C. albicans. 

Absorbance from crystal violet staining of C. albicans Ca1, Ca2, Ca3, Ca4, Ca5, 

Ca6 isolates grown at 37ºC in RPMI-1640 + 20% FCS grown either without drug 

(magenta) or the addition of 2 µg/ml CAS (yellow) or 4 µg/ml CAS (cyan) and 

measured at: (A) 6h; (B) 24h; (C) 48h; (D) 72h. The values are expressed as 

absorbance at 570nm. The statistical analysis performed was one-way ANOVA (n 

= 1 (3 replicates), *P<0.05, **P<0.005, ***P<0.0005, ****P<0.00005) 

7.3.2 Proteomic response to caspofungin 

To highlight the differences in the cell wall proteome of C. albicans 

isolates, the cell walls of the isogenic strains Ca1 (caspofungin-

susceptible) and Car1 (caspofungin-resistant) were extracted 

according to a modified protocol by (Kapteyn et al. 2000). A trypsin 

digestion of the extracted walls was carried out and the peptides 

released analysed by LC-MS/MS and sequences identified according 

to the CGD database. Cells were grown in RPMI-1640 medium at 37 

ºC and incubated for 90 min with different caspofungin 

concentrations based on ICs (shown in Table 7.1), in order to achieve 

A) B) 

C) D) 
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the same percentage of growth (~80 %). The cells were incubated 

with the drug during the exponential phase of growth and negligible 

differences in growth between the strains were observed ensuring the 

proteome was not altered by factors other than drug effects. The 

analysis was carried out with Proteome Discoverer v2.2 software, 

using a cut-off of at least 2 peptides detected per protein, with 

abundances determined using Area Under the Curve measurements.  

 
Figure 7.2 Biofilm formation assay for caspofungin-resistant isolates of C. 

albicans. Absorbance from crystal violet staining of C. albicans Car1, Car2 and 

Car3 isolates grown at 37ºC in RPMI-1640 + 20% FCS grown either without drug 

(magenta) or the addition of 2 µg/ml CAS (yellow) or 4 µg/ml CAS (cyan) and 

measured at: (A) 6h; (B) 24h; (C) 48h; (D) 72h. The values are expressed as 

absorbance at 570nm. The statistical analysis performed was one-way ANOVA (n 

= 1 (3 replicates), *P<0.05, **P<0.005, ***P<0.0005, ****P<0.00005). 

Given the same genetic background, a limited set of proteins was 

found differentially expressed between the two isolates (Figure 7.3). 

Pga52 and Pga31, two GPI-anchored proteins of unknown function, 

were detected in increased abundances in Car1 compared to Ca1 

isolate, in the presence (4.9- and 3.6-fold difference respectively) and 

B) A) 

C) 
D) 
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absence of caspofungin (13.7- and 5.9-fold difference respectively). 

Another GPI-modified cell wall protein, Rbt5, involved in biofilm 

formation and iron homeostasis, was slightly more abundant in the 

echinocandin-resistant isolate Car1 without drug (1.7-fold 

difference) and with drug (5.9-fold difference). The peptides from 

two proteins of unknown function, C2_04780W_A and 

C3_07470W_A, were also found in higher amount in the drug-

resistant isolate Car1 in the presence (7.2- and 4.4-fold difference 

respectively) and absence of echinocandin (3- and 1.4-fold difference 

respectively).  

Other proteins were differentially expressed in the two strains based 

on the conditions: Slr1, involved in hyphal growth, and Msb2, cell 

wall damage sensor involved in activation of Cek1 phosphorylation 

pathway, were more abundant in Car1 upon drug incubation (2- and 

2.4-fold difference respectively) and slightly less abundant without 

caspofungin (0.7- and 0.8-fold difference respectively). On the 

contrary, the cell surface 1,3-beta-glucanosyltransferase Phr2, 

involved in cell wall remodelling, was detected in higher amounts in 

Car1 in the absence of antifungal (3.4-fold difference) than with the 

drug (0.9-fold difference) the latter due to upregulation of this protein 

in Ca1 in response to drug treatment. 

Four proteins were detected in lower amounts for both conditions 

(presence and absence of drug) in the caspofungin-resistant isolate: 

the phospholipase Plb5 (0.2- and 0.03-fold difference respectively); 

the glucose transporters Hgt7 (0.4- and 0.4-fold difference 

respectively) and Hgt8 (0.3- and 0.4-fold difference respectively); the 

glucan synthase Gsc1 (0.2- and 0.2-fold difference respectively). 
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Figure 7.3 Proteomic analysis of cell wall fractions from C. albicans resistant and 

susceptible isolates exposed to caspofungin. Differential expression of relevant 

proteins identified by LC MS/MS in susceptible Ca1 and resistant Car1 isolates in 

absence (blue) and presence (orange) of caspofungin in RPMI 1640 medium. The 

values displayed are the ratios of the averages (n=3) of the peak areas from the LC 

MS/MS analysis of the two isolates (Car1 and Ca1). The full list is available in 

supplementary material. 

7.3.3 Common response to caspofungin 

Next, to ascertain whether the differences in the expression of cell 

surface proteins was strain specific or common among C. albicans 

isolates, the cell walls from seven additional isolates (listed in Table 

7.1) were extracted and analysed by LC-MS/MS with the same 

strategy described in the previous section. A total of 842 proteins 
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were detected and 566 of those were represented by at least 2 

peptides. Thirty proteins were found exclusively in the resistant 

isolates in the absence of drug (Figure 7.4A), including cell wall 

proteins (Iff8, Eng1, Exg2, Pra1, Sep7, Plb4.5, Ihd1) but also 

cytoplasmic and plasma membrane proteins (Erg1, Hgt7, Hgt8, 

Mid1, Nce102), which are likely to be contaminants of the wall 

fraction. The 183 proteins detected only in the susceptible strains 

were mainly cytoplasmic contaminants. Amongst the 235 proteins in 

common, there were proteins involved in cell wall architecture, in 

particular with glucanosyl-transferase activity, such as Bgl2, Phr1 

and Phr2, which are responsible for modifications of the glucan 

chain. The presence of caspofungin decreased, in both groups, the 

level of proteins involved in the host defence response and 

pathogenesis (e.g. Als1, Mp65, Als3) (Figure 7.4B). Moreover, 

differences in the abundances of several proteins responsible for cell 

wall organization and maintenance were measured in the two 

different conditions by performing a regression analysis and 

averaging the expression values between the resistant and the 

susceptible isolates (Figure 7.5C). In particular, important 

differences were observed for Sun41 (4.5-fold-difference), Mnt1 

(0.27), Hyr1 (2.2), Als4 (0.34) in the group of resistant isolates in 

comparison with the susceptible isolates. 
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Figure 7.4 Proteomic analysis of cell wall fractions from C. albicans resistant and 

susceptible isolates exposed to caspofungin. (a, b) Total number of proteins 

identified by LC MS/MS in susceptible and resistant isolates in absence (a) and 

presence (b) of caspofungin in RPMI 1640 medium. (c) Differential protein 

expression for the resistant compared to the susceptible isolates with (orange) and 

without (blue) caspofungin. The values displayed are the ratios of the log 10 of the 

averages of the peak areas from the LC MS/MS analysis of the two groups 

(resistant and susceptible). Venn diagrams were created using Venny software. 

(n=1). 

 

B) A) 

C) 
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7.3.4 Interaction network of the cell wall proteome 

In order to build an interaction network for the cell wall proteome of 

C. albicans, the data from LC-MS/MS were analysed with two 

different strategies: a statistical analysis and a network inferential 

analysis. Data were filtered, excluding from the analysis the proteins 

with less than two peptides and the missing values were randomly 

imputed using the k-NN algorithm. A differential analysis was 

performed in order to identify proteins differentially expressed 

between the two groups of isolates (caspofungin-resistant and 

caspofungin-susceptible). The results are shown in Figure 7.5. In 

absence of drug, the volcano plot shows a group of proteins 

differentially expressed (adjusted p-value<0.1; >1log2 fold change 

difference in the ratios) with higher expression in the caspofungin-

resistant compared to the caspofungin-susceptible isolates (Figure 

7.5A). This group included: the cell wall 1,3-beta-

glucanosyltransferase Phr2 (1.73 log2 ratio) and glycosidase Sun41 

(1.48 log2 ratio); the GPI-anchored proteins Pga52 (1.64 log2 ratio) 

and Rhd3/Pga29 (1.09 log2 ratio); the proteins related to iron 

assimilation Rbt5 (1.54log2 ratio) and Pga10 (1.49 log2 ratio). 
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Figure 7.5 Volcano plots of cell wall proteome comparison of caspofungin-

resistant and -susceptible isolate of C. albicans performed by differential 

expression (DE) analysis. The plots compare fold change and statistical 

significance of DE for caspofungin-resistant and -sensitive isolates of C. albicans 

(a) without drug and (b) with drug. The DE analysis was carried out using the 

limma package, part of Bioconductor software. 

 

B) 

A) 
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Incubation with caspofungin increased the number of proteins 

significantly and differentially expressed between drug-resistant and 

-susceptible isolates (Figure 7.5B). The group of proteins detected in 

reduced amounts in the drug-resistant isolates included: the 

cytoplasmic component C1_03790C_A (-1.55 log2 ratio); the plasma 

membrane proteins Pma1 (-1.66 log2 ratio), Hgt7 (- 1.28 log2 ratio) 

and Hgt8 (-1.27 log2 ratio); Gsc1 (-1.68 log2 ratio) and the wall 

enzyme Plb5 (-1.17 log2 ratio). The group of proteins detected in 

higher amount in the drug-resistant isolates included: the cytoplasmic 

component Nop5 (1.12 log2 ratio); the protein of unknown function 

C2_04780W_A, (3 log2 ratio); and the proteins already detected in 

no-drug condition (but with increased differences between the group 

of isolates) Rbt5 (2.11 log2 ratio), Rhd3 (1.34 log2 ratio), Pga10 (1.88 

log2 ratio) and Pga52 (1.73 log2 ratio). 

The network (Figure 7.6) was then created considering the 

interactions of the proteins as the level of the expression changes in 

two conditions (+/– caspofungin) between the two groups of isolates 

(drug-susceptible and drug-resistant). The green edges of the circles 

indicate the significant proteins for the DE analysis in all the 

conditions (adjusted p-value ≤ 0.1). The lines connecting the circles 

indicate the positive interaction (red, both increase or both decrease 

+/- caspofungin) or negative interaction (blue, one decreases and the 

other increases or vice versa). The thickness of the line indicates the 

strength of the interaction. The histograms inside the circles indicate 

the expression of each protein related to the normalised average 

between the two groups of isolates in the two conditions: from left to 

right, the columns represent susceptible, susceptible + caspofungin, 

resistant, resistant + caspofungin.  

The proteins were clustered in seven groups and GO analysis 

performed. Each group was given a name based on the most abundant 
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GO terms. A general view of the network is presented in Figure 7.6a. 

A dense net of positive interactions was detected between the 

ribosomal proteins and the proteins involved in the modulation of the 

host response. In this group (Figure 7.6D) there were highly 

immunogenic enzymes, such as Pgk1 and Eno1, as well as cell wall-

related proteins. Cell wall proteins Rbt5 and Pga10 (which also share 

a strong positive interaction) were found significantly overexpressed 

in the resistant isolates in the DE analysis, as well as Rhd3/Pga29, 

grouped into the ribosomal cluster (Figure 7.6B). The cell wall 

organisation cluster (Figure 7.6C) included proteins involved in 

modulation of cell wall (1,3)-glucan (such as Bgl2, Phr2 and Sun41) 

and Pga52, detected by the DE analysis to be highly expressed in 

caspofungin-resistant isolates in absence and presence of drug. A 

strong positive interaction between Pga52 and Phr2 was noticed. 

Another positive interaction between the cell wall damage sensor 

Msb2 and Rbt1, part of the group of proteins involved in adhesion to 

the host, was detected. Hyphal-associated proteins and adhesins, such 

as Als1, Hyr1 and Als3 (which shared a strong positive interaction), 

also belong to this group (Figure 7.6F) as well as the predicted GPI-

anchored proteins Sap10 (which has a negative interaction with 

Hyr1) and Sod4. One of the most heterogeneous groups was the 

germ-tube formation cluster (Figure 7.6G), which included proteins 

with different functions, ranging from cell wall biosynthetic 

processes (e.g. Gsc1) to transmembrane transport (e.g. Pma1 and 

Cdr1), from cell wall adhesins (Als2 and Als4) to cytoplasmic 

proteins (e.g. Hmo1 and C1_03790C_A). A network of positive 

interactions of Cdr1 with other membrane proteins, such as Cdr2, 

Pma1, Ena21 and Sur7, as well as with Gsc1, was noticed. Gsc1 and 

Cdr1 were also involved in a negative interaction with Als4. Another 

negative interaction was detected between the adhesin Als2 and the 

unknown protein C2_04780W_A. Another group (Figure 7.6H) is 
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made exclusively of plasma membrane glucose transporters (Hgt6, 7, 

8), which did not have particular interactions with members of the 

other clusters. The last group, G0 (Figure 7.6e), consisted of proteins 

that were not found to have any interaction with any other group nor 

any protein within this group. Cell wall enzymes belonged to this 

group (e.g. Cht2, Crh11, Plb5 and Phr1), but also cytoplasmic 

proteins (e.g. Rpa34 and Rpl10). 

In order to identify potential diagnostic markers for echinocandin 

resistance, the proteins from each group of the interactome, with a 

stable difference in the expression between drug-resistant and -

susceptible isolates of C. albicans, are listed in Table 7.2. Moreover, 

to better understand the common cell wall response between 

susceptible and resistant isolates to caspofungin, the proteins 

differentially expressed between the two conditions are also listed in 

the table. 

7.4 Discussion 

The treatment options for invasive fungal infections are limited as 

there are relatively few classes of antifungal drugs available on the 

market. The main target for current antifungals is plasma membrane 

ergosterol and the effect of these drugs can be fungicidal but toxic to 

the host (polyenes) or fungistatic (azoles), hence the fungus is more 

prone to develop resistance (Berkow and Lockhart 2017). 

Echinocandins belong to a fungicidal class that targets the 

biosynthesis of cell wall β-(1,3)-glucan. Caspofungin was one of the 

first echinocandins discovered and patented (Rybowicz and Gurk-

Turner 2002) and is recommended as first line treatment for Candida 

infections (Rybowicz and Gurk-Turner 2002, Hope et al. 2012, 

Cornely et al. 2012). Despite its fungicidal effect, the occurrence of 

drug resistance is a problem in the clinic due to acquisition of 
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GSC1/FKS1 mutations, which decrease the affinity of the drug 

towards the enzyme (Perlin 2007). 

Table 7.2 Summary of the groups identified by the integration of a DE analysis 

and an interaction network built with the proteomics data.  

GO Group Marker CAS changes 

G1 

(CW organisation) 
Pga52 Msb2, C3_07470W_A 

G2 

(Germ-tube formation) 

Gsc1, 

C2_04780W_A 
Slr1 

G3 

(Modulation of host 

response) 

Pga10, Rbt5 Pga31, Skn1 

G4 

(Adhesion to the host) 
Sap10*, Als1* Als3* 

G5 

(Ribosomal proteins) 
Rhd3 Sim1 

G6 

(Glucose transporters) 
Hgt7,8  

G0 

(Ungrouped proteins) 
Plb5 

Cht2, Sik1, Phr1, 

Rpa34, Tos1 

The marker column indicates the proteins for each group that were significant for the DE analysis and the CAS 

changes column the proteins changing in presence of caspofungin for both drug-resistant and –susceptible 

isolates. *not significant. 

In this work, three caspofungin-resistant isolates of C. albicans were 

characterised and compared to six caspofungin-susceptible isolates, 

in order to better understand if the resistant isolates had modified call 

walls and if the 2 sets of isolates responded differently to the drug. 

The overarching aim was to identify possible diagnostic markers for 

drug resistance. 

First, the caspofungin MIC of the isolates was assessed (Table 7.1). 

Car1 is a caspofungin-resistant strain recovered from the kidneys of 
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mice treated with caspofungin, which were infected with the Ca1 

strain (Perlin 2007, Lee et al. 2012). Car1 carries the most common 

host spot one (HS1) mutation in FKS1 at codon 645 in which serine 

is replaced by tyrosine. This mutation has been shown to be 

responsible for a significant increase in the MIC, from 8- to more 

than 100-fold compared to the wild type allele, whereas other FKS1 

mutations accounted for smaller increases (4- to 30-fold) (Garcia-

Effron, Park, et al. 2009). The Car3 isolate had a relatively high 

caspofungin MIC and carried a mutation in HS2 of FKS1 (R1361G), 

with a non-polar residue (glycine) substituted for a positively-

charged one (arginine); this is a mutation more common in C. krusei 

isolates (Park et al. 2005, Desnos-Ollivier et al. 2008). 

An important feature of Candida infections in vivo is biofilm 

formation, which is associated with higher resistance to antifungal 

drugs, in some cases biofilms were 1000-fold more resistant to 

antifungal treatments than planktonic cells (Ramage et al. 2001, 

Rajendran et al. 2016). The capacity of the 9 isolates to form biofilms 

was assessed in the absence or presence of caspofungin (2 and 4 

µg/ml) for 6, 24, 48 and 72 hours (Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2). In general, 

all the isolates seemed to reach the maximum level of biofilm 

biomass at the 24h time point (Figure 7.1B, Figure 7.2B). In the 

absence of drug, the drug-resistant isolates Car1, Car2 had biomass 

levels comparable to the susceptible isolates after the first time point, 

with no evident defects in the capacity to form biofilms. The one 

exception was the Car3 isolate, which did not increase biomass after 

6h (Figure 7.2B-D). The presence of caspofungin completely 

inhibited the formation of biofilms in all the drug-susceptible 

isolates, probably due to the supra-MICs used, causing a decrease in 

cell viability. In the same conditions, the resistant isolates did not 
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seem to be affected by the presence of the echinocandin. In this case 

the amount of drug used was above the IC50 of two out of three 

isolates, but their biomass levels were comparable to the no-drug 

condition. This study showed no effect of caspofungin on the 

capacity to form biofilms by caspofungin-resistant isolates in contrast 

biofilm formation of caspofungin -susceptible isolates was inhibited. 

From the proteomic point of view, the changes in the cell wall 

following caspofungin treatment consisted of an increase in the 

expression of cell wall remodelling enzymes (such as the glucanosyl-

transferases Phr1, Phr2) and the Crh family of chitin-glucanosyl-

transferases (Fonzi 1999, Pardini et al. 2006). In this work, LC-

MS/MS analysis detected altered amounts of several cell wall 

synthesis and remodelling enzymes in caspofungin-resistant isolates, 

such as Sun41, Phr1, Phr2, Gsc1, Pmt1 and Mnt1 (Figure 7.4C). 

Other proteins were also found differentially expressed in the walls 

of resistant isolates, such as Als3, Als4, Ecm33 and Pga31. 

Cytoplasmic proteins were detected in increased amounts in the 

susceptible isolates compared to resistant isolates in the absence of 

drugs (Figure 7.5A), which could indicate different permeability of 

the wall. Differences in the levels of Gsc1 protein, the echinocandin 

target, were also detected, with Gsc1 found at higher levels in drug-

susceptible compared to drug-resistant isolates in the presence and 

absence of caspofungin (Figure 7.4C and Figure 7.4B). Previous 

work showed FKS1/GSC1 mutations influenced the activity of the 

enzyme and the echinocandin IC50 for the mutated protein (Garcia-

Effron, Park, et al. 2009), but there was no evidence of different 

expression patterns. The different Gsc1 levels detected by proteomics 

could be due to the different genetic backgrounds of the isolates or 

due to the point mutations affecting protein stability, this has still to 

be investigated. 
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These proteomic profiles suggest that the cell walls of resistant 

isolates are likely to be diverse, with altered remodelling and 

maintenance mechanisms not only upon incubation with drugs, but 

also in normal culture conditions. 

The diagnostic “gold standard” for detecting Candida infections is 

still blood culture, with other additional tests based on the detection 

of circulating polysaccharides from the fungal cell wall or antigens 

in blood samples (Consortium Opathy and Gabaldón 2019). 

However, the diagnosis of antifungal resistance is an issue in the 

clinical settings, as it is not routinely performed and requires 48-72 

hours, which is often too late to influence the treatment of the patient 

(Zhao and Perlin 2014). In this work, an interaction network was 

created from the mass spectrometry data. From this analysis several 

proteins were found differentially expressed between resistant and 

susceptible isolates, hence there is the possibility that they can be 

exploited as markers for antifungal resistance (Table 7.2). 

The results presented here should be validated on a broader panel of 

clinical isolates to ensure the identified changes in the cell wall 

glycoproteome are consistent and common traits in drug resistant 

isolates. Moreover, a better characterisation of the fungal cell wall is 

required for therapeutic purposes, in order to investigate new targets 

for the future development of antifungal drugs. 

7.5 Materials and methods 

7.5.1 Strains and growth conditions 

The isolates of C. albicans used in this study are listed in Table.1. 

Fungal cells were stored in 25% glycerol at -70ºC and re-cultured in 

YPD agar (1% [w/v] yeast extract [Oxoid], 2% [w/v] mycological 

peptone [Oxoid], 2% [w/v] glucose [Fisher Scientific], 2% [w/v] agar 
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[Oxoid]). For overnight cultures, unless indicated otherwise, a single 

colony of each strain was inoculated into YPD broth (1% [w/v] yeast 

extract, 2% [w/v] mycological peptone, 2% [w/v] glucose) and 

incubated overnight at 30 ºC with shaking at 200 rpm. For hyphal 

induction, cells were grown in RPMI-1640 modified medium (50% 

[w/v] RPMI-1640 [Sigma-Aldrich Co.], pH 0.8-1.5; 1.65M MOPS 

buffer [Melford], pH 7.2; 3.6% [w/v] glucose [Fisher Scientific]; 

4.2mM L-glutamine [Sigma-Aldrich Co.]) with added 20% Fetal 

Calf Serum (FCS, Gibco) at 37ºC for 6h with 100 rpm shaking. 

7.5.2 Antifungal susceptibility testing 

The Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) of caspofungin 

(CAS) against C. albicans isolates was determined according to CLSI 

guidelines (Alexander 2017) and following the protocol described 

previously by (Walker et al. 2008). Cells were pre-grown overnight 

in YPD medium at 30 ºC and then diluted to 2*106 cells/ml in 2X 

RPMI-1640 broth (Sigma Aldrich Co.) supplemented with 4.2 mM 

L-glutamine and grown at 37 ºC. Cells were incubated for 24h in flat 

bottomed 96 well plates (Nunc) containing serial dilutions of the drug 

in sterile water. Caspofungin (Cancidas, Merck and Co. Inc., USA) 

concentration ranged from 0.016 µg/ml to 16 µg/ml. After incubation 

optical densities were read in a VersaMax microplate reader 

(Molecular Devices, USA) at 405 nm. 

7.5.3 Biofilm formation assay 

The capacity of the strains to form biofilms was evaluated by a 

modified method from (Ramage et al. 2001). The cells were grown 

overnight in YPD medium at 30 ºC and transferred to a microtiter 

plate (Nunc) with RPMI-1640 plus 20 % Fetal Calf Serum (FCS, 

Gibco), incubated at 37 ºC for 6, 24, 48 h with 0, 2 or 4 µg/ml 

caspofungin. Planktonic cells were washed away with PBS 
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(Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline [Sigma-Aldrich Co.]), and 

the remaining cells adhering to plastic surface (biofilm) were 

quantified by incubation with 0.05 % crystal violet for 20 min. They 

were then destained with 100% ethanol and the absorbance of the 

destain was measured, after transfer to a fresh microtiter plate, at 

570nm in a VersaMax microplate reader (Molecular Devices, USA). 

7.5.4 Cell wall proteomic analysis 

The cell walls were isolated following a published protocol (Kapteyn 

et al. 2000) with some modifications. The cells were grown overnight 

in YPD medium at 30 ºC and transferred to RPMI-1640 at 37 ºC 

supplemented with 4.2 mM L-glutamine, until exponential phase was 

reached (OD600 = 0.4 ~ 0.6). Caspofungin was added to some cultures 

for 90 min. The caspofungin concentration used was based on the 

MIC tests, in order to achieve the same percentage of growth (~ 80 

%) between the different isolates. Cells were then harvested by 

centrifugation at 3000 xg for 5 min and washed once in 10 mM Tris-

HCl (pH 7.5). The mechanical breakage of the cells was 

accomplished using zirconia/silica 0.5 mm beads (Thistle Scientific) 

in a FastPrep machine (MP Biomedicals). The cell debris containing 

cell walls was washed 5 times in 1 M NaCl to remove cytoplasmic 

contamination, resuspended in buffer (500 mM Tris-HCl buffer [pH 

7.5], 2 % [w/v] SDS, 0.3 M β-mercaptoethanol, and 1 mM EDTA), 

boiled 3 times at 100 ºC for 10 min and freeze-dried. The pellets were 

digested with trypsin according to the PRIME-XS protocol 43. Mass 

spectrometry analysis was performed using a Q-Exactive Plus 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) and tryptic peptides were identified using 

the MASCOT searching engine (Matrix Science). The analysis was 

carried out with Proteome Discoverer 2.2 software (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific), with the proteins matched from Candida Genome 

Database (Skrzypek et al. 2017) and a cut-off of at least 2 peptides 
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detected per protein, with the area under the curve (AUC) used as 

semi-quantitative measure of abundance. 

7.5.5 Statistical analysis 

GraphPad Prism version 5.01 for Windows (GraphPad Software, 

USA) was used for all the statistical analyses in this work, unless 

specified. Differences in protein expression between different 

isolates were calculated using IBM SPSS Statistics (IBM, USA). A 

general linear model analysis was performed on the ranked values in 

order to avoid the missing hits in the data. Bonferroni was applied as 

a Post-Hoc test at the end of the analysis. 

7.5.6 Cell wall network analysis 

To build an interaction network for the cell wall proteome of C. 

albicans, the data from LC-MS/MS were analysed with two different 

strategies: a statistical analysis and a network inferential analysis. In 

order to overcome the problem of the missing values, the data were 

filtered and randomly imputed using the k-nearest neighbours 

algorithm. For statistics, a differential expression (DE) analysis was 

carried out using limma package, part of Bioconductor, an R-based 

software (Ritchie et al. 2015). For network inference, a multivariate 

Poisson log-normal (PLN) model, R-based package was used 

(Chiquet et al. 2019). Once the interaction network was built, cluster 

analysis  was performed using fast greedy modularity optimization 

algorithm(Clauset et al. 2004) to identify major communities/groups 

in the cell wall proteom. Finally, Gene Ontology enrichment using 

CandidaMine enrichment tool (Chapter 8) was performed in order to 

assign a functional name to different groups, based on the most 

abundant terms, and the statistical analysis applied to the created 

network. 
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Data availability. All proteomic data is available at the PRIDE 

repository accession number: (Accession number will be available 

upon submission). 

A) 

B) C) 
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Figure 7.6 Interaction network of cell wall proteome from C. albicans isolates. The 

network was created using LC-MS/MS data from cell wall fractions of C. albicans 

isolates grown in absence and in presence of caspofungin. The green edges of the 

circles indicate the significant proteins for the DE analysis (adjusted p-value ≤ 0.1). 

The lines connecting the circles indicate the positive (red, both increase or decrease 

+/- caspofungin) or negative interaction (blue, one decreases and the other 

increases or vice versa). The thickness of the line indicates the strength of the 

interaction. The histograms inside the circles indicate the expression of the proteins 

related to the normalised average between the two groups of isolates in the two 

conditions: from left to right, the columns represent susceptible, 

susceptible+caspofungin, resistant, resistant+caspofungin. Proteins were clustered 

in seven groups and the GO analysis performed: (A) general view of the network; 

(B) ribosomal proteins; (C) cell wall organisation; (D) modulation of the host 

response; (E) G0; (F) adhesion to the host; (G) germ-tube formation; (H) glucose 

transporters. 

D) E) 

F) G) 

H) 
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Tamarit, Manuel Molina, Carlos Llorens and Toni Gabaldón. 

"CandidaMine, an integrative omics database for Candida yeast 

pathogens." (In preparation). 

8.1 Abstract 

8.1.1 Background  

High-throughput technologies such as next generation sequencing 

have become a widespread tool to study the physiology and evolution 

of organisms of interests, including human pathogens. The Candida 

clade comprises an evolutionary diverse group of pathogenic yeasts 

that cause a growing number of infections from superficial mucosal 

infections to life-threatening bloodstream infections in 

immunocompromised patients. High-throughput genome and 

transcriptome sequencing is increasingly being used to study the 

pathogenesis, epidemiology, and physiology of these yeasts, 

resulting in hundreds of diverse omics datasets. There is a need for 

centralized repositories that allow researchers to mine this wealth of 

information. CandidaMine is an integrative data warehouse for 

genomes, transcriptomes, and other data from yeast Candida 

pathogens. CandidaMine is powered by Intermine to enable 

advanced mining features for the development of the integrative 

analysis tools. InterMine is an open source data warehouse built 

specifically for the integration and analysis of complex biological 

data from a wide range of heterogeneous data sources.  
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8.1.2 Results 

The main different data source for the current version is Candida 

Genome Database (CGD), Candida Gene Order Browser CGOB, 

Uniport, KEGG, Sequence Read Archive (SRA) and other published 

dataset studies related to Candida species. To build CandidaMine, 

Candida genomes and raw sequencing data are collected from CGD 

and SRA, Gene Homology information is collected from CGD and 

CGOB, proteins dataset extracted from Uniport and Interpro 

databases, Functional, Phenotypes and Pathways Annotations are 

collected from CGD and KEGG databases. Variant and gene 

expression dataset are computed from raw sequencing data available 

at SRA using common pipelines. Currently CandidaMine contains 

data for Candida albicans, Candida glabrata, Candida parapsilosis, 

Candida tropicalis and Candida auris.    

8.1.3 Conclusions  

CandidaMine, comprehensively integrates information from various 

studies and resources to facilitate exploration, analysis, and 

interpretation of Candida related studies. It will be regularly updated 

and extended with new Candida species and datasets. It is aimed to 

serve as a dedicated resource for the broad research and clinical 

community. CandidaMine is freely available at 

http://candidamine.org 

8.2 Introduction 

High-throughput technologies such as next generation sequencing 

have become a widespread tool to study the physiology and evolution 

of organisms of interests. As mentioned in Chapter 0; the increasingly 

frequent recourse to omics and bioinformatics to generate valuable 

knowledge from high-throughput data has resulted in a wide 

http://candidamine.org/
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repository of resources that have improved and updated previously 

existent reference databases. This includes a wide range of general 

databases such as  UniProt Knowledgebase (Schneider et al. 2009, 

UniProt Consortium 2018), Ensembl (Kersey et al. 2016, Zerbino et 

al. 2018) Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) 

(Kanehisa 2000) and others. In addition to the associated annotation 

in standard ontology vocabulary such as Sequence Ontology (SO), 

Gene Ontology (GO) (The Gene Ontology Consortium 2017) or the 

system of Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers (Bairoch 2000) 

(http://enzyme.expasy.org). Also raw sequencing reads are 

increasingly submitted to Sequence Read Archive (SRA) (Leinonen 

et al. 2011) by researchers worldwide. In total, the SRA database had 

188545 submissions with 1871406 runs during 2019, which 

increased the number of bases stored in the SRA database by 

approximately 4566 tera-bases. In addition, the progression of fungal 

omics and bioinformatics has also promoted the emergence of a wide 

variety of databases and repositories specifically dedicated to fungi, 

including yeast pathogens as summarized in Chapter 0, these include 

the Candida Genome Database (CGD) (Skrzypek et al. 2017), the 

Candida Gene Order Browser (CGOB) (Maguire et al. 2013, 

Fitzpatrick et al. 2010) and the Yeast Gene Order Browser (YGOB)  

(Byrne and Wolfe 2005). 

The decentralized nature of the available database resources makes it 

a challenging task to mine and extract information especially if a 

complex analysis is involved. Each database has its own standard 

format to store data, different database schemes, or even some 

databases use unstructured, and use a text-based format. It is evident 

that centralizing such resources has many challenges; first, biological 

entities such as genes or proteins in different databases will have 

different key identifiers (Id), thus linking and cross-referencing such 

entities must be done carefully to avoid any linkage mistakes between 

http://enzyme.expasy.org/
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different databases or even missing such cross-references. In 

addition, such centralized resources must provide an efficient and 

optimized storage mechanism, an optimized query engine and an 

automated updates mechanism to keep it updated with new releases 

of such different databases. 

To provide researchers with centralized repositories for different 

Candida species and to enable them to mine this wealth of 

information, we developed CandidaMine which is an integrative data 

warehouse for Candida species genomes and transcriptomes. 

CandidaMine is powered by Intermine (Smith et al. 2012, 

Kalderimis, Lyne, et al. 2014) to host different Candida related 

omics’ dataset to enable advanced mining features for the 

development of the integrative analysis tools. InterMine is an open 

source data warehouse built specifically for the integration and 

analysis of complex biological data. Using InterMine, large 

biological databases can be created from a wide range of 

heterogeneous data sources, and the extensible data model allows for 

easy integration of new data types. As part of the InterMOD (Sullivan 

et al. 2013) project, a number of InterMine data-warehouses have 

been developed and released to the public containing high-quality 

integrated data curated by the major model organism database 

(MOD) organisations (Kalderimis, Stepan, et al. 2014). In addition, 

the InterMine platform is widely used by other projects, such as the 

modENCODE (Contrino et al. 2012) project and metabolicMine 

(Lyne et al. 2013). Thus, providing reliable integrated data sets for 

researchers working in a wide range of fields in the life-sciences, 

which can be accessed by a common interface. 
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8.3 Materials and Methods 

CandidaMine contains data from the four most common Candida 

species causing candidiasis as shown in Table 8.1 which account for 

more than 90% of invasive candidiasis (Fuchs et al. 2019), in addition 

to the multi-drug resistant Candida auris (Aznar-Marin et al. 2016, 

Rhodes and Fisher 2019). The Main different data sources for the 

current version is CGD, CGOB, Uniport, KEGG, and SRA as listed 

in Table 8.2. 

Table 8.1 Candida Species stored in CandidaMine. 

Name Taxon Id 

Candida albicans SC5314  237561 

Candida glabrata CBS 138  284593 

Candida parapsilosis CDC317  578454 

Candida tropicalis MYA-3404  294747 

Candida auris 498019 

8.3.1 Building CandidaMine 

To build CandidaMine, Candida reference genome assemblies and 

annotations were collected from CGD, Gene Homology information 

is collected for CGD and CGOB, proteins dataset extracted from 

Uniport and Interpro databases. Functional, Phenotypes and 

Pathways annotations are collected from CGD and KEGG databases. 

Gene Expression dataset is measured on various samples obtained 

from SRA under different experiment conditions.  

In addition, CandidaMine loads Sequence Ontology (SO) (Eilbeck et 

al. 2005), Gene Ontology (GO) (Ashburner et al. 2000, 

The Gene Ontology Consortium 2017)  and Ascomycete Phenotype 
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Ontology (APO) (http://www.yeastgenome.org/) as supporting 

ontology annotations for other datasets. This includes ontology 

vocabulary terms, corresponding descriptions, and relationships 

between ontology terms. Current version of CandidaMine loads  

Table 8.3 summarizes the list of dataset types and source of those 

datasets. 

Table 8.2 Main database sources used to build CandidaMine. 

Candida Genome Database 

(CGD) 

(Skrzypek et al. 2017) 

http://www.candidagenome.org/  

Candida Gene Order Browser 

(CGOB) 

(Maguire et al. 2013) 

http://cgob3.ucd.ie/ 

Uniprot 

(UniProt Consortium 2018) 
http://www.uniprot.org/ 

Interpro 

(Finn et al. 2017) 
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/  

KEGG 

(Kanehisa 2000) 
http://www.genome.jp/ 

STRING 

(Szklarczyk et al. 2019) 
https://string-db.org/  

Sequence Read Archive 

(SRA) 

(Leinonen et al. 2011) 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra  

InterMine comes with ready to use data source loaders, such as 

genomic sequences loader from fasta file, genomic features from 

Generic Feature Format (GFF) files. The framework has a core 

genomic model where each entity is represented as an object (that 

will be translated into a table in the database) each object has defined 

attributes (translate to columns in the database). Attributes could be 

as simple as text or numeric values or complex entities such as other 

objects in the model (translate to relationship between tables in the 

database model). Custom data loaders can be implemented to extend 

the core model. CandidaMine has several custom implementations of 

data loaders to load expressions profiles, variants data, SRA 

metadata, STRING interactions dataset, phenotype and pathways 

http://www.yeastgenome.org/
http://www.candidagenome.org/
http://cgob3.ucd.ie/
http://www.uniprot.org/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/
http://www.genome.jp/
https://string-db.org/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra
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annotations that are customized to the compiled data from different 

database sources. All custom implementations and configurations for 

CandidaMine are available at the public GitHub repository 

(https://github.com/Gabaldonlab/candidamine).   

To resolve cross references and different ids in multiple data sources, 

CGD main Ids are used as the primary identifiers in CandidMine, Ids 

and gene names synonyms are collected across all used data sources 

and Ids map were compiled to resolve Ids cross-referenced. 

Table 8.3 Dataset type and corresponding description stored in CandidaMine. 

Data Set Source Species 

G
en

o
m

ic
s 

Fasta Sequences, 

Sequence Feature 

(GTF) 

CGD 

C. albicans, 

C. glabrata, 

C. parapsilosis, 

C. tropicalis 

C. auris 

H
o

m
o

lo
g

y
 

Gene Orthologues CGD and CGOB 

C. albicans, 

C. glabrata, 

C. parapsilosis, 

C. tropicalis 

[C. dubliniensis, 

 S. cerevisiae, A. nidulans] 

P
ro

te
in

s 

Proteins Uniprot 
 

C. albicans, 

C. glabrata, 

C. parapsilosis, 

C. tropicalis 

Protein domains Interpro 

Uniprot  

Proteins to Proteins 

Domains 

Interpro 

IprScan 

(Jones et al. 2014) 
CGD 

https://github.com/Gabaldonlab
https://paperpile.com/c/dmIrTU/JK4P
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Data Set Source Species 

A
n

n
o

ta
ti

o
n

 

Go Annotations CGD 

C. albicans, 

C. glabrata, 

C. parapsilosis, 

C. tropicalis 

Phenotype 

annotation 
CGD 

C. albicans, 

C. glabrata, 

C. parapsilosis 

Pathways KEGG 

C. albicans, 

C. glabrata, 

C. tropicalis 

V
a

ri
a

n
ts

 

SNPs and INDELs 

(VCF) 
SRA* 

C. albicans, 

C. glabrata, 

C. parapsilosis, 

C. tropicalis 

C. auris 

E
x

p
re

ss
io

n
 

P
ro

fi
le

s 

 SRA* 

C. albicans, 

C. glabrata, 

C. parapsilosis, 

C. tropicalis 

In
te

ra
ct

io
n

s 

Protein to protein 

interactions 
String 

C. albicans, 

C. glabrata, 

C. parapsilosis, 

C. tropicalis 

*sequencing reads retrieved from SRA then processed as described in the following section. 

8.3.2 Expression Profiles 

The gene expression levels of the four main Candida species were 

estimated using all publicly available RNA-Seq datasets accessible 

in the SRA database as of July 2019. First, we obtained the RNA-Seq 

data from SRA using sratoolkit v. 2.9.6-1 with prefetch and fastq-

dump functions. For C. albicans, we first have discarded the samples 

(n=64) with read length less than 49bp. Then we used FastQC v0.11.6 

(Andrews and Others 2010) and Multiqc v. 1.0 (Ewels et al. 2016) 
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software to perform quality control of the remaining data. 

Subsequently, we used trimmomatic v. 0.36 (Bolger et al. 2014) to 

process all the samples in a uniform manner with the following 

parameters: <ADAPTERS.fa>:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 

SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:49. Finally, we have calculated 

the gene expression levels, i.e. raw read counts and Transcripts Per 

Million (TPM) values, using salmon v. 0.12 (Patro et al. 2017) with 

--gcBias and -g parameters. Salmon was run using the corresponding 

transcriptomes of each species generated by RSEM prepare-

reference v1.3 (Li and Dewey 2011). Reference genomes and 

annotations for transcriptome generation of C. albicans SC5314 

(assembly 22, haplotype A), C. glabrata CBS138 and C. parapsilosis 

CDC317 and C. tropicalis MYA-3404 were obtained from Candida 

Genome Database (CGD, last accessed on 17 of August 2017. In 

total, from publicly available data we have estimated gene expression 

levels of 1966 C. albicans samples, 123 C. glabrata samples, 129 C. 

parapsilosis samples and 46 C. tropicalis samples. 

8.3.3 lncRNA data 

Same data used to calculate expression profiles were used to predict 

long non-coding RNAs (lncRNA). After processing all samples with 

trimmomatic as described in the previous section. For more details 

about the process and the pipeline used please refer to (Hovhannisyan 

and Gabaldón 2020). This dataset includes lncRNA catalogues for C. 

albicans, C. glabrata, C. parapsilosis and C. tropicalis. 

8.3.4 Variant Data  

Currently CandidaMine provides variant-calling information for all 

the paired-end whole-genome re-sequencing (WGS) datasets found 

in SRA (at 09/06/2020) related to major Candida pathogens. We keep 

only those with >40x coverage and >90% of the reference genome 
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covered, after read alignment with bwa mem (v0.7.17,http://bio-

bwa.sourceforge.net/bwa.shtml) and coverage calculation with 

mosdepth v0.2.6 (Pedersen and Quinlan 2018).  This yielded 764, 

652, 420, 26, 33, 51 and 4 datasets for C. auris, C. albicans, C. 

glabrata, C. metapsilosis, C. orthopsilosis, C. parapsilosis and C. 

tropicalis, respectively.  Each sequencing dataset was processed with 

a custom pipeline (perSVade v0.4, available at 

https://github.com/Gabaldonlab/perSVade.). In brief, we use three 

different tools which are GATK Haplotype Caller (HC v4.1.2 (Poplin 

et al. 2018), freebayes (FB v1.3.1) (Garrison and Marth 2012) and 

bcftools (BT v1.9) (Danecek and McCarthy 2017) to call and filter 

Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP) and small 

insertions/deletions (INDELs) in haploid or diploid configuration, 

matching the ploidy of each organism. We define as high-confidence 

(PASS) variants those with read depth above 12, with extra filters for 

HC and FB. For HC, we keep as PASS variants those where 1) there 

are <4 additional variants within 20 bases; 2) the mapping quality is 

>40; 3) the confidence based on depth is >2; 4) the phred-scaled p-

value is <60; 5) the MQRankSum is >-12.5 and 6) the 

ReadPosRankSum is > -8. For FB, we keep as PASS variants those 

where 1) quality is > 1 or alternate allele observation count is > 10; 

2) strand balance probability of the alternate is > 0; 3) number of 

observations in the reverse is > 0; and 4) number of reads placed to 

the right/left of the allele are > 1. In addition, we discard variants 

where the fraction of reads covering the alternative allele is <90% 

(haploid) or <25% (diploid). We use a combination of bcftools and 

custom python code to normalise and merge the variants called by 

each software. 

We keep only those variants called with high confidence by two or 

more tools. For diploid calls, we define the genotype with the 

strongest support (the one called by most programs). In addition, the 

http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/bwa.shtml
http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/bwa.shtml
https://github.com/Gabaldonlab/perSVade
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quality of each variant is calculated from the mean of the three 

algorithms. VCF files are then processed with the SnpEff v5.0 

(Cingolani et al. 2012) to predict and annotate the effects of all 

variants in the genome. Sequence variations and consequences are 

stored using Sequence ontology terms and Human Genome Variation 

Society (HGVS) recommended Nomenclature (den Dunnen et al. 

2016).  

8.4 CandidaMine Overview 

The InterMine framework provides multiple ways to query or analyse 

the data stored in CandidaMine, as well as straightforward export 

options for the retrieval of results and sequence information. The 

framework stores every data item in the form of an object or entity, 

e.g. gene or protein, each object has specific type, e.g. gene, transcript 

, some attributes, a key identifier or more, and relationships to other 

objects in the mine such relationships could be cascaded or 

hierarchical; more details will be described in the query builder 

section. Additionally, the framework provides application program 

interface (API) and client libraries to mine data programmatically 

using HTTP API or client library in: Java, Perl, Ruby, Python, R and 

JavaScript. 

8.4.1 Search  

CanidaMine provides multiple ways to search or query the database 

including search by keyword, by genomic region, or by running 

custom or template queries. Keyword search allows searches for 

specific items by Ids or specific key annotations (e.g. domain names, 

gene ontology, etc). Genomic region search allows the user to fetch 

genomics features such as transcripts, exons, etc that are within a 

given set of genomic coordinates or are within a given number of 

bases flanking the coordinates. Custom and template queries allow 
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the user run complex and constrained queries against CandidaMine 

to retrieve all matching items. Searches generally result in lists of 

objects associated with the given search Clicking an item brings up 

the respective detailed report page showing all available annotation 

information for this specific object.  

8.4.2 Report page description 

Every object (e.g., Gene, Protein, Exon) in CandidaMine has a 

detailed report page to view and explore all associated information. 

The layout of the report page depends on the data available for that 

object. Genes as the main biological entity in the mine, have the most 

comprehensive report page to display genomic location, protein 

product, functional annotations, homologous genes, expression 

profiles, interactions, genomic variations, and other information as 

shown in Figure 8.1. The contents of the report page are divided into 

categories based on the type of information provided. A Genome 

Browser (jBrowse) (Buels et al. 2016) is integrated in the report page 

of all genomic features.  

8.4.3 List Analysis and Enrichment analysis 

A powerful feature of the InterMine framework is the analysis of 

features lists e.g. genes or proteins. Users can store gene lists for 

example and list of differentially expressed genes from a specific 

RNA-seq experiment then performing GO-term enrichment analysis 

on such lists. In addition, in such cases where the available 

annotations are scarce for the species under study, for example C. 

tropicalis, users can switch to an equivalent orthologues list in 

another species such as C. albicans and perform the enrichment 

analysis.  
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Figure 8.1 A partial view of the report page for ASH1 gene in C. albicans. Full 

page view is available at 

http://candidamine.org/candidamine/gene:CAL0000186708. 

Enrichment Analysis in CandidaMine include Gene Ontology (Go) 

enrichment, proteins domain Enrichment including proteins domain 

from Interpro database and predicted domain from CGD, functional 

http://candidamine.org/candidamine/gene:CAL0000186708
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pathway enrichment, Ascomycete Phenotype Ontology enrichments 

and publication enrichment. Figure 8.2 shows some examples of such 

enrichment tools. 

 

 
Figure 8.2 Examples of Gene List Enrichment & Analysis show some basic 

information about the genes and different Enrichment Analysis on the list with the 

ability to change background population, test correction and the adjusted p-value 

for selecting enrichment terms. A) Gene Ontology Enrichment. B) Proteins domain 

Enrichment (predicted domain from CGD). C) Phenotype (APO) Enrichment. D) 

Publication Enrichment. 

8.4.4 Template Query 

Template Queries allow to mine the database without using Query 

builder with predefined search query which cover a full range of the 
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stored data. Available Templates queries can be accessed from 

templates menu option or by popular templates sections which are 

displayed on the home page and grouped by category e.g. Genes, 

Protein, Homology, etc. 

The following list mentions some examples of the available template 

in CandidaMine: 

● Genes to Proteins: retrieve all genes and the corresponding 

protein product. 

● Genes to Go: retrieve all genes with all associated gene 

ontology annotations. 

● Genes to Pathways: retrieve all genes with all associated 

pathways annotations. 

● Genes to Domains: retrieve all genes with all associated 

proteins domains. 

● Proteins -> Gene - Homologous <- Proteins: retrieve proteins 

in one organism and the corresponding proteins in another 

organism by cross mapping homologous genes.   

● Gene to Phenotypes:  retrieve all genes with all phenotype 

annotations.  

● Gene to Sequence Alteration: retrieve all genes with the 

corresponding sequence variations e.g. SNPs, insertions, and 

deletions in different strains. 

● INDELs in coding regions: retrieve all insertions and 

deletions in coding regions. 

Figure 8.3 shows an example of a template query to retrieve all 

INDELS located in coding regions. As shown in figure the template 

has required parameters to filters by organism and/or selected target 
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gene. In addition, there are some optional filters that can be activated 

for a more constrained query.  

 
Figure 8.3 Template Query Example 

8.4.5 Custom Query  

Query builder provides an easy way to create new search queries. 

Query builder has a fast learning curve and provides flexible tools to 

design complex queries that could target all stored information in 

CandidaMine. Building a new query starts by choosing a data type of 

interest e.g. gene or transcript based on the required result. After 

choosing a data type, the Model browser appears displaying the 

attributes for the selected feature class. 

Figure 8.4 shows an example of building a new query to select all 

insertions and deletions with coding regions of a specific gene of 

interest filtered by some strains similar to template query shown in 

Figure 8.3. In this case Sequence Alteration data type (based on SO 

terms) was selected Figure 8.4A. Then desired attributes that would 

be retrieved in the result table are selected. To restrict the retrieved 

sequence alterations to be of Insertion or Deletion, a constraint is 

added to the query by selecting constrain button then configure the 

filter as shown in Figure 8.4B. Sequence Alteration data type is a 
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sequences feature that overlap with other genomic sequence features, 

we can selected to retrieve all overlapping feature with the result 

Sequences alteration, however to select only those within coding 

region we constrain overlapping feature to be of only Exon data type 

as shown in Figure 8.4C. Once Overlapping features are constrained 

as Exons, more attributes are shown in the model browser under its 

node e.g. parent Gene. Accordingly, we can constrain the parent gene 

of the exons as shown in Figure 8.4D and constrain the strains as 

shown in Figure 8.4E. 

 
Figure 8.4 A step by step example on how to build a custom query to retrieve all 

insertion and deletions within the coding region of a target gene filter by some 

strains. A) Select Object of interest in this case is Sequences alteration to begin 

designing the query. B) add basic attribute to the query result and constraint type 

attribute to be Deletion and Insertion. C) Constrain overlapping features to be only 

of type Exons. D) Add basic attribute of the gene from the Exon object and 

constrain Secondary Identifier to specific gene of interest. E) Constrain Variant 

strain identifier. F) Final layout of the template after specifying all attributes to 

show in the result and the contains to control the final output. 
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9 Summarizing Discussion 

Most of the described fungal infections in humans are caused by 

dermatophytes and Candida species (Richardson and Warnock 

2012). Candidiasis is the general term used to designate fungal 

infections caused by Candida yeasts. Invasive candidiasis is a 

serious, progressive, and potentially fatal infection that can affect the 

blood and other tissues that are otherwise considered sterile. Invasive 

candidiasis accounts for up to 75% of all systemic fungal infections, 

and poses a serious threat to life, particularly in 

immunocompromised patients, for whom mortality rates that can 

exceed 50% (Brown et al. 2012) despite the use of currently available 

antifungal drugs. In particular, Candida-related bloodstream 

infections have a mortality rate between 30%-60% (Hirano et al. 

2015). Candida infections are associated with a high economic 

burden - derived from longer hospital stays and the need for multiple 

analyses - with related costs accounting for over $7.2 billion in 2017 

just in the USA (Benedict et al. 2019). For all these reasons there is 

a growing need for fast and effective diagnostics tools and/or new 

tools for finding reliable biomarkers that can be used for diagnostic 

purposes (Consortium Opathy and Gabaldón 2019). 

Although still lagging behind the diagnosis of cancer or viral and 

bacterial infections, the field of diagnosis of fungal infections is 

starting to harness recent developments in areas such as proteomics 

and NGS. These developments are usually based on three major 

pillars; i) Analytical instrumentation: NGS, proteomic or other 

technology devices that process bio-samples and generate various 

data in a high throughput and resolution manner.  ii) Computational 

tools: the software solutions that are responsible for processing the 

raw data generated by such devices and produces useful biological 

and clinical insights ready to be interpreted by researchers or 
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clinicians; and, iii) Knowledge base. Existing knowledge or data 

generated from previous projects can be stored in a knowledge 

database that is consulted and utilized by the expert directly or via 

the software in order to retrieve and extract annotations, curated 

information or other relevant data required by the analysis. In the 

clinical context, fungal diagnosis is still in its infancy and part of the 

bottleneck is on the bioinformatics side because of the need of 

developing easy-to-use tools based on friendly to use solutions to 

translate high-throughput developments into ‘ready-to-use’ systems 

(also known as point-of-care testing) that could be routinely used by 

researchers and clinicians in their day-to-day practice. 

This thesis has been developed in the framework of the EU-funded 

international training network OPATHY (www.opathy.org), an inter-

disciplinary research network aiming to develop novel solutions to 

study, treat, and diagnose yeast pathogens. The thesis itself has been 

developed as a collaborative effort between an academic institution 

(CRG) and a bioinformatics company (Biotechvana) and has 

therefore a strong translational component. Due to the engagement in 

the form of a Marie Curie International Training Network, many 

collaborations with other partners in developing automated pipelines 

software tools and integrative database and analysis solutions have 

been established in this work. As a result, the developed tools have 

been used in different projects of the consortium, highlighting their 

practical utility. The overall objective of the presented thesis has been 

to develop integrative bioinformatics software tools and integrative 

databases for knowledge discovery which can be applied to fungal 

diagnostic applications. Aiming to provide better User Experience 

(UX), interactive GUI based software tools, pipeline automation and 

customization for maximizing productivity and reproducibility. This 

includes two major projects to develop and contribute to the software 

and database components of diagnostic application developments 

http://www.opathy.org/
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that can be used in research settings and hopefully will be the basis 

for further diagnostic applications used in clinical settings. 

Integrative software solutions were presented in Chapter 3 and 

Chapter 6 and an integrative database solution was presented in 

Chapter 8. However, to develop successful diagnostics applications, 

we need first to better understand the biology of infecting microbes, 

and the process of infection itself, to find useful biomarker 

candidates. In a research context, all the developed tools and 

solutions presented in this thesis have been developed with the aim 

to help other OPATHY researchers to achieve such objectives. In an 

industrial context it is worth to highlight that the deliverables of 

Chapter 3 and 6 (the applications called SeqEditor RNAseq, 

VariantSeq and DeNovoSeq) constitute together the basis of a 

bioinformatics product designated as GPRO suite, which after 

valorization, has been integrated in the business plan for cloud 

computing services of Biotechvana the industrial SME partner of 

OPATHY. This thesis is therefore of multidisciplinar character and 

its deliverables impact both in the industry and the academy. Next, I 

will provide an overall discussion of all solutions developed in the 

presented thesis. 

9.1 Recurrent neural network as an efficient tool to enhance 

RNA secondary structure prediction. 

With recent developments in next-generation DNA sequencing 

technologies, more and more diverse data types are produced, thus 

introducing many computational challenges that have the potential to 

be tackled by machine and deep learning applications. In particular, 

recurrent neural networks have shown promising results in learning 

complex patterns from sequence dependent input such as machine 

translation or speech recognition. One particular problem of interest 

is predicting the structural features of RNA molecules. RNA is a 
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single-stranded sequence which folds into complex secondary and 

tertiary structures, these structures play a central role in their function 

and regulation which have important roles in virtually every cellular 

process. Although their role in the pathogenesis of Candida species 

is unknown, these organisms also encode non-coding transcripts 

(Sellam et al. 2010) and there is an interest within the OPATHY 

consortium to study their role. Determining the secondary structures 

of RNAs is central to understanding their function and evolution, as 

their functions are mediated through the adoption of specific 

structures that enable RNAs to interact with other molecules. 

Recurrent neural network models are practical solutions for a wide 

class of regression and classification problems involving DNA and 

RNA sequences. Two datasets were constructed to assess and 

validate the performance of the RNN models presented in Chapter 5. 

To assess classification performance; a dataset was constructed from 

RNA secondary structures downloaded from the RNA STRAND 

database. And to assess the regression model a synthetic dataset was 

constructed from oligonucleotide DNA sequences and corresponding 

melting temperature. Performance results of RNN classification 

models suggest it was successfully able to learn highly accurate 

models to predict the preferred state of each nucleotide either being 

single-stranded or double-stranded in the RNA secondary structure. 

As well the result from the regression models on the synthetic melting 

temperature dataset show that RNN was successfully able to learn an 

accurate representation of the underlying problem. In an effort to 

provide non-experienced users an easy to use tool to train and deploy 

recurrent neural network models, we developed rnnXna, a general 

purpose tool for training and validating RNN models for a wide class 

of regression and classification problems involving DNA and RNA 

sequences. 
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The proposed models to predict the structural features of RNA were 

used to enhance the final prediction of nextPARS method (Saus et al. 

2018). nextPARS is a rapid and easy in vitro protocol using Illumina 

sequencing technology to probe the secondary structure of RNAs 

experimentally and massively. nextPARS method is based on the 

parallel specific enzymatic digestion of single-stranded and double-

stranded regions directly followed by Illumina library preparation 

and sequencing. nextPARS provides a computational procedure to go 

from the sequencing reads to a single score that can be used in 

downstream analyses.  The proposed RNN models were used to build 

an ensemble classification used as a prior prediction score in 

nextPARS method to enhance the final prediction score provided by 

the computational method.  

9.2 Optimizing sequencing strategies and available resources 

for Dual RNA-seq 

Dual RNA-seq is an invaluable technique for studying complex 

transcriptomics of host-pathogen or cohabitant species interactions 

(Hovhannisyan and Gabaldón 2019), however it comes with 

additional cost.  Dual RNA-seq among other sequencing studies such 

as sequencing of hybrid genomes, xenografts, mixed species systems, 

metagenomics, and meta-transcriptomics involve samples containing 

genetic material from divergent organisms. A common problem for 

downstream analysis is the possible cross-mapping when reads from 

one organism map to another organisms’ reference genome. Thus, it 

is important for these studies to identify from which organism each 

sequencing read originated, and the experimental design should be 

directed to minimize biases caused by cross-mapping of reads to 

incorrect source genomes.  
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Taking this into account, CrossMapper presented in Chapter 4 was 

developed and designed as a computational tool able to assess cross-

mapping prior to sequencing, therefore allowing optimization of 

experimental design to avoid possible cross-mapping. CrossMapper 

can be used to perform read simulation and back-mapping of reads 

originating from such experiments to a pool of any combination of 

reference genomes, quantifies and reports the cross-mapping rates for 

each organism.  

It is also possible that genetic material from multiple divergent 

organisms (multiple-organisms samples) can be pooled together into 

a single sequencing library for sequencing, thus minimizing 

experimental cost, effort and resources of preparing multiple 

samples, however it requires a careful planning and assessment of the 

impact of cross-mapping on downstream analysis. This is important 

as the costs of sequencing are continuously dropping, the cost of 

library preparation could become a bottleneck for large projects. In 

that case, CrossMapper can be a potential application when dealing 

with large sequencing projects or in sequencing facilities, where 

many species and samples have to be analysed. In this situation to 

save resources on library preparation, sequencing facilities can 

combine the DNA or RNA samples from different species together 

and sequence them as one sample. With CrossMapper, that 

experimental design can be assessed, and the most optimal 

sequencing parameters can be decided in advance. 

9.3 Integrative network analysis for biomarkers identification  

The OPATHY project has also explored the potential of proteomics 

technologies to go beyond species identification and provide other 

relevant information such as potential resistance to antifungals, and 

the recognition of the disease stage. For example, antifungal therapy 
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failure is a substantial clinical problem, due to the emergence of an 

increasing number of drug resistant isolates, in addition to the fact 

that there are relatively few classes of antifungal drugs available on 

the market. In this thesis cell wall proteome of C. albicans was 

investigated using proteomic data provided by the consortium and 

obtained by LC-MS/MS technique. The analysis was performed 

between two groups of C. albicans isolates where Echinocandin-

resistant C. albicans clinical isolates were compared with sensitive 

isolates and their responses to echinocandin treatment analysed. The 

objective of the analysis was to find and identify candidate 

biomarkers of echinocandin resistance that can be utilized in clinical 

applications. 

The data processing pipeline was customized for proteomic data, 

where data filtering and missing values imputation were performed 

prior to network construction. Network clustering has revealed that 

the cell wall proteins in the dataset are divided into seven major 

groups.  A function name was assigned to the different groups, based 

on the most abundant gene ontology terms using CandidaMine Gene 

Ontology enrichment tool. The interaction network combined with 

differential expression analysis performed between two groups of 

isolates (caspofungin-resistant and caspofungin-susceptible) 

provided an efficient exploratory analysis tool to identify candidate 

biomarkers of echinocandin resistance. Our results suggest that 

instead of a single protein/gene biomarker, the specific echinocandin 

resistance apparently derives from a panel of different 

genes/proteins. Results also suggest that drug resistance might 

involve not only a different cell wall architecture, but also a different 

response to drugs. Therefore, the identified protein subsets (Table 

7.2) can be potentially used for a rapid diagnosis of drug resistance 

in clinical settings albeit they should be validated on a broader panel 

of clinical isolates to ensure the identified changes in the cell wall 
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glycoproteome are consistent and common traits in drug resistant 

isolates. A better characterization of the fungal cell wall will be also 

required for therapeutic purposes, in order to investigate new targets 

for the future development of antifungal drugs. 

9.4 Sequence analysis and primer design tools 

SeqEditor (presented in Chapter 3) can be easily managed by any 

researcher with bioinformatic skills at the user level in order to 

analyse both nucleotide and protein sequences. SeqEditor has been 

optimized for the analysis of large sequences such as scaffolds and 

chromosomes and can work either as a file manager or as a graphical 

sequence browser thus combining the graphical versatility of GUI 

applications with a high efficiency for data processing that is similar 

to that of command line based tools. In fact, SeqEditor is a valuable 

tool for biological researchers working with reference genomes and 

transcriptomes. This is granted to its GTF/GFF viewer, which allows 

to easily mine assemblies and extract data such as exons promoters, 

gene families that can be used furthermore in downstream analysis or 

in PCR primers design (Arastehfar et al. 2020, Megri et al. 2020). On 

the other hand, the set of tools for singleplex, multiplex primer design 

and primer pooling makes of SeqEditor a very easy to use application 

in order to meet growing needs for species-specific primer design to 

aid in clinical success, especially in developing countries (Arastehfar 

et al. 2019) and where PCR serves as an invaluable diagnostic and 

identification tool. Remarkably, this is because of the two search 

algorithms for search and design of species and target specific 

primers in multiplex experiments implemented in SeqEditor. These 

two algorithms are unique to SeqEditor and have been successfully 

validated using five human fungal pathogens. Such a validation 

makes of SeqEditor a very valuable tools in the field of fungal 

diagnosis, as species-specific primers are central for the 
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identification of species in many microbiological processes such as 

yeast pathogens that are responsible for a given infection or for 

determining antimicrobial susceptibility as well as infection load 

(Consortium Opathy and Gabaldón 2019). Compared to other 

sequence analysis software SeqEditor has multiple advantages albeit 

still some work should be done in future updates. The current version 

of SeqEditor lacks some features such as graphical tools to read 

sanger chromatograms or for plotting restriction sites that we are 

committed to implementing these additional features in further 

updates of SeqEditor.  

9.5 Software integration and GUI for an easy to use and a 

better user experience to run bioinformatics pipelines  

A software application for NGS data analysis no longer consists of a 

single tool but more properly of a complex computational workflow 

where distinct applications are sequentially or simultaneously 

executed. The implementation of these protocols in routine 

application of NGS data analysis is still a challenge due to the 

technical complexity of the pipelines whose management requires 

bioinformatic experts with advanced skills on the command line 

interface or scripting languages. Even though in a research context 

where an expert bioinformatician is involved this is still a challenging 

task requiring custom methods to automate, deploy and manage such 

workflow to ensure better productivity and reproducibility of the 

workflow. In general, when it comes to a clinical application, a 

software tool should be characterized with interactive and easy to use 

GUI based implementation for a better user experience and better 

productivity. The pipeline tools introduced in Chapter 6 RNAseq, 

VariantSeq and DeNovoSeq, can be used in research settings and can 

be the basis for developing applications in clinical diagnosis. In 

particular; RNASeq and VariantSeq software tools are two examples 
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of dedicated pipeline software tools for resequencing data that can be 

very useful in clinical settings for analysing transcriptomes, exome, 

genome or amplicon samples of patients, and/or pathogens in order 

to find biomarkers based on deregulated genes or in SNP or INDELS 

variants. On the other hand, DeNovoSeq manages analysis of data 

provided by de novo sequencing approaches and is more appropriate 

to be utilized in research settings to assemble genomes of newly 

sequenced species or to improve existing pathogens’ genomes. 

Similarly, SeqEditor introduced in chapter 3 has a wide range of 

applications in research settings as a tool for exploratory sequences 

analysis, including primer design and/or mining of sequence patterns 

like ORFs genes etc. 

Indeed, pipeline tools developed in the course of this thesis  provide 

an alternative way to run bioinformatics analysis in the form of 

interactive GUI instead of the conventional CLI without sacrificing 

some level of extensibility and customization, thus  enabling 

clinicians or wet lab personnel to have easy access to such analysis. 

Pipeline tools are built upon a pipeline framework that support 

extensibility; however current implementation only enables 

extension by an application developer. A more desirable feature 

would be to enable external bioinformaticians to extend the pipeline 

tools by adding more new tools or pipelines, a feature that we will 

implement in further releases of these tools. This can be achieved by 

designing  Domain Specific Languages DSL with a visual design 

which can be utilized by anyone to write a description of a new tool, 

then the framework will translate and build the corresponding GUI, 

and handle running and manage the new addition. DSL/visual 

designer is an approach widely used to enable non-developers to 

extend existing applications without the need for developing it by 

themselves. This would enable bioinformaticians to design new 

tools/pipelines with little knowledge about software development in 
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general and ship and deploy their custom application to be used by 

other bioinformaticians, clinical laboratory personals or wet lab 

personnel.  

Another important feature is reproducibility, any analysis performed 

by the software tools should be reproducible. To ensure 

reproducibility, that the software tools’ version should be the same 

while repeating any analysis, the current implementation of the 

pipeline tools enables versioning at the level of the whole software. 

However, in future updates a more reliable feature would be to 

support versions at the level of individual tools that are implemented 

within the pipeline. 

While current implementation enables tracking and basic errors 

reporting for the users. It would be desirable that the tracking system 

is able to auto recover in case of simple errors or suggest possible 

solutions where more complex or severe errors occur. Error recovery 

of the tracking system would enable improved users’ productivity 

especially when used by clinicians. This can be supported by 

enabling expert systems trained to resolve simple errors that normally 

happen when running an analysis, this can be trained to behave like 

an expert bioinformaticians. In that case of more severe or unknown 

errors, for which the expert system is not trained to resolve, the 

system will suggest possible solutions based on external knowledge 

databases. This can be achieved by training the system to mine for 

answers in online forums specialized in bioinformatics such as 

SEQAnswers (Li et al. 2012), harnessing the power of social sharing 

in which a large number of expert bioinformaticians share their 

knowledge and experiences. This would enable a greater level of 

knowledge and experience transfer. 
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9.6 Databases integration for better insights 

Knowledge databases are essential because they provide the required 

information to generate the insights contributing to better understand 

the biology of pathogens. We believe that CandidaMine (presented 

in Chapter 8) is an invaluable dedicated resource for the broad 

research and clinical community working on Candida diseases.  

Aiming for a complex and integrative data analysis, we developed 

CandidaMine to integrate datasets from various studies and resources 

to facilitate exploration, analysis, and interpretation of Candida 

related studies. CandidaMine currently integrates various datasets for 

5 Candida yeast pathogens which focus on the most common species 

causing Candidiasis [C. albicans, C. glabrata, C. parapsilosis and C. 

tropicalis] (Gabaldón et al. 2016) and the emerging multidrug-

resistant species e.g. C. auris (Rhodes and Fisher 2019). 

Furthermore, we plan to scale CandidaMine horizontally i.e. add 

more strains and vertically i.e. add more datasets for a given strain, 

such scaling will introduce many challenges ahead of us. With further 

scaling, we need to maintain a steady performance of CandidaMine 

and introduce a reliable and robust mechanism for updating and 

maintaining all stored dataset in CandidaMine. 

CandidaMine provides easy to use tools to search and query all data 

types stored in the data warehouse. CandidaMine provides efficient 

tools to suit all types of users with different levels of expertise. For 

novice users, CandidaMine provides easy to use tools such as list 

analysis and ready to use template queries for a wide range of 

analysis. For intermediate and more experienced users, CandidaMine 

provides custom query builder for designing more complex queries 

and API access for programmatically performing more complex 

analysis. Major contribution of CandidaMine is the expression 
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profiles and variant calling datasets. Where all SRA runs related to 

Candida pathogens stored in CandidaMine were downloaded and 

proceeded to generate the expression profiles and variant calling. 

Those datasets integrated with all metadata from the SRA database 

provide researchers with a variety of options to integrate this data and 

use it to get more insight in their analysis. 

CandidaMine and the distinct software tools developed in this thesis 

complement each other. In the current implementation there is no 

technical integration between them, but users may easily enable a 

manual integration where they can retrieve data from CandidaMine 

and utilize it within the software tools. However, in future updates of 

the software tools, we will enable such integration, for example, the 

SeqEditor tool can be adapted to directly use genomes and 

annotations of CanidadaMine by utilizing Intermine API. Such 

integration will enable us to apply all implemented tools in SeqEditor 

to be performed on pathogen data from CandidaMine for example 

designing primers. Additionally, using variant calling dataset in 

CandidaMine, SeqEditor primers design tools implementation can be 

adjusted to design mutation-specific primers if possible, for any 

given strain, which have potential applications in identifying 

virulence or drug resistant strain. Also RNASeq or VariantSeq tools 

can access annotations provided by CandidaMine directly via API to 

download reference material or training sets or for functional 

annotation of the results; for example, downloading GOs and 

functional descriptions in the case of deregulated genes or 

annotations of phenotypic effects in the case of variants.  

Developing diagnostic applications requires understanding host-

pathogen interaction, which requires data from both sides - human 

and the pathogen under study (fungal in our case). While 

CandidaMine provides data for the pathogen side, we still need 
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access to genomic data from the human side which can be provided 

by HumanMine (Smith et al. 2012) which is an integrated database 

of Homo sapiens genomic data. Both CandidaMine and HumanMine 

are powered by InterMine, thus enabling unified API access. This 

will enable further updates of our tools to use and integrate data from 

both mines to perform integrative host-pathogen analysis or even the 

development of newly designed tools dedicated for such analysis.
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10 Conclusions 

● Lack of appropriate, easy-to-use tools limits the possibilities of 

harnessing next generation sequencing, proteomics and other 

omics technologies in the field of study and diagnosis of yeast 

infections. This thesis has contributed to fill in this important 

gap. 

● We have proposed and shown the utility of novel computational 

approaches (and build their corresponding tools) to i) develop 

recurrent neural network models for the prediction of sequence 

properties such as secondary RNA structure or melting 

temperature of a DNA duplex (rnnXna tool), and ii) to predict 

the level of cross-mapping in sequencing of complex samples or 

pools (CrossMapper tool).   

● SeqEditor was developed and implemented as a GUI based tool 

for efficient sequence analysis including a set of efficient tools 

for primer design and tools for exploring, mining and extracting 

information for genomic annotations.  

● Pipeline framework and tools were developed and designed to 

provide a fast and easy way to implement, design, deploy and 

run bioinformatics pipelines with GUI based tools for a better 

user experience. The pipeline framework was used to implement 

the following custom applications: 

➢ RNASeq was developed and implemented as a dedicated 

GUI based tool to run and manage pipelines and 

workflows for differential expression and enrichment 

analyses.   

➢ VariantSeq was developed and implemented as a dedicated 

GUI based tool to run and manage pipelines and 

workflows for variant calling and annotation of Single 
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Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) and small 

insertions/deletions (Indels). 

➢ DeNovoSeq was developed and implemented as a 

dedicated GUI based tool to run and manage pipelines and 

workflows for assembly/scaffolding and annotation of new 

genomes and/or transcriptomes with no previous reference 

sequence. 

● Network analysis is an important approach for analysing 

complex systems. Combining network analysis with other types 

of analysis such differential expression analysis can lead to 

robust methods for identifying key important genes/proteins in 

the network. An integrative network analysis was designed and 

applied to proteomics data obtained by LC-MS/MS. Using 

interaction networks combined with differential expression 

analysis, we were able to identify a set of proteins that can be 

useful as biomarkers in diagnosing drug resistance in C. albicans 

isolates. 

● Integration of disparate types of data and information is a 

complex task that needs to cope with the volume of data and 

speed at which it is generated. CandidaMine was developed as 

an integrative omics data warehouse focusing on the most 

common Candida species causing Candidiasis and mutli-drug 

resistance strains. 
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